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Abstract
Gairaigo, or Loanword Japanese, are one of the three word sources (the others being Native 
Japanese, and Sino Japanese) of modern standard Japanese, and take up a significant and 
growing sector of the lexicon of the language. Despite this, learners are most often only 
introduced to gairaigo lexical units and a limited number of naturalisation phenomenon. This 
in turn creates difficulties for students when the need arises to naturalise foreign words into 
communicable Loanword Japanese.
The present study centres on a model of naturalisation, proposed by Nomoto (1990) 
of the National Language Research Institute, which we refer to as Japanese Loanword 
Naturalisation (JLN). The first four stages of this model, Open Syllabication, Germinate 
Formation, Vowel Naturalisation, and Consonant Naturalisation were selected for a 
quantitative survey of the JLN production of Australian Japanese learners at the Australian 
National University.
The ultimate goal of the present study is to clarify the JLN models adopted by 
learners at different levels. Unique learner strengths and weaknesses in production were 
identified which include rule hypercorrection, difficulties with specific types of phoneme 
naturalisation, as well as difficulties with specific moraic structures.
iv
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 Aim
Gairaigo, or loanwords in Japanese, make up a significant and unavoidable part of the 
lexicon to be acquired by foreign Japanese language learners. The investigator
experienced difficulties in the correct acquisition of gairaigo as a student of the Japanese
»
language, which were confirmed as typical difficulties for many fellow Australian 
learners in examinations of gairaigo production years later in student composition and 
spoken Japanese in classroom settings.
One of the realities faced by learners o f Japanese is the surprising general lack of 
suitable materials for the study of Loanword Japanese (LJ). This situation can only 
exasperate the difficulties experienced by learners in the transformation of foreign words 
into LJ, a demand not existent in the case of learning kanji and hiragana, in which case 
students main concern with learning is the memorization o f pre-existent lexical items. As 
detailed in Appendix 1: "LJ Treatment in Related Teaching Materials", the vast majority 
of texts introduce moraic units (katakana characters) along with a number of lexical items. 
Very few of the texts attempt to delineate the phonological rules for naturalisation of 
foreign words to LJ. This situation could at best be described as presenting a deductive 
approach to the instruction of LJ phonology rather than an explicit, inductive approach.
In acquiring proficiency in LJ, learners are faced with two main tasks: (i) the 
memorization of pre-existing LJ lexical items (which is satisfactorily covered by 
conventional Japanese language textbooks), and (ii) the mastery o f the phonological 
naturalisation model used in creating new LJ from the borrowed words of other languages. 
The present study focuses on the later of these two competencies.
The present study refers to this model as Japanese Loanword Naturalisation 
(JLN). Modem Japanese contains both innovative and conservative varieties of JLN, and
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has experienced a number o f historical periods where the inventories of the stages of 
naturalisation (Nomoto 1990 identifies these as Open Syllabication, Germinate 
Formation, Vowel Naturalisation and Consonant Naturalisation) that make up JLN have 
gone through change and expansion. Our study centers on the surveying the state of 
acquisition of the most up-to-date versions of JLN by Australian learners.
In order to most accurately survey this production, factors influencing the 
correct production of JLN must be taken into account. Second language acquisition 
(SLA) researchers note learners' acquisition of a second/foreign language is influenced by 
first language, universal interlanguage and individual variation. The present study 
attempts to contribute to Japanese language pedagogy, and in particular the little covered 
instruction of JLN, by presenting both a JLN model and survey results highlighting the 
JLN production characteristics of Australian learners while taking these SLA factors into 
consideration.
The present study divided subjects into three cells o f beginners, intermediates 
and advanced Japanese speakers based on the results of the placement test for ANU 
Japanese language courses. The assumption was that JNLP is linked to overall Japanese 
ability, and that selection of subjects by placement test results would be the most effective 
means of allocating subjects. 30 Australian subjects, as well as a number o f Japanese 
informants and pilot survey control group subjects, were surveyed in order to establish 
possible emerging patterns for the four following research questions:
Research Question 1: What are the phonological forms of beginner, intermediate 
and advanced Australian speakers o f Japanese in JLN Open Syllabication? How and why 
do they differ from native Japanese production?
Research Question 2: What are the phonological forms of beginner, intermediate 
and advanced Australian speakers of Japanese in JLN Germinate Formation? How and 
why do they differ from native Japanese production?
Research Question 3: What are the phonological forms of beginner, intermediate 
and advanced Australian speakers o f Japanese in JLN Vowel Naturalisation? How and 
why do they differ from native Japanese production?
Research Question 4: What are the phonological forms of beginner, intermediate 
and advanced Australian speakers of Japanese in JLN Consonant Naturalisation? How 
and why do they differ from native Japanese production?
The ultimate goal of the present study is therefore to clarify the JLN models 
adopted by Australian Japanese learners at different levels, by addressing the above 
research questions.
2
1.2 Japanese Loanwords and scope of the study
The present study was limited to researching the acquisition of JLN by Australian 
learners of Japanese. Specific borrowing category limitations, loanword type, and 
historical period of JLN model used exist and are detailed in the following sub-sections.
1.2.1 Borrowing
Backhouse (1996:80-81) notes languages are constantly adding new, and abandoning old 
words according to the necessity of the community of speakers. He also notes languages 
can form new words through either (i) other language borrowing, or via (ii) compounding 
or derivation of mother language items. Our study is interested solely in the language 
borrowing form of word formation.
Fundamentally borrowing can only occur when there is contact between the two 
languages in question. When the language Tending’ the item to the ‘borrowing’ language 
does so, this exchange can take place via spoken or written media according to the 
‘borrowing’ individual or group’s model of the semantic and phonetic/orthographic value 
of the item. The product of this borrowing may or may not be subject to a shift in part of 
speech, semantic/lexical (meaning) or phonetic/orthographic (form) value.
Two examples of the word formation referred to by Backhouse above can be 
found in Japanese lexical items which express the term known in English as ‘Information 
Technology’. Both items involve a direct acceptance of the semantic value (meaning) of 
the English original. However, one involves the acceptance of (a) the meaning, together 
with the compounding of already existent mother language items jouhou gijutsu with the 
two words information and technology (made up of the morphemes jou how, information 
and gi technique jutsu science; technology). Another item infoomeshon tekunorojii 
involves acceptance of (a) the meaning, and (b) the pronunciation (form): the item is a 
loanword. Other examples include zunou kikan/kenkyuu kikan (compounding) and shinku 
tanku (borrowing) for 'think tank', nattoku shinryou (compounding) and infoomudo 
konsento (borrowing) for 'informed consent', gaibu itaku gyoumu itaku (compounding) 
and autosooshingu (borrowing) for 'outsourcing'.
Quite frequently, written media are easily accepted from foreign languages into 
Japanese. However, English spelling is not without the exception of irregulars, and the 
direct borrowing of words from the orthography of English into the more regular 
Japanese orthography can be problematic. For example, the author speculates the 
loanword item airon borrowed from the English word “(clothes) iron)” Ejalan] is the 
result of the direct transliteration of the original words’ unreliable spelling.
Borrowings in which the original form is maintained while the meaning shifts
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also exist: handoru, so phonetically close to the English word “handle”, changes meaning 
to indicate a “car steering wheel”. Famikon, an abbreviation o f the two items famiri and 
konpyutaa (family computer) has shifted to mean a household TV game.
Another common shift is that of part of speech. Nomoto (1991) notes loanwords 
can typically be transformed into verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. English nouns are 
typically changed to verbs (via adding the transformed item to a -suru  verb) or 
adjective/adverbs by adding a -n a  or - i  ending. As an example of adjectivization, the 
noun “news” (nyuusu) can be attached to a -n a  ending to become nyuusu-na, meaning 
news-worthy, newsy. The now archaic word nau-i, meaning contemporary, fashionable is 
another example of an English noun transformed and having a Japanese adjectival ending 
added to it to form a new word through a shift in part of speech.
This is not to say LJ pronunciation will be without its difficulties for the 
Australian student of Japanese. As noted above, borrowing can be taken from written 
sources. For example, the loanwords for Melbourne EjmElban] J meruborun, Brisbane 
Efbrlzban] J burisubeen, and iron E[alan] J airon all show oversights in English 
pronunciation’s silent consonants, voicing, and spelling exceptions. All o f the above 
items are exceptions, and therefore impossible to predict for the student of Japanese and 
must be memorized as distinct lexical units.
While students should be able to use the above lexical units, the ability to render 
foreign names, adjectives and verbs as loanwords in appropriate settings is vital to today’s 
speaker of Japanese. The Japanese Ministry of Education, among other bodies, publishes 
loanword orthography guides that contain a reasonable number of lexicalised katakana 
transcribed place names, and other Japanese groups using lexicalised loanword items also 
publish documents which note some loanword items. However, loanwords are constantly 
being borrowed in such a great number of fields that ability in taking items from other 
language to be used, via loanword phonology, to Japanese is crucial. It is therefore 
necessary for Japanese language students to have competency in (i)
recognition/production of the above lexicalised loanword items, and (ii) 
recognition/production o f unique/new borrowed items produced through JLN. The 
present study focuses on the latter.
1.2.2 Loanwords
Sources for words in modem Japanese are typically divided into Wago (Native 
Japanese:“NJ”), Kango (Sino-Japanese:“SJ”), and Gairaigo (Loanword Japanese:“LJ”). 
Specific part-of-speech, orthographic, phonologic and socio-linguistic characteristics are 
possessed by each of these three word sources. By definition, loanwords are borrowed
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from another language (in the case of Japanese, languages other than NJ and SJ), although 
we will re-examine this view in section 1.2.4.
Loanwords have an increasingly common presence within the Japanese 
language. Chung (1994) draws our attention to the fact that loanwords today hold an 
approximate 10% share of modem Japanese’s total vocabulary. Continuing, Chung lists a 
1983 study by H. Ishino noting loanwords total share of vocabulary in the following 
fields -  fashion, beauty and catering: 80%+, sports: 76%, housing: 67%+. In terms of 
part-of-speech, LJ are easily introduced to the language as Backhouse (1996: 76) notes 
“(loanwords) occur chiefly as nouns and na adjectives, and ... combined with (the verb) 
suru to form verbs.” This statement infers this vast, growing number of loanwords in 
modem Japanese is easily accepted into syntactically open classes.
This phenomenon is highly visible, and has received attention from leading 
Japanese language policy authorities such as the Japanese Language Council (1988), 
(1991), (2000) and National Language Research Institute (2002). Both suggest a move to 
minimize the use of the great number of loanwords in modem Japanese to a level o f bare 
necessity, noting: (i) that such excessive use of LJ in the place of pre-existing SJ or NJ 
threatens to weaken the integrity of the original NJ and SJ usage and lexicon, (ii) that 
communicability of such LJ is dependent on the generation or age of speakers of Japanese 
and therefore may marginalise or discriminate certain age groups and (iii) that many 
borrowings are still ambiguous to the majority. However, despite these proposals, 
Yomiuri Newspaper (2002) notes in a February, 2002 NHK survey, respondents agreeing 
with possible federal loanword regulations failed to reach a level o f 20% of responses. 
Clearly loanwords form an important, and widely publicly supported part of the language, 
but must be used with discretion.
1.2.3 Orthography/LJ relationship
In order to understand the governance of loanwords in modem Japanese, it is necessary to 
gain an appreciation of the role and coverage of the orthography. Modem Japanese is 
primarily written in ‘kanji kana-majirf (a combination of the three systems below). The 
three orthographic systems functional in modem Japanese are:
(i) Kanji,
(ii) Hiragana, and
(iii) Katakana
Alfonso (1981) notes that whereas the English language, like Greek and Russian,
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uses an alphabet system in which graphic symbols are used to represent single (vowel or 
consonant) sounds, Japanese possesses two systems o f writing: the cursive hiragana, and 
the squarish katakana, which inherently carry the value of a sound block known as a 
“mora”, and an ideographic/logographic system of writing, kanji, is used that carries both 
sound and morphemic value. Let us now turn to the role o f the orthography in Japanese 
loanword phonology. Today, the vast majority o f loanwords (excluding Chinese 
personal/place names and some Korean personal/place names) are written in katakana.
Loanwords are notated in katakana characters in modem Japanese. However, 
Takebe (1979) alludes to some Edo and pre-Edo borrowings original forms as being 
found as either hiragana (giyaman (glassware), bateren (a padre)) or hiragana or kanji 
{kappa (rain jacket), pan (bread)), and also notes some loanwords are/were written in 
kanji. As examples the present investigator presents the following:
Sourceword Loanword Phonemic transcription Kanji transcription
Coffee [kt>fi] [ko:g:] —[ko:g] [ko:gi:]
Page [peld?] [pe:d3i] v'lpeidji] H  [peicfy]
(01) Sourceword, loanword and phonemic/kanji transcription
As can be seen above in (01), the first example’s kanji reading is identical to its 
corresponding katakana phonemic loanword reading. It is important to note these 
examples are limited in nature and mostly accessible in katakana form for modem 
speakers/1 earners o f Japanese. Endo (1989:213) notes “Loanwords have historically been 
notated in hiragana at times, and even today their orthography is conducted in kanji or 
hiragana at times for special effect. However as a rule loanwords are notated in 
katakana ’. This study will focus solely on the pronunciation of loanwords which are/can 
be transcribed in katakana.
While the phonetic inventory for the borrowing of loanwords (detailed in 
Chapter 2) is limited, the variety of available katakana orthographic inventory that may 
be applied in writing the language is actually wider than this. These expanded 
orthographic inventories do not, however, represent any strict conservative or innovative 
varieties o f JLN moraic units. Rather, they are used as a kind o f surrogate IPA system in 
the teaching of foreign languages (as a mnemonic), and highlight pronunciation describe 
items most Japanese speakers would not recognize as being significantly phonetically 
different. For example the Korean pronunciation song can be written V 1/ normally, but 
in order to define pronunciation as closely as possible (devoicing), y >>can be used.
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Other Korean examples include hap (1/hapu /) and mium ^ *7 u (J/miumu,/). With 
Russian, vowel quality and consonant length can be differentiated through the use of 
katakana orthography, such as in the illustrating the consonant quality difference between 
sha (ma) and sya (ma), transcribed respectively as 'y  ̂  (J/Ja/) and ,>v'-v(J/JJa/). As such 
these examples should be considered special exceptions for use in language textbooks, 
and as removed from regular linguistic currency.
We have so far established that loanwords in Japanese are notated in katakana. 
However, not all use of katakana is relegated only to loanword notation. In order to 
elucidate the scope of the present study it is necessary to understand the difference 
between what Takebe (1989) refers to as katakana-kaki-no-go (linguistic utterances 
notated in katakana), and gairaigo (loanwords). Kawaharazaki (1979:36) notes katakana 
is used in the transliteration of loanwords, foreign place names, and foreign peoples 
names, but that it also has the following non-LJ functions: writing of animal/plant names, 
onomatopoeia, and in order to highlight words or phrases (in the same way italics are used 
in English), and qualifies his studies in his 1989 study by noting that katakana is also used 
to: write a) words usually written in kanji (where the writer feels their meaning is not 
properly conveyed by the use of kanji), b) sounds, animal calls, c) slang/cant, d) 
emoticons, e) furigana (characters used alongside kanji which provide phonemic reading 
of same), f) foreigner talk discourse (in order to appeal the communication is broken 
Japanese), and g) as numbering in the same way A, B, C etc are used in English. While 
uses o f katakana in modem Japanese are numerous, the present study aims to examine 
only loanwords.
1.2.4 Historical movement in JLN
Takebe (1979) gives an historical treatment o f loanwords, noting items borrowed toward 
the end of the Muromachi period from Portuguese (via foreign trading) and Spanish (via 
missionary activity, trade). Phonologically, in that era none o f the moraic units featured in 
each lexical item differed in any way from the mora of NJ or SJ. The only difference 
citable may be a greater freedom of the combination/order of these morae. For example, 
while the word for bread, [pan] features morae containing the consonant [p] and vowel [a] 
in a word-initial position, the same mora [pa] is featured in the SJ word for ‘breakthrough’, 
[toppa]. The existence of such historical items is evidence that the phonology of SJ and LJ 
is not differentiated due to cultural difference, but rather difference o f historical periods 
of borrowing. Takebe (1979) notes other borrowings include Dutch (trading) throughout 
the Edo period, and that, excluding the influence o f German (via medicine, philosophy 
and mountaineering), French (via art and fashion) and Italian (via music) from the Meiji
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period, the vast majority of borrowing is from the English language. Backhouse (1996) 
notes 80% of dictionary loanword entries today stem from English. The JLN models used 
in each of the eras of historical borrowings differ in phonological structure and phonetic 
inventory from earlier borrowings.
Backhouse (1996) draws a line between NJ, SJ and WJ (Western Japanese) 
loanwords. However, a distinction must be made not between NJ and SJ/WJ but between 
NJ, SJ and WJ on historical grounds. Towards a definition of “readings” (i.e. systematic 
phonological model of borrowing) from Chinese, Aruku Shuppan Henshu-bu (ed.) (1994: 
220) notes pronunciation of kanji in China was adapted to Japanese pronunciation, and is 
known as on-yomi or “sound reading”. Further, H. Ito (1988) notes the historical 
distinction of kanji readings in Japanese into go-on (Wu dynasty readings), kan-on (Han 
dynasty readings) and tou-on (Tang dynasty readings).
However, these theories do not explain the existence of the present readings and 
pronunciation of place names and personal names found in the countries which share 
some extent of kanji culture, being mainland China, Hong Kong, Korea,..Specifically, 
while the vast majority of Chinese personal names (Mao Tse-tung J[mo:takui:to:]
and place names Su Zhou H jfl J[soJiu:]) are pronounced in SJ on-yomi in regular 
spoken/written communication, conspicuous exceptions exist.
Firstly, while many place and other names are available in modem LJ readings as 
well as SJ readings, some names only intelligibly exist in LJ reading. For example, while 
many place names for locations in China have been lexicalised into Japanese via what Ito 
or Vance recognize as SJ phonology, some names such as Jjhonkon] (for Hong Kong, 
where the only on-yomi for the first character #  is kowkyou and for Ü? is kou) and 
Jjkanton] (for j£3ll Canton where the only on-yomi for the first character Ja  is kou and for 
SC is tou). Shanghai (_L$5 ffarihai] is made up of two characters usually ready jou  + kai, 
and the Chinese luncheon cuisine of yum-cha (tfc^£ J[jamiutfa]) is made up of two 
characters usually pronounced in + cha.
Korean examples also exist. To generalize, it can be said no example of a place 
or personal name in Korea exists in which SJ reading is permitted. Due to socio-cultural 
influences, Chinese sino-language speakers feel comfortable with personal and place 
names from China to be read in the on-yomi that Aruku and Ito refer to above. However, 
Korean speakers, who use kanji in many place and personal names, require these names 
to be read in a manner close to the actual Korean reading.
I have shown that those Chinese names not lexicalised, and Korean place and 
personal names can and are given a phonological value close to the mother language 
original. This is to say that while Backhouse and Ito are correct in asserting Chinese
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go-on, kan-on and to-on historical kanji readings, that today, if the above SJ nouns are not 
delegated to on-yomi reading, they will be delegated as all other loanwords to be filtered 
through the LJ phonological model. It is for this reason I choose the term “loanword”, not 
“western loanword” for the purposes of this study. To summarize, JLN models have 
evolved historically and reflect historical, rather than culturally specific phonological 
models for the reception of loanwords.
1.2.5 Shifts and expansion of the JLN inventory
JLN rules are moving through a shift with open and closed processes subject to 
this effect. This shift (and the new moraic units and resultant naturalisation rules 
recognized) is still the topic of debate. Standpoints are observable in Japanese 
government language policy, research, JFL textbooks and other materials, and is detailed 
in Chapter 2. Along with a range of character inventory proposals by Japanese language 
lexicographers (Kenkyusha 1974, Takebayashi 1992, Katsumata 1954 et all), textbook 
authors/teachers (3A Network 1988, Alfonso 1981, Aruku 1994, AOTS 1991, Gakken 
1976, Hadamitzky & Spahn 1996, Higurashi 1998, Inagaki 1986, Inter-University Center 
1983, JLPC 1970, Japan Foundation 1978 et all) and linguists (Lovins 1975, Katayama 
1998, Nomoto 1991, Takebe 1979, 1980, 1989, Maeda 1971, Tomita 1988, Found 1998, 
Umeda 1989, Kawaharazaki 1989 et all), the last changes in the inventory of characters 
recognized by the Japanese government appeared in Cabinet Bulletin 2 on 28/6/1991. 
This report is significantly liberalized when compared to the 15/3/1959 National 
Language Commission Report “Gairaigo no Hyouki”. Recently, the 22nd National 
Language Commission (‘Dai 22-ki Kokugo Shingi-kai’) included a report entitled 
“Kokusai Shakai ni Taiou Suru Nihongo no Arikata” which contained no additions or 
deletions of the character inventory.
Lovins (1973) and Endo (1989) recognize this tendency for JLN (Japanese 
Loanword) rules to slowly change. This change can take place in ‘closed’ and ‘open’ 
processes of naturalisation. More specifically, this change refers to (i) the actual 
segmental inventory (represented in katakana characters) and (ii) the rules (phonological 
operations) governing the process of transformation from item input through operative 
level, have and continue to move through an expansion. More concretely: Open processes 
are the segmental inventory of JLN. Specifically, JLN is today more liberal than ever in 
terms of its segmental inventory and the environmental constraints for that inventory, 
with both Conservative Varieties and Innovative Varieties existing.
Vance (1987) notes: "Modem Tokyo speakers fall along a continuum in terms of 
how thoroughly recent borrowings are assimilated to the native phonemic pattern., (in
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the)., conservative variety... borrowings are completely assimilated. (In the) innovative 
variety, several phones occur in new environments and in some cases the result has been a 
phonemic split". For example, [ti:] as in the English word ‘team’ is naturalized as:
Australian English (AE) Conservative JLN Innovative JLN
[ti:m] [tfi:m] [ti:miu]
(02) JLN Conservative and Innovative Variety examples
In the case of conservative JLN, E[t] before the environment E[i] must be 
transformed to [tfi], together with the E[tf] before E[i] also transforming to JLN[tfi], 
However, in more innovative varieties, [t] and [tf] form a minimal pair, active in a range of 
environments (to be discussed later). This kind of expansion and shift in rules on a 
segmental level is a key characteristic to modem LJ and JLN.
While less common, I refer to accentuation, assimilation and open syllabication 
as closed naturalisation processes. For example, due to JLN’s open syllabication 
constraint, no consonant can appear without a vowel following it. In contrast, following 
the plosive /k/, the vowel /i/  was previously inserted in places where no vowel existed. 
Today this rule has changed to insert the vowel /u/ in its place. As a result we have the 
lexical items sutoraiki Tabor strike’, and sutoraiku ‘baseball strike’. The former 
preserves the archaic form of the consonant syllabication, whereas the latter preserves the 
form used including in present day.
In order to represent the range of most up-to-date JLN varieties possible, the present 
study takes in a JLN model that is Innovative (IV) in its phonemic inventory, yet clearly 
defines reductions to a conservative variety (CV) for use as reference and in its survey 
(See Section 1.3 and Chapter 3 for details of the survey).
1.2.6 Naturalisation and JLN model
Naturalisation refers to the systematic introduction of foreign lexical items into a 
languages phonology and/or orthography. The present study was influenced most 
strongly by Nomoto (1990) and Silverman (1992) as below. This influence forms the 
foundation of the study’s JLN model.
Katayama (1998:12-3) quotes Silverman (1992) as presenting a model of 
loanword phonology naturalisation as follows: at the Perceptual Level, “acoustic signals 
are constrained by the native segmental inventory” and “..will be the inputs to (the next 
level). At the Operative Level, strings undergo phonological operations triggered by
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native phonotactic constraints.” For example, the English word blue is naturalized to the 
loanword buruu as follows:
Input: /bluw/ ‘blue’
constrained by the native segmental inventory
Perceptual Level: [briu:]
Operative Level: [biuriu:]
constrained by the native phonological structure
(03) Silverman’s order of loanword naturalisation
Nomoto (1990) proposed the following outstanding Japanese-specific model (see (04) 
below) of naturalisation of words entering Japanese from other languages. His example 
involves a nonsense word [aeelatitH from a fictional language and its naturalisation.
1. Open Syllabication..........
[ae e  1
. . . UJ.....
9 t i t h ]
................o
2. Germinate Formation...... ......... Q(t)
3. Vowel Naturalisation...... .. a .... ...a...... .....1
4 Consonant Naturalisation. ..s. . r . tf .............t
5. Accent Naturalisation...... ...a >ui ra tfi Ctft) to
6. Orthography r *  7 y  h
(04) Nomoto’s JLN model
While the specifics of naturalisation, the central focus of the present work, will 
be presented in Chapter 2, an outline of Nomoto’s model of naturalisation will serve to 
better highlight the authors' approach. Firstly, in Nomoto’s model, an utterance is first 
subject to open vowel syllabication according to environment. Next, consonant 
assimilation takes place, followed by vowel, consonant and accent naturalisation. The 
item is finally transformed into Japanese orthography (katakana script).
Nomoto’s model does an excellent job in accounting for processes of 
naturalisation in JLN, and does much to explain this process as being universally 
applicable to lending languages. However, as noted in Silverman (1992), the first level of 
this process must be in constraint by the native segmental inventory, for without this, the 
targets for native syllabication cannot be identified, let alone transformed. The actual
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order of naturalisation (see (05) below) is thus:
1. Vowel Naturalisation......
[ae
.. a..
0 1 a t
a......
i th]
.. ,.i
2. Consonant Naturalisation. ..s ...r... t f .......... t
3. Open Syllabication.......... IU .................0
4. Germinate Formation...... ........ Q ( t )
5. Accent Naturalisation...... ...a >IU ra tfi O(t) to
6. Orthography r y y  b
*[ti] may naturalise to either [tfi] or [ti]
(05) JLN model proposed by current study
This model acknowledges both Silverman and Nomoto. This vowel and 
consonant naturalisation (native segmental inventory constraint) is a first stage, with 
native phonology (JLN constraint) being a second stage. The first inventory constraint 
stage could be seen as being an open process (open to change), and the second 
phonological constraint stage as a more closed process (closed to change).
To review, a lending language provides an item to the borrowing language 
(Japanese). This item is next either 1) expressed by code-changing or 2) undergoes 
naturalisation at a) perceptual level, and next b) at an operative (either innovative or 
conservatively) level.
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1.3 Methodology
The present study focuses on the JLN production o f Australian learners. This essentially 
differs from the qualitative descriptions of given language varieties in that non-native 
speakers each possess a unique model of the language, and work toward a gradual 
acquisition of, but do not possess a complete phonological model used by members of the 
native linguistic community of Japanese.
The present work therefore is comprised o f a JLN quantitative survey with 
Australian learners. In order to effectively conduct this survey, it was necessary to (i) set 
subject selection criteria and the independent variable; (ii) determine AE and JLN 
phonemic inventories; (ii) identify possible interference in production (via Contrastive 
Analysis, Markedness, Universal Interlanguage and Non-linguistic Variation theories), 
and (iii) construct and conduct an appropriate survey.
The subjects of the survey were as those who are: (i) Australian English (AE) 
first language speakers (to account for first language interference); (ii) either male or 
female in their 20s to early 30s (who have all been exposed to more recent JLN models); 
(iii) those students who had received initial katakanalsome JLN phenomena.
Level o f Japanese language study was set as the Independent Variable (under the 
primary assumption Japanese language and JLN proficiency are related), with subjects 
divided subjects into three groups: Group 1 (Completed l sl year written Japanese), Group 
2 (Completed 2nd year written Japanese), and Group 3 (Completed 3+ year Japanese) in 
order to account for differing levels of development in Japanese language proficiency).
AE and JLN phonemic inventories were determined. The AE inventory was 
selected from pre-existing materials. However, the JLN inventory, due to recent 
expansion/shift in the inventory, was confirmed through literature/media and language 
informant checks by the present investigator, based on pre-existing materials. These 
inventories would serve as benchmarks for both correct JLN production and AE 
interference. A Contrastive Analysis was next conducted of the two inventories, and 
added to pre-existing literature on Japanese learner pronunciation and katakana-related 
difficulties to predict subject strengths and weaknesses for the present survey, that were 
later compared with subject production.
The survey itself consisted of a warm-up, followed by subjects listening to 
nonsense words/words with low lexicality on a tape by the investigator (a native AE 
speaker), and next pronouncing these items in JNLP. Items were selected that included 
structures that test the first four levels of JLN described in Section 1.2.6 above (Open 
Syllabication, Germinate Formation, Consonant Naturalisation and Vowel 
Naturalisation), as well as a combined moraic structure assessment.
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Production for each subject was then transcribed into International Phonetic 
Alphabet (see Appendix 5: Production Lists), and then assigned a value to be tabulated 
for analysis (see Appendix 6: Production Tallies). Assessment criterion were set that 
would allow for the presence o f correct production, first language (AE) interference, 
target language (JLN) hypercorrection, other interference, or absence. The criteria reflect 
the position taken by the present study that Second Language Acquisition is influenced 
linguistically by first language, target language and universal interlanguage.
Production was then assessed from values assigned in Appendix 6: Production 
Tallies, and given unit and percentage values. The production values of Group 1, Group 2 
and Group 3 were compared within each of the four JLN stages surveyed in order to 
answer Research Questions 1 - 4. Production values were also compared between JLN 
stages to check for the possible markedness of certain stages. In this way, the present 
study attempts to clarify the JLN models adopted by Australian Japanese learners at 
different levels. Methodology specifics will be detailed in Chapter 3.
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1.4 Organisation of the study
The present study is comprised o f four chapters. Chapter 1 Introduction is comprised of 
an introduction to the aims and focus of this study. Chapter 2 AE/JLN Contrastive 
Analysis details the phonological models o f Australian English (AE) and JLN (including 
JLN inventory and rules) used as benchmarks for the present study. The two models are 
presented divided into the four naturalisation levels focused on by this study: Open 
Syllabication, Germinate Formation, Vowel Naturalisation and Consonant Naturalisation. 
The two models are compared (including CA commentary from previous related works) 
and potential difficulties highlighted in order to determine likely difficulties by 
leamers/subjects when producing target structures for each JLN level in the present 
survey.
Chapter 3 Methodology describes the main project of the present study, the 
results and analysis of which follow in Chapter 4 Results and Analysis. This description 
o f the surveys' methodology includes SLA theories (CA, Markedness, Interlanguage, and 
variability) applied by the present study, subjects (dependent and independent variables), 
survey item selection, procedures (conduction, transcription, and assessment criterion).
Chapter 4 Analysis examines the production of survey subjects via an analysis of 
results in each of the JLN levels: Open Syllabication, Germinate Formation, Vowel 
Naturalisation (vowel quality and quantity) and Consonant Naturalisation (consonant 
quality and consonant moraic units), and a combined analysis in moraic structure. 
Summarised findings to the present study are given here.
Chapter 5 Conclusion returns to the Research Questions delineated above and 
summarizes the current study’s findings with regard to OS, GF, VN and CV in terms of 
the four research questions as noted in 1.1.
1.4.1 Romanisation
Romanisation has been used to represent Japanese script in this study, unless International 
Phonetic Alphabet is required for detailed phonetic transcription. The study adopts the 
Hepburn system.
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Appendix 1: LJ Treatment in Related Teaching Materials
AUTHOR TITLE 0 (D (3)
3 A Network (ed) (1998) Mina no Nihongo o X X
Alfonso, A. (1981) The Japanese Writing System: A Structural 
Approach
0 0 X
Aruku Nihongo Shuppan
Henshu-bu (ed.) (1994)
Nihongo Nouryoku Shiken Kanji Handobukku 0 0 A
Assoc. Overseas Technical
Scholarship (ed.) (1991)
Shin Nihongo no Kiso: Japanese Kana Workbook 0 o A
Gakken (1976) Japanese for Beginners o X X
Hadamitsky, W. & Spahn, M. 
(1996)
Kanji and Kana o 0 A
Higurashi, Y. (1998) Elementary Functional Japanese Inter-cultural 
Communication 1,2
o o A
Inagaki, S. (1986) Nihongo no Kakikata Handobukku 0 X A
Inter-university Center Staff (ed.) 
(1983)
Basic Japanese - A Review Text 0 X X
Japanese Language Promotion 
Center (1970)
Intensive Course in Japanese: Elementary 0 X X
Japan Foundation (1978) Nihongo: Kana - An Introduction to Japanese 
Syllabary
0 o A
Japanese Section, Center for 
Ling.& Cultural Research (1983)
A Course in Modem Japanese o X X
Kosaka Mitamura, Y. (\985) Let's Leam Katakana o o A
Mizutani, N. (1990) First Lessons in Japanese o X X
Mizutani, O. & N. (1977) An Introduction to Modem Japanese 0 X X
Nomoto, K. (1994) Gairaigo no Keisei to Sono Kyouiku o 0 A
Okana, K. Hasegawa, Y. (1994) Total Japanese: Reading and Writing o X X
Society for Japanese Language 
Teaching (1994)
Japanese for Busy People 0 X X
Tsukuba Language Group (1991) Situational Functional Japanese 0 X X
0= introduction of katakana characters and LJ lexical items
(2)= introduction of any JLN rules
®=explicit JLN rules (X=no coverage, A=limited moraic unit + examples, A=full coverage)
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Chapter 2
AE/JLN Contrastive Analysis
2.0 Introduction
The following chapter presents models of AE and JLN, necessary as (i) mother language 
and target language reference details for Contrastive Analysis; (ii) input/output for the 
present study's JLN model, and (iii) a source of assessment of subject JLN production for 
the present study's survey (see Chapters 3 and 4). JLN naturalisation rules are delineated 
next, and areas of predicted difficulty are detailed at the end of the chapter.
2.1 Contrastive Analysis
In interlanguage phonology, the speaker's first language is an important influence on 
target language production. Contrastive Analysis was designed to account for problems 
and difficulties of L2 speakers via a comparison of the mother and target languages. 
Several CA works influential to the present study are introduced below.
Nemser (1971) notes studies of comparative phonology traditionally center on 
the analysis of differences of production on a phonemic level. Specifically, phonetic 
descriptions of allophones of the two languages phonemes, and from there the inference 
of distributional rules governing the two languages phonemes and allophones. For 
example, on a phonemic level, correlating, diverging and converging phonemes are all 
possible (see (06) below).
AE/d3/ AE/Ö/ AE/z/ AE/t/
i X  /
J/cfc/ J/z/ J/t/  J/ts/
(i) correlating (ii) converging (iii) diverging
(06) Correlating, diverging and converging phonemes
Nozawa (1980) submitted a report on pronunciation difficulties of Cantonese
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learners of Japanese focusing on a CA discussion of error tendencies encountered by the 
researcher in the teaching of Japanese on location. Nozawa offers (i) a concise 
comparison of phonemic inventories, (ii) a model of Japanese phonemes and allophone 
occurrence locations, and (iii) common Cantonese learner LI interference. While 
accounting for the pronunciation difficulties the researcher experienced first-hand in a 
teaching environment, the present author questions the universality of qualitative insights 
for varied learners, as well as not addressing the possibility of markedness in 
phonological acquisition.
Riney (1988) notes that CA works by Briere (1966) and Johansson (1973) both 
showed an important shift away from the predictive L1/L2 comparative study research 
design that did not allow for performance/responses outside CA target structures.
Briere’s 1966 study involved the repetition by American English speakers of 
three different languages, and showed errors not predictable by the ‘‘interference” so 
popular within the CA movement of the time. Johansson’s work involved 180 non-native 
Swedish speakers (from a total of 9 different LI phonologies) and their errors in the 
pronunciation of Swedish, and noted that not all errors were attributable to negative 
transfer.
However, Major (1994) and Riney (1988) note CA, originally designed to 
account for all examples of deviation in linguistic production as interference or negative 
transfer from the first language, has not achieved the capacity to effectively predict all 
errors in a speakers mistakes in pronunciation.
CA is an analysis of predicted/after-the-fact errors attributed to LI interference, 
and not an analysis of the subjects’ overall performance. The former by its nature shuts 
out much important data in SLA studies. The present study acknowledges CA is a useful 
tool in establishing potential errors due to first language transfer, and accounting for 
production post-test, but also acknowledges survey design must not be confined to CA 
alone, and must include universal interlanguage, as well as non-linguistic individual 
variation (highlighted in Chapter 3) considerations.
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2.2 Linguistic scope
The present study is a survey of Australian speakers' acquisition of JLN. Previous works 
into JLN/katakana acquisition by Min (1989), Chung (1994) and Nozawa (1980) treated 
production by a single nationality/ethnicity, whereas contemporary Australia is a 
multi-ethnic/lingual nation. It is therefore necessary, before entering into a Contrastive 
Analysis of the subjects' English and JLN, to define the two language entities to be 
compared in order to control variables for the current work's survey (delineated in 
Chapter 3: Methodology).
2.2.1 English variety
Much of the research describing the difficulties of “English” speakers learning Japanese 
are in fact misnomers, and address the speakers of a certain variety of that language. Any 
conception of English as a single entity does not allow for the reality of multiple dialects 
and variants of the English language as a conglomerate. As such, a contrastive analysis of 
“English” and Japanese must specify which variety (and the special characteristics that 
variety presents) is under consideration -  in the case of the present study, it is AE.
As Lass (1990) notes, AE is a variety of Extra-Territorial English (a group of 
dialects all stemming from Southern English pronunciation which share similarities with 
English of South African, New Zealand etc.). Mannell (2000) notes divisions are made 
between cultivated, general and broad accents in AE. In today’s society, it could be said 
that general AE is most predominant. This is supported by studies by Mitchell1 (1946) 
and Bernard (1991) into acoustic studies examining the “averages” of pronunciation in 
AE.
Students studying Japanese at the ANU come from a diverse range of ethnic 
backgrounds. For the purposes of controlling variability in the present study, it is 
necessary to focus on only one form of the native or first language (English) - and for this 
work I have selected Anglo-Australian students who speak General Australian English 
(whose pronunciation of AE English is as delineated in the AE phonemic inventory found 
later in this chapter) as the focus of this study.
A.G. Mitchell and A. Delbridges (1946) classic work entitled "the Pronunciation of English in Australia”, revised in 
1965, delineated the pronunciation of Australian English's cultivated and broad varieties, moving away from a 
prescriptive to descriptive encapsulation of our pronunciation.
According to Mannell (2000), Bernard, and Bernard and Mitchell performed acoustic studies on the pronunciations of 
the average speaker of General Australian English. Clark (1988) performed a survey, averaging 60 speakers 
pronunciation which offered some still controversial changes to the findings of Bernard, and updating the model 
Mitchell and Delbridge described.
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2.2.2 Japanese Variety
In this study, modern standard Japanese (of which JLN forms a part) is the target language. 
While a significant number of regional dialects exist in modem Japan today, native 
inhabitants can understand kyoutsu-go: standard modem Japanese. It should be noted that, 
arguably, the two most popular (along with being socially prestigious) dialects are those 
of the Kanto (Tokyo, Chiba, Saitama areas) and Kansai (Kyoto, Nara, Osaka, Hyogo), 
with both have differing pronunciation (including pitch patterning2, existence/lack of 
devoicing). Since the Kanto dialect is synonymous with standard modem Japanese 
pronunciation, Kanto area Japanese language informants were selected for both the JLN 
model, and control group.
2
Yamada (1994) noted dialectal speakers follow similar patterns to non-native learners when attempting to acquire 
complete standard Japanese supra-segmental phonological production -  that is, they attempt to approach a complete 
model of pronunciation, but are nonetheless, imperfect models.
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2.3 Phonemic inventories
The next step in accurately surveying Australian learner's production of JLN, is the 
definition of the specific phonemic inventories of languages involved both in the 
naturalisation of LJ, and those that influence the process of naturalisation - Australian 
English and JLN.
2.3.1 Previous studies on the AE phonemic inventory
A number of works dealing with traditional phonological descriptions were examined by 
the present study. Most of these works included (i) a phonemic inventory, (ii) allophonic 
realisations and distributional environments.
The present study applied the models of Mitchell & Delbridge (1965), Mannell 
and Cox (2000) as well as Bernard (1991) in the formulation of the model of AE 
described in the following sections of this chapter, with no changes being required in the 
model used for AE for the present study.
S. Ramasaran’s (1990) collection of papers on the pronunciation provides useful 
insights into the description of LI and dialectal pronunciation description. In a first article 
by R.K. Bansal (1990), Indian English is described as a dialect of English in phonological 
and phonetic terms. Linguistic variety is first described in general terms, noting many 
regional differences are sub-phonemic, noting the validity of the work as being applicable 
to all varieties of Indian English. Bansal next delineates the vowel and vowel glide 
system of the dialect, followed by consonants by describing: (i) phonemes, (ii) allophones, 
(iii) phonetic and distributional characteristic differences between the dialect and 
Received Pronunciation. The author next describes consonant cluster features, as well as 
syllable elision, word accent, accent/rhythm in connected speech and intonation. The 
author focuses on characteristic difference and characteristics in Indian English, and 
elucidates these clearly in the short space of the article.
Another paper by A.J.C. Pongweni (1990) describes the pronunciation of 
English vowels by a community of Bantu language speakers. The researcher first 
performs a CA of LI English vowels to those of Shona (a Bantu language) vowels, as well 
as distributional considerations. A further paper by H. Martens (1990) features a 
description of a German variety of English. The author describes existent and 
non-existent vowel and consonant varieties and their distribution in the dialect.
Finally, R. Lass (1990) gives a model of the South African English vowel system. 
Lass first describes the complexity of language varieties, next describing the short, long 
monophthong vowels and diphthongs, as well as loanword vowels. The description 
centers on place and manner of articulation, as well as comparison with similar ETEs
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(Extra-territorial English: varieties all stemming from Southern English pronunciation, 
such as Australian, South African and New Zealand English).
Nagata (1984) deals with the segmental, supra segmental and syllable structure 
of first and second-generation L2 speakers in Hawaii. After giving a brief summary of 
subjects, Nagata follows with the following survey structure: (i) segmental structure of 
LI and L2, (ii) correspondence between the two, (iii) divergence between the two, (iv) 
convergence (i.e. where the two forms of one language come together in one form in the 
other language), (v) English closed versus Japanese open syllabic structure, (vi) English 
stress-accent and stress timed rhythm versus Japanese pitch-accent and syllable-timed 
rhythm (sic), along with Creole iso-syllabic pronunciation supra-segmental structure. 
Giving a good number of actual examples of English to Creole lexical item pronunciation 
changes.
2.3.2 Establishment of JLN moraic unit inventory
Towards establishing the present works' model of JLN, (i) works presenting an explicit 
JLN model, (ii) works delineating implied models (i.e. moraic unit inventories and/or 
simplified, incomplete JLN rules) and (iii) works in which the textual katakana content 
was examined for implied JLN model, were examined.
The first step was establishing the moraic unit/katakana character inventories 
recognized by 21 previous studies ((ii) and (i)), as well as by mass media/online 
publications ((iii)). This began with the establishment of a base of commonly agreed 
units from works dating from the 1970s to today of Kawaharazaki (1979, 1989), Takebe 
(1979, 1980, 1980), Nomoto (1990), Katayama (1998) and Lovins (1975)
Matsuzaki3 4(1993) and others. For details, see Appendix 2: Acknowledged Katakana 
Units.
The second step involved examining the possibilities of all moraic 
units/katakana characters outside the perimeters of the above authors’ studies. The 
rationale for this step was twofold: (a) Backhouse (1996) notes English loanwords
3 The present study made use of public internet search engines such as Yahoo (www.yahoo.co.jp) and 
Google (www.google.co.jp), which unlike their English language counterparts will perform a spider textual 
search for a single katakana character or combination of characters in a word-initial/medial/final position. 
Search engines proved useful and economic tools in determining the existence or non-existence of a 
character.
4 Matsuzaki (1993) issued a study of expansion in the number of mora available to modern Japanese 
speakers, along with a resultant growth in LJ orthography. The study followed new morae identified as 
existing by a number of researchers and dictionary lexicographers by performing a count of the frequency 
of new morae. This approach involved cross-referencing and confirming units through the identification of 
actual lexical examples, and was coincidentally the same as the approach taken by the present study at the 
time, but accounted for different works to the present study's.
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comprise 80% of dictionary loanword entries in Japanese today. The majority of 
loanword examples found in textbooks and katakana education materials center on 
English and it's implied phonetic input into JLN - all potential moraic/units (not only 
those involved in English-JLN naturalisation) used for the naturalisation of all languages 
into Japanese needed to be identified, (b) JLN's moraic unit and phonemic inventories 
have expanded significantly. All presently existent units needed to be accounted for. This 
step was conducted firstly by generating all possible expanded combinations of CV, CjV 
and CwV (C alone is non-existent, and V, N and Q are closed classes). These possible 
items were next searched for through scans of Japanese media relating to a range of 
countries and cultures (such as maps, travel guides, language textbooks etc - all of which 
used katakana), as well as use of Japanese Internet search engines.
In this way a foundation of items was determined from previous studies. An 
expanded moraic unit/katakana character inventory and phonetic realizations generated, 
and followed by a search for lexical items containing those characters. If lexical items 
were found, that item was validated, but if not was considered not yet part of the active 
inventory for the purposes of this study.
2.3.3 Previous studies on JLN naturalisation rules
The present study focuses on loanword production by Australian learners, assessed 
through a current productive model of JLN naturalisation. Such a study is comprised of 
(i) measuring non-native subject production, (ii) of naturalisation rules (iii) from one 
language (in this study's case, primarily AE) to Japanese. Towards this end, the most 
relevant previous studies were those of two main areas of linguistics. The first area 
(discussed in 2.3.2) focused on rules of use and instruction of katakana. The second area 
focused on phonological naturalisation rules.
Expansion in the inventory of katakana characters/moraic units used in JLN naturally 
implies the expansion of naturalisation rules through which those derivatives of foreign 
words are produced. As with the previous section (2.3.2), the expanded inventory, in this 
case of naturalisation rules, was examined and tested. The basis for this examination 
consisted of the works of Katayama (1998), Lovins (1975), Suzuki (1984) and to the 
greatest extent, the explicit JLN naturalisation rules delineated by Nomoto (1990).
Nomoto, Katayama and Lovins studied naturalisation from an English to 
Japanese perspective, with Suzuki studying Japanese to English naturalisation. Each took 
a comparative approach in examining naturalisation by examining the inputs from the 
original lexical form in the first language to the loanword form in the target language. 
This was achieved by contrasting phonemes, including distinctive features (phonemes)
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and redundant features (allophones), accounting for environmental constraints.
Nomoto took the description of naturalisation further in presenting the process 
explicitly as being of a multi-tiered nature (the present study works to account for the first 
four stages of the process Nomoto delineated). This model was adjusted for the present 
study by first addressing differences in the input of US English (the variety of English 
Nomoto used in his work) and AE. The current moraic unit inventory was then added to 
the model and naturalisation rules for the derivation of those units deducted in the 
following way.
Possible foreign word sound quality/quantity inputs for each naturalisation rule 
were tested. A pilot test with Tokyo Japanese native speakers examining the input and 
target structures, and the additional comparative examination of current existent textual 
examples of loanwords and the original foreign word were next executed, with the results 
of these steps found in the present study's JLN naturalisation rules model.
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2.4 AE/JLN and Naturalisation
The aim of this section is to (i) provide an overview of AE and JLN, (ii) detail the JLN 
Naturalisation model used in this work. This information will next be used to predict 
areas of difficulty for learners producing JLN items in Section 2.5.
2.4.0 Introduction
It is first important to note present studies (Lovins 1975, Katayama 1998) of the nature of 
JLN, and those on Japanese/English comparison (Fujimoto 1985-1988, Stern 1999, 
Kohmoto 1970) draw source LI pronunciations from USAE. While AE and USAE share 
a great deal of similarity, significant differences in the two phonologies do exist. The 
present study, therefore, focuses on AE (based on Mitchell & Delbridge 1965, Bernard 
1991, M annell& Cox 2000).
Differences between American and Australian varieties include vowels, 
diphthongs, lack of a post-vocalic /r/, assimilation/consonant deletion, and intervocalic 
voicing of consonants. While a great deal of similarity undeniably exists, the above 
differences have a large effect on JLN naturalisation -  large enough to warrant unique 
treatment of AE in the present and other works.
The present work's JLN Naturalisation model is outlined as follows (see (07) 
below). In stage 1, closed consonant(s) are treated by making them conform to Open 
Syllabication, followed by stage 2, where lax vowels located in given environments are 
subject to Germinate Formation. Finally Vowels in stage 3 and Consonants are 
naturalized in stage 4. Only stages 1 4 are covered in the present study, and are
delineated in the following sections. The present study aims to present the rules following 
Nomoto's conventions.
[ae a 1 a t th ]
1. Vowel Naturalisation....... ...a.... ............. a. ....... i
2. Consonant Naturalisation. s....r........ -tf*... ..... t
3. Open Syllabication........... . . U J ...................... .......... 0
4. Germinate Formation...... - • Q  (t)
5. Accent Naturalisation....... ...a iiu ra tfi O (t) to
6. Orthography 7 7  7 7 "j h
*[ti] may naturalise to either [tfi] or [ti]
(07) JLN model proposed by current study
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2.4.1 Open Syllabication
2.4.1.1 Japanese moraic structure
Japanese is an open syllable language; the only possible moraic structures are (i) Vowel 
(V); (ii) Consonant + Vowel (CV); (iii) Consonant + Semi-vowel + Vowel (C j/w V)5; (iv) 
Moraic N (N); and (v) Germinate (Q). While each moraic unit retains its integrity as a 
moraic unit, combinations of morae potentially can create CC (QC, NC) combinations6: 
some examples of QC are /kyaQtfi aQpu/ 'catch up’ and /baQgu/ ‘bag’, and of NC are 
/iNseNtibu/ 'incentive' and /kyaNbera/ 'Canberra'. However, consonant clusters within a 
syllable/moraic unit are unknown. Examples of these moraic structures are:
(i) Vowel: oosutoraria (Australia), iguana (iguana)
(ii) Consonant + Vowel iguana (iguana), hoNkoN (Hong Kong)
(iii) Consonant + Semi-vowel + Vowel kyaNbera (Canberra), gwatemara (Guatemala)
(iv) Moraic N: kyaNbera (Canberra), myaNmaa (Myanmar)
(v) Germinate: ajgpuru (apple), kyatchi (catch)
2.4.1.2 English syllabic structure and consonant clusters
Kohmoto (1970) lists consonant clusters found in English that demonstrate the complex 
structure of sound combinations in English syllables7. These consonant clusters include 
word-initial (CC, CCC) and final (CC, CCC, CCCC) structures.
*5 The moraic structure description for Consonant + semi-vowel + vowel is based on Akamatsu (1994: p42).
*6 CC medial clusters starting with /N/ can also be observed in words listed in internet pages, including: /Np/
/koNpanioN/ ‘companion’ /toraNpeQto/ 'trumpet', /Nb/ /kaNboc^ia/ ‘Cambodia’ /koroNbia/ ‘Columbia’ /deNbaa/ 
‘Denver’, /Nt/ /eNtaateiNmeNto/ ‘entertainment’ /boraNtia/ ‘volunteer’ /waN tuu surii/ ‘one two three', /Nd/
/c^eNdaa/ ‘gender’ /kareNdaa/ ‘calendar’ /iNdipeNdeNto/ ‘independent’, /Nk/ /suriranka/ ‘Sri Lanka', /Ng/ 
/moNgoru/ ‘Mongol’ /taNgo/ ‘tango’ /Nts/ /fireNtse/ ‘Firenze’, /superaNtsa/ ‘Speranza’ /N tf/ /furaNtfaizu/ 
‘franchise’ /koNcheruto/ 'concerto', /Ncty /meQseNchaa/ ‘messenger’ /baNd3oo/ ‘banjo’ , /Ns/ /gaidaNsu/ 
‘guidance’ /eijensii/ ‘agency’ , /Nz/ /iNfurueNza/ 'influenza', /N j/ /fainaN/aru/ 'financial' /koNjeruje/ ‘concierge’,
/Nh/ /mjuNheN/ ’Munich' /noNhiku/oN/ ‘non-fiction’, /Nm/ /eNta:teiNmeNto/ ‘entertainment' /mjaNmaa/ 
'Myanmar', /Nn/ /puraNnaa/ ‘planner', /Nr/ /suteNresu/ ‘stainless’ /maririN moNroo/ ‘Marilyn Monroe’, /Nj/ 
/beijiNgu pjoNjaN tetsudou/ ‘Beijing Pyongyang Railway' /eNja/ 'Enya' and /Nw/ /oNwaado/ ‘onward’. Other 
examples with /N/ are found in: /Npj/ /koNpjuuta/ 'computer', /Nty/ /iNtjuiQto/ ‘intuit’, /Ndj/ /eNdjuuro/ ‘Enduro’, 
/hoNdjurasu/ ‘Honduras’, /Nkj/ /saNkjuu/ ‘thank you', /Ngj/ /abaNgjarudo/ ‘Avante Guard', /Nmj/
/seQfoNmjuuji/aN/ ‘session musician', /Nnj/ /buraNnjuu/ brand new’ /aNnjoNhasejo/ (Korean language greeting). 
No examples were discovered by the author for /Nbj/, /Nhj/, /Nrj/, /Nkw/ or /Ngw/.
*7 While Kohmoto's (1970) source is USAE, the present study checked all consonant clusters shared with AE. 
Shaded items are only found in USAE, whereas non-shaded items are found in AE and USAE:
Initial clusters
All consonant clusters below are found in USAE and AE. /sp/ spin, /sm/ small, /kr/ crow, /fr/ fry, /bj/ beauty, /hj/ 
hue, /dw/ dwell, /spr/ spray, /skj/ skew, /st/ stay, /sn/ snail, /br/ bray, /e r/ three, /kj/ cure, /mj/ mute, /sw/ swim, /str/ 
street, /skw/ squall, /sk/ sky, /pr/ pray, /dr/ dry, /Jr/ shrink, /fj/ few, /tw/ twin, /hw/ when, /skr/ scratch, /spl/ split, /sfr
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sphere, /tr/ tray, /gr/ gray, /pj/ pure, /vj/ view, /kw/ quick, /ew/ thwart, /spj/ spew, /ski/ sclerosis 
Final Clusters
While the vast majority of consonants in AE and USAE share the exact same distribution, it is important to 
note /r/ following a vowel (the shaded items in the following list), such as in the words party, car, curb in USAE is 
universally replaced by a long vowel in AE, thus making some of Kohmoto's list redundant for AE. All unshaded 
items are found in both AE and USAE.
-CC Clusters: /lp/ help, /Id/  build, /lv/ delve, /lm/ elm, /sk/ ask, /fs/ laughs, /rt/ heart, /rf/ scarf, /rJ7 
harsh, /m/ barn, /tft/ watched, /mp/ camp, /nt/ ant, /nF Banff, /ntf/ Blanche, /te / eighth, /gd/ tagged, /zd/ caused, 
/bz/ cabs, /öz/ bathes, /IF belt, /ltf/ filch, /le / wealth, /In/ kiln, /ps/ lapse, /es/ baths, /rk/ bark, /rv/ curve, /rtf/ march, 
/rF girl, /fF left, /mF dreamt, /nd/ sand, /ne/month, /rjk/ link, /de/width, /d3d/ judged, /3d/ rouged, /dz/ beds, /r]z/ 
things, /lk/ milk, /ld3/bilge, /Is/ else, /sp/ gasp, /ps/ sips, /rs/ farce, /rd/ hard, /re/ hearth, /rcty barge, /pF stopped, 
/eF  bathed, /mF nymph, /ntf/ pinch, /ns/ once, /r]e/ length, /fe/ fifth, /vd/ lived, /md/ seemed, /gz/ tags, /lz/ fills, 
/lb/ bulb, /If/ self, /1J7 welsh, /sF test, /ks/ tax, /rp/ harp, /rg/ berg, /rz/ cars, /rm/ arm, /kF act, /JF washed, /mz/ 
seems, /ndj/ range, /nz/ bronze, /pe/ depth, /bd/ robbed, /Öd/ bathed, /r)d/ longed, /vz/ lives.
-CCC clusters: /ksF next, /rts/ hearts, /r)ks/ links, /mps/ glimpse, /mpF tempt, /rme/ warmth, /Its/ belts, 
/rpF excerpt, /kse/ sixth, /rnF burnt, /rsF thirst, /rid/ world, /r]kF instinct, /dsF midst, /Ife/ twelfth, /IsF whilst, /nts/ 
sense,ants, /Iks/ calx, /r)sF amongst, /lpF helped, /spF clasped, /lkF milked, /rkF worked, /rd3<J/ charged, /nd3d/ 
changed, /nzd/ bronzed, /dzd/ adzed, /lbz/ bulbs, /rbz/ barbs, /skF asked, /1ft/ elfed, /rft/ surfed, /mft/ triumphed, 
/ItfF filched, /rtfF marched, /ntfF pinched, /IsF repulsed, /rsF forced, /nsF sensed, /tsF kibitzed, /psF lapsed, /1/F  
welshed, /rjF  marshed, /reF earthed, /lps/ helps, /rps/ harps, /sps/ wasps, /rks/ works, /sks/ asks, /mpF tempt, /sts/ 
tests, /pts/ crypts, /ldz/ holds, /rdz/ cards, /ndz/ sands, /lmz/ elms, /rmz/ arms, /lnz/ kilns, /kts/ acts, /fts/ lifts, /les/ 
tilths, /'res/ hearths, /nes/ months, /rjes/ lengths, /tes/ eighths, /des/ widths, /lfs/ Alf's, /rfs/ surfs, /mfs/ nymphs, 
/pes/ depths, /fes/ fifths, /Ibd/ bulbed, /rbd/ barbed, /lvd/ delved, /rvd/ carved, /Imd/ filmed, /rmd/armed, /lnd/ 
kilned, /rnd/ turned, /rid/ curled, /ld3d/ bilged, /mz/ turns, /rlz/ curls, /lvz/ delves, /rvz/ carves, /rgz/ bergs, /mF 
burnt.
- CCCC Clusters: /ksts/ texts, /mpts/ tempts, /rtsF quartzed, /r)ksF jinxed, /mpsF glimpst, /rpts/ excerpts, /kses/ 
sixths, /rsts/ thirsts, /ItsF waltzed, /rldz/ worlds, /r]kts/ instincts, /lfes/ twelfths, /ntsF minced, /lkts/ mulcts.
2.4.1.3 JL N  and Open Syllabication
Consonant clusters (with the exception of /N/ realizations + consonant) of words to be 
borrowed as LJ are subject to an appropriate vowel insertion according to environment in 
order to conform to Japanese open syllabic structure - this process is known as Open 
Syllabication (OS). According to Nomoto (1990) and Backhouse (1994), current OS is 
characterized by an o insert placed after t/d, with an i insert placed after tf/d$8. An iu insert 
is introduced after all other consonants.
[t, d] + [o] insert: AE[bae:t] (Bart) > J[ba:to] AE[fo:d] (ford) > J[<J>o:do]
[tf,d3l + [i] insert: AE[bi:tf] (beach) > J[bi:tJi] AE[peld3] (page) > J[phe:d3i]
All other consonants + [iu] insert: AE[rals] (rice) > J[raisiu]
AE[pazI] (puzzle) > J[phaziuriu]
(08) Open Syllabication rules
g
Additionally [3] (such as the consonant quality found in words of French origin such as camouflage, rouge, beige) is 
subject to both [i] and [u] inserts. Archaic inserts such as [i] inserts after [k] are also covered, but are outside the scope
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2.4.2 Germinate Formation
Germinate Formation (GF) and assimilation are both processes involving a doubling of 
consonants. However, the two processes at work are distinct. The germinate Q (the 
moraic non-nasal) corresponds to the first of a sequence of two identical non-nasal 
consonants (Akamatsu 1997:265), formed in environments noted below.
2.4.2.1 Consonant assimilation in English
Assimilation can occur, just as in continuous speech, word-internally. Manned and Cox 
(2000:11-13) note this often takes place in compound words formed from root + affix. 
Assimilation takes place in the following environments: (i) with alveolar consonants to a 
bilabial place of articulation before labials (e.g. [gubbal] ‘goodbye’, [taebpal] ’tadpole’), 
(ii) alveolar consonants to a velar place of articulation before velar consonants (e.g. 
[siklom] ‘sitcom’), (iii) alveolar fricatives to a palato-alveolar place of articulation before 
/// and / ) /  (e.g. [gla:J/t>p] ‘glass shop'), (iv) alveolar stops and a following /j/ merging to 
form an affricate (e.g. [Mc^eloukeik] ‘old-yellowcake').
2.4.2.2 JLN Germinate Formation
Japanese also possesses assimilation in SJ/NJ words such as //iQpai/ ’shippai (failure)’, 
/haQtfaku/ ’hatchaku (departures/arrivals)’, /iQkjuu/ ’ikkyu (first rate)’, as well as the LJ 
words /kiQzu/ ’kids’ and /guQzu/ ’goods’. However, GF differs from assimilation in that, 
whereas two differing sounds approach similar quality in assimilation, in GF a new 
germinate is inserted between a consonant and it’s preceding stressed lax vowel, identical 
to that consonant. While both these processes are known as ’sokuon’ in Japanese 
linguistics media, their functions greatly differ, and both additionally possess differing 
environments of presence.
Germinate Formation is found in somewhat differing environments in SJ and LJ. 
Kohmoto (1970) notes consonant assimilation (notated as /Q/) occurs in the following 
positions: (1) medially as /Qp/ /siQpai/ ‘failure’, /Qts/ /iQtsui/ ‘a pair’, /Qt/ /iQtou/ ‘first 
class’, /Qt// /haQtfaku/ ‘arrival and departure’, /Qf/ /iQfo/ ‘together’, /Qs/ /toQsani/ 
‘suddenly’, /Qk/ /roQkai/ ‘sixth floor’, /Qpj/ /haQpjaku/ ‘eight hundred’, /Qkj/ /iQkjuu/ 
‘first rate’. However, the present author notes there are additional unique occurrences of 
consonant assimilation in JLN. Specifically, /Qp/ /gjaQpu/ ‘gap’, /Qb/ /weQbu/ ‘web’, 
/Qt/ /pokeQto/ ’pocket’ /hiQto/ ‘hit’, /Qd/ /reQdo/ ‘red’, /Qk/ /cheQku/ ‘check’, /Qg/ 
/bosutoN baQgu/ ’Boston bag’, /Qts/ /kjaQtsu/ ‘cats’, /woQtfi/ ‘watch’, /Qd3/ /eQd3 i/ 
‘edge’, /Qh//baQha/ ’Bach’ (personal name) /sutaQhu/ ‘staff’, /Qz//guQzu/ ‘goods’,/Q//
of the present study’s focus o f contemporary JLN.
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/Qr/ baQku doQropusu/ 'backdrops’ no examples of /Qm/ or /Qn/ are known to the author. 
Additionally, consonant + semi-vowel combinations are also targets of assimilation. 
Some concrete examples are /Qkj//haN soQkju/ 'Han Seok Kyu’ (personal name), /Qhj/ 
/bjuQhyaa/ ‘Karl Bucher’ (personal name). No examples of /Qpj/, /Qbj/, /Qtj/, /Qdj/, 
/Qgj/, /Qrj/, /Qmj/, /Qnj/, /Qkw/ or /Qgw/ were found by the present study.
Variously covered by Backhouse (1996), Kato (1988:62), Kawarazaki (Nihongo 
36:46), the Japan Foundation (1997:79), Mitamura (1985), Nomoto (1994) and Katayama 
(1998:74), the present study draws it's model from a framework of Katayama's suggestion 
of two positions for GF, and the environments suggested in the above works.
GF is expressed in the following forms: (i) word-final germination (when a 
consonant follows a lax vowel in word-final position in the source language: before p (pj), 
t, k (kj), J, ts, tf, h(hj), b, d, g, d̂ . Note /s/ (/kiQsu/ ’kiss') exists, but is extremely rare.) and 
(ii) medial-germination (when the consonant follows a stressed lax vowel: before p (pi), t, 
k (kl, ks), s (si), J) exist. Additionally only one GF can occur in one word/morph.
(1) W ord-final GF:
Stressed  lax vow el + non-nasal/g lide/liqu id  consonant:
E xam ples: p / g j a Q p u /  ' g a p ' , / r a Q p u /  'lap'
t / p o k e Q t o /  'p o ck et',/ h i Q t o /  'hit'
k  (kj) / k i Q k u /  'kick', / h a N  s o Q k y u /  ' H a n  Seok  K y u '
/ / f i / Q u /  ' f i s h ' , / m e Q f u /  ' m e s h '
ts / k j a Q t s u /  'cats', / g a Q t s u /  'guts'
t f /w o Q t f i /  'w atch', / s u k e Q t f i /  'sketch'
h,? (hj) / b a Q h a /  'Bach', / z u r i Q g /  'Z urich ',
/ b j u Q h j a a /  'K arl B ucher'
b / w e Q b u /  ' w e b ' , / n o Q b u /  'knob'
d /reQ do/ 'red ',/h eQ d o / 'head'
g / b o s u t o N  b a Q g u /  'boston b a g ' , / d o Q g u /  'dog'
d3 /e Q c fy /  ' e d g e ' , / b a Q d 3 i/ 'badge'
(2) W ord-m edial GF:
Stressed  lax vow el + non-nasal/g lide/liqu id  consonant
E xam ples: p (pi) / k a Q p u r u /  'couple', / p e Q p a a /  'pepper'
t / m o Q t o o /  'm o tto ',/ h i Q t a a /  'hitter'
k (kl, ks) / t a Q k u r u /  'tackle', / r i r a Q k u s u /  'relax'
s (si) / e Q s e i /  'essay', / h a Q s u r u /  'hussle'
tf / k j a Q t f a a /  'c a tch er ',/k iQ t f iN /  'k itchen'
/ / p a Q f o N /  'passion', / a d o m i Q f o N /  'adm ission'
h / J a Q h u r u /  'shuffle', / w a Q h u r u /  'w affle'.
(09) Germinate Formation rules
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2.4.3 Vowel Naturalisation
There are far more vowel sounds in English than JLN (the vowel inventory of which is 
identical to SJ/NJ), meaning that most AE vowels converge to a JLN vowel phoneme or 
it's allophonic realization. This section details the vowel phonemes of AE and JLN, and 
related Vowel Naturalisation (VN) rules.
2.4.3.1 Monophthongs in AE and JLN
AE (12 vowels) possesses greater variety of vowel quality when compared to Japanese (5 
vowels). These vowels are treated by VN rules to converge into the smaller number of 
JLN vowels.
The following section details each AE and JLN vowel phoneme, and the related 
JLN naturalisation rules. AE vowel phonemes are noted by 'AE', and JLN by 'J' before the 
phoneme '//'. Phonetic realizations are noted in '[ ]', with bracketed AE speech sounds 
being those proposed by Clark as described by Manned and Cox (2000).
2.4.3.1 (1) Front Vowels of AE/JLN
AE/i/, realized as [i(i:)], is present in [si:zan] 'season', [tri:] tree, [i:mju:] 'emu'.
AE/I/, realized as [i(0], is present in [wiman] ‘women’, [kik] 'kick', [brizban] 'Brisbane'.
AE/£/, realized as [e(e)], is present in [tempt] ‘tempt’, [rouzela] 'rozella', [kelpi:] 'kelpie'.
AE/ae/, realized as [ae(ae)], is present in [maen] 'man', [ku:nabaerabraen] 'Coonabarabran'.
J/i/ realized as [i] is present in [fidonji:] ‘Sydney’ , [mji:to phai] ‘meat pie’, [inktu] ‘ink’, 
devoiced between voiceless consonants/after after a voiceless consonant and before a 
pause as [i„].
J Id  realized as [e] is present in [emerariudo] ‘emerald’, [e33i] ‘edge’.
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l ) A E / i / ( / i : / )  [i] > J/i/[i:] AEftin] (teen) J[ti:n]
2)A E  /1/ [1] > J / i / [ i ]  AEfsidni:] (Syd ney) J [(s /]) id o n ji:]  
k ,s ,t ,h ,p _  k ,s ,t,h ,p
k ,s ,t ,h ,p _ #  [i0 ] AEfkik] (k ick) J [k i,k k w ]
3)A E/e/  [e] > J /e/ [e] AE[£d5] (edge) Jledcfy]
4) A E  Ae/ [ae] k _ > J  /k j /  [kja] AE[kaeJ] (cash) J[kjaJJtu]
g _ J /g j / [ g j a ]  AEfgaelaksi] (ga laxy) J[gjarakiuJi:]
all o th ers  J/a/ AE[paeramaeta:] (P a r ra m a tta )  J[pharamata:]
(10) Front vowel JLN rules
2.4.3.1 (2) Central Vowels of AE/JLN
Central vowels are some of the most problematic of all vowels due to AE vowel 
neutralization and the lack of, excluding /a/, correlating similar central vowels in 
Japanese.
AE/3/, realized as [3(3:)], is present in the words [w3 :k] 'work', [b3 :k] 'Bourke'.
A E/a/, realized as [a(b)], is present in the words [gAnada] 'Gwnnedah', [brAmbi] 'brumby'.
AE/a/, realized as [a(e:,<x)], is present in [stedfast] 'steadfast', [la:f] 'laugh'.
AE/a/, realized as [a(a)], is present in the words [dsanoulan] 'Jenolan', [fatt>grafa] 
'photographer'. Additionally, the long vowel [a:] as in AE [fa:öa:] 'father' is realized as 
J[a:].
Bernard (1991:24) notes the preference within AE (in comparison with other varieties of 
English) for the central indeterminate vowel /a/ to be selected in unfully stressed syllables 
in the place of a more unneutralized one of more positive character. “Electric” [i'lektrlk] > 
[a'lektrlk]. While both may exist in AE (for example ferment [fement] and [fament]), a 
preference is given to the latter, as well as some examples existing where only the 
indeterminate vowel is possible (“roses” [roüzaz]). This has implications for JLN  
naturalisation performance in that, while Nomoto (1990) suggests [a] > [a], that the 
speaker may defer to L I knowledge (morphs, spelling) in some cases, rather than the 
default [a].
J/a/ realized as [a] found in the example [adere:do] 'Adelaide’.
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1) AE/s/ (/b:/)[b] > J/a/ AE[w3:k] (work) J[wa:kw]
2) AE/a/ [a] > J/a/ AE[abaot] (about) J[abawto]
AE[atbmlk] (atomic) Jfatomikkw]9
3) AE / a /  [ a ] > J/a/ AE[dAb3:] (Dubbo) J[dabo:]
4) AE/a/ (/*:/) [a] > J/a/ AE[pa:k] (park) J[pha:kw]
(11) Central vowel JLN rules
2.4.3.1 (3) Back Vowels of AE/JLN
AE/u/, realized as [u(u:)], is present in [tfu:z] 'choose', [ku:nabaerabraen] 'Coonabarabran'.
AE/u/, realized as [u(u)], is present in [luk] 'look', [wulamalu:] 'Woolloomooloo'.
AEh i,  realized as [d(o :)], is present in [had] 'horde', [mari:] 'Moree'.
AE/b/, realized as [b(a)], is present in [pt>mi:] 'Pommy', [chilbri] 'Geelong', and/b"/ in [bb~n 
vDja:3] bon voyage.
J/lu/ realized as [w], devoiced between voiceless consonants/after a voiceless consonant 
and before a pause as [iu0] as in [ipkwo] ‘ink’ and [dawn] *down\
1) AE/uJ (/u:/) [u] > J/u/ [lu:] AE[tru:man] (Truman) J[torw:man]
2) AE/u/ [u] > J/u/ [w] AE[luk] (look) J[rwkkw]
k,s,t,h,p_ k,s,t,h,p
k,s,t,h,p_# [Wo ] AE[£kspr£s] (express) J[ekkw0 SwQ pwresswQ ]
3) AE/o/ X Cultivated AE only
4) AE N  [a] > J/o/ [o:] AE[ba:da ] (border) J[bo:da:]
4) AEM  [b] >j/o/[o] AE[pbmi:] (pommy) J[phomi:]
5) AE/o/ X Cultivated AE only
(12) Back vowel JLN rules
9
May defer back to AE spelling/morpheme knowledge as noted above in 2.4.3.1 (2)
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2.4.3.1 (4) Rising Diphthongs of AE
General AE has five rising diphthongs (Mitchell and Delbridge 1965) (Manned and Cox 
2000), however diphthongs are not found in Japanese (Akamatsu 1997l0). Instead, 
combinations of individual vowels form the surrogates in JLN naturalisation.
Hirasaka & Kamata (1984) note some shift in the naturalisation of diphthongs in 
Japanese exists. The following sounds can be easily translated into JLN: E[dI] > J[oi], 
E[ao] > J[aiu], E[al] > J[ai], E[la] > J[ia], E[ua] > J[iua], E[ea] > J[ea]. However, some shift 
in treatment can be seen in E[ei] > J[el] (innovative) and J[e:] (conservative), E[ou] > 
J[oiu] (innovative) and J[o:] (conservative).
AE/ei/, realized as [ei(ael)], is present in the words [selm] 'same', [bstrellja] 'Australia'.
AE/al/, realized as [al(ae)], is present in the words [bal] 'buy', [bbndal] 'Bondi'.
AE/au/, realized as [au(aea)], is present in the words [taun] 'town', [haos] 'house'.
AE/ou/, realized as [ou(au, au)], is present in the words [d^oon] 'Joan', [bendigoo] 
'Bendigo'.
AE/al/, realized as [dI(di, oi)] , is present in the words [aista] 'oyster', [p a izan ] 'poison'.
1) AE/ei/ [ei] >J[ei] >[e] AE[peidei] (p a y d a y )  J[pheidei/de:de:]
2)AE/ai/ [ai] > J[ai] AE[bai] (buy) J[bai]
3) AE/au/ [au] > J[aiu] AE[haus] (house) J[haiusiu]
4) AE/ou/ [ou] >J[oiu] >[o:] AE[bendigou] (B en d ig o ) J[bendigo:]
5 )  A E / dI/ [di] >J[oi] AEIaista ] (oyster) J[oisuata:]
(13) Rising diphthong JLN rules
2.4.3.1 (5) Centering Diphthongs
General AE has five centering diphthongs, with no equivalents found in Japanese. Instead, 
combinations of individual vowels form the surrogates in JLN.
AE/ia/, realized as [ia(ia)], is present in the words [end^ama] 'engineer', [pia] 'pier'.
10 Akamatsu (1994: 14) notes no diphthongs exist in Japanese. The present study followed Akamatsu's stance here, and 
feels students would produce better vowel duration if they consider a diphthong must be lengthened longer in JLN than 
in AE.
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AE/ea/, realized as [ea(e:)], is present in the words ([hea] 'hair', [fea] 'fair'.
AE/aa/ only being found in cultivated English.
AE/ua/, realized as [ua(ua)], is present in the words [pjoa] 'pure', [tua] 'tour'.
1) AE/ia/ [la] > J [i(j)a]AE[gia] (gear) J[gia]
2) AE/ea/ [ea] > J [e(j)a]AE[fea] (fair) J[4>ea]
3) AE/ua/ [ua] > J [iua] AE[kjuaJ (cure) J[kjiua]
4) AE /aa/ X Cultivated AE only
(14) Centering diphthong JLN rules
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2.4.4 Consonant Naturalisation
Before dealing with the specifics of Consonant Naturalisation (CN), it is first necessary to 
identify the phonemic inventory, phonetic details and restrictions in distribution.
JLN phonemes themselves, along with their combinations, have experienced 
significant expansion throughout the 20!h century (see Section 2.3.3). Towards identifying 
the most current phonemic inventory, the present work examined and collated a body of 
over 20 works that either (i) identified katakana character inventories, or (ii) identified 
JLN rules. These works were drawn from Japanese language educational materials, 
Japanese linguistics materials, and dictionaries (general, foreign language, katakana 
loanword, and character varieties).The results are found in Table 11, with the full list of 
acknowledged katakana units found in Appendix 2: Acknowledged Katakana Units.
These units represent the sounds identified by the over 20 works above as 
existing in modem JLN. In the majority of cases, these sounds are present in already 
existing LJ lexical items; however, in some cases, lexical items were not identifiable by 
the current study, due to corresponding sound structures not being present in the main 
languages from which LJ most often borrows. This is not to say the units themselves are 
invalid, but merely that while languages exist that possess the speech sounds correlating 
with the input required to produced these units, no lexical borrowings have yet been made 
and/or recognised as lexical units.
JLN contains an expanded phonemic inventory compared to SJ and NJ. 
Consonants are the key area where dramatic expansion of phonemes and change of 
distribution is seen. NJ/SJ has only the consonants /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/, /g/, /ch/, /d^/, /h/, /s/, 
/z/, /m/, /n/, /N/, /r/, /j/, /w/ and the consonant + semi-vowels /pj/, /bj/, /kj/, /gj/, /hj/, /mj/ 
and /rj/. Conversely, JLN has (i) unique phonemes in /ts/, ///, and /tj/, /dj/, /kw/ and /gw/, 
(ii) Expanded environments in /t/, /d/, /tf/, /c^/, /s/, /z/, /j/, /w/ and /nj/, and (iii) the same 
environments in the phonemes /p/, /b/, /k/, /g/, /h/, /m/, /n/, h i  and /bj/, /pj/, /kj/, /gj/, /hj/, 
/mj/ and /rj/.
With the units and implied phonemes now identified (see (15) overleaf), each 
AE/JLN consonant class (stops, fricatives, affricates, nasals and combined glides/liquids) 
is next introduced by means of phonemic inventory, phonetic details and distribution. 
JLN rules (both CV and IV varieties are delineated) are then presented for each class in 
the following sections. Now, while some linguists follow the alveolo-palatal allophones 
([&], [t&] and [d?,]) rather than palato-alveolar symbols for the alveolar phonemes (/s, t, z, 
d/), the current study uses the later since they are widely accepted.
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(15) INNOVATIVE AND CONSERVATIVE 
MORAIC UNIT INVENTORY
7  T X X * X 3. T  x*13 3
a i u e 0 ya yu ye y o
tl * X X 3 4 V V x V 3
ka ki ku ke ko kya kyu k yo X 7 X T X x X **18
V  X X •fe V - > x X x 'y 3 kw a k w i k w e kw o
sa  sh i su se so sha shu she sh o
'> T
si* 11
X  V x X h t v f a t x t 3 7  7 X T X x X *
ta  ch i tsu te to ch a chu ehe ch o tsa tsi tse tso*19
T V F X t V V  X T" 3  *14
ti tu tya tyu tyo
i~ x i X V X — ■V X x X x X  3 X  7 XV X x X  T
na ni nu ne no nya nyu nye nyo gwa gwi gwe gwo*20
A  t X A. V k t t x t  3
ha hi hu he ho hya hyu h yo
7 7  X T X X x X * X i r X x X 3  *15
fa  fi fu fe fo fya fyu fyo
X  ^ A * Tr ^  V ^ x ^ 3
m a m i m u m e m o m ya m yu m y o
7  U ;u 1/ □ ' V ' J x U 3
ra ri ru re ro rya ryu ryo
iS V x y X 3 V * x ^ 3  *16
ga  gi gu ge go gya gyu gyo
1 f y X* i f X $ V v x X x V 3
za zi zu ze zo ja ju je jo
X V  *1 2
zi
x  (7) {"A V F T V V x 7 3
da de do dya dyu dyo*21
t V K x
di du
a  e X A zF t v t ' x E  3
ba bi bu be bo
A  E X A #
bya
t v
byu
E x
byo  
E  3
pa pi pu pe po
X V  X V X X x X V
pya
X V
pyu
X x
p yo
X  3  *17
va vi vu ve VO
7  X T X X x X t
vya vyu vyo
w a wi wu we wo
"J — >
Q - N =units identical to
NJ and SJ
* 11,12 proposed by Takebe( 1980) (written variously as X T • X T ) .  *13 proposed by Takebe (1980), and Umeda 
(1989) (written variously as XV * >V  )■ *14 proposed by Takebe (1980), and Maeda (1971). *15 proposed by 
Takebe (1980), and Maeda (1971), although Umeda (1989) and Kenkyusha (1979) agree on /fyu/. *16 Only
Kawarazaki (1989) recognizes /kye/, /gye/, /bye/, /pye/ (not /hye/). *17 proposed by Takebe (1980), and Maeda 
(1971).*18 proposed by Takebe (1980), and Kawaharazaki (1989), though most recognize /kwa/.*19 while most 
recognize /tsa/, /tse/ and /tso/, only Takebe (1980) recognizes /tsi/. *20 proposed by Takebe (1980), and Maeda 
(1971). *21 proposed by Takebe (1980), and Maeda (1971) (although most recognise/dyu/).
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2.4.4.1 (1) Stops
Stops are made up of base consonants, as well as consonant + semi-vowel: CjV, and CwV, 
which are only found as JLN Stop consonants, and unseen in modem SJ/NJ. Specifically, 
stop consonants are made up of the sounds noted in (16) below.
Stops Voiceless Voiced
AE p t k b d g
JLN p t k b d g
(16) AE and JLN stops
AE/p/ realized as [p] as in [paen] 'pan', [pen] 'pen', and [ph] (aspirated) before stressed 
vowels or diphthongs in the same syllable as in [phei] 'pay'.
AE/b/ realized as [b] as in [baet] 'bat', [bet] 'bet', and [b0] word finally as in [thaeb0] 'tab', 
and before a voiceless or devoiced obstruant as in [thaeb0 z„ ] 'tabs'.
AE/t/ realized as [t] as in [teil] 'tale', [r] inter-vocalically as in [raira] 'writer', and [th] 
(aspirated) before stressed vowels or diphthongs in the same syllable ( pay [thaebo]). 
AE/d/ realized as [d] as in [deil] 'Dale', [paedak] 'paddock', [raida] 'rider', and [d0] word 
finally as in [daed,] 'dad', and before a voiceless or devoiced obstruant as in [daed, z„] 
'dads’.
Manned and Cox (2000) note AE/t/ and /d/ are prone to deletion in 
inter-consonant environments, as in [darekli] 'directly' and [haenful] 'handful', and when 
the following consonant belongs to another word [neks daei] 'next day'.
AE/k/ realized as [k] as in [keim] 'came', [etfuika] 'Echuca'., and [kh] (aspirated) before 
stressed vowels or diphthongs in the same syllable ( pay [khin] 'kin').
AE/g/ realized as [g] as in [gelm] 'game', [gAndagal] 'Gundadai', and [g0 ] word finally as in 
[gaeg0] 'gag', and before a voiceless or devoiced obstruant as in [gaegoZ,] 'gags'.
J/p/ realized as [ph] initially or [p] medially, [pj] before /i,j/ as in [pha:siu] ‘Perth’, 
[fipapo:ruj] 'Singapore', [pji3iri] 'pidgin', [phiurinsiu] 'prince', [phenrjisw] ‘Penrith'.
J/pj/ realised before /a.u.e.o/ as in [pjiua] ‘pure’, although no existing LJ lexical examples 
of /pja/, /pye/ or /pyo/ were identified by the current study.
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J/b/realized as [b], [ß] medially (uncommon) and [bj] before/ij /, as in [baiagwra] ‘Viagra’, 
[bandaba:giu] 'Bundaburg', [bakkiuappiu] ‘backup’ and [bambarji:] 'Bunbury’, [bji înesuu] 
'business’[bjikiutoria] ‘Victoria’, [fimboriu] ‘symbol’, [ibw] ‘eve’, [be:stu] 'base’and 
[be:ruj] 'vail', and [bokjabiurarji:] ‘vocabulary’ and [bo:da:] ‘border’.
J/bj/ realized before /a.u.e.o/ as in [bjiiu:] and ‘view’[bjiu:tji:] 'beauty’, although no existing 
LJ lexical examples of /bja/, /bje/ or /bjo/ were identified by the current study.
J/t/ realized as [th](word initial)/[t] (medially) before /a.e.u.o/, and [tj] before /i,j/. 
Examples include [tha:mijwiu] ‘terminal’, [mariutji] 'multi-(talented)’, [thiu:rakkiu] 
‘Turack’, [anti:kiu] ‘antique’, [theritorji:] ‘territory’, [thore:suj] ‘trace’.
J/t/ realized before /a, u, o/ as found in [tjiu:ba] 'tuba’, although no existing LJ lexical 
items containing /tja/ or /tjo/ were identified by the current study.
J/d/ realized as [d] as in [dansiu] before /a,e,o,u/ and [dj] before /i,j/ found in the words 
[da:win] ‘Darwin’, [djirjgo] ‘dingo’, [medjikariu] 'medical’, [phadiu diu:] ‘pas de deux dance 
step’ (French), [diu:doriu] 'doodle’, [doipatsw] 'donuts’.
J/dj/ realized before /a,u,o/ as in [djiuetto] ‘duet’, [phiurodjiu:sa:] 'producer’, although no 
existing LJ lexical items containing /dja/ or/djo/ were identified by the current study.
J/k/ realized as [kh] initially or [k] medially before /a,u,e,o/, [kj] before /i, j/ as in [khakadiu] 
‘Kakadu’, [kjiddo] ‘kid’, [khiu:ra:] ‘cooler’, [k^et/appoi] ‘ketchup sauce’, [k^oppuj] ‘cup’, 
[kjambera] ‘Canberra’.
J/kj/ realized before /a,u,o/ as in [kjambera] ‘Canberra’, [kjiu:to] ‘cute’, [kjonsan nando:] 
‘Kyongsang Namdo (region)’.
J/kw/ realized before /a,i,u,e,o/, however is weakened before / uj/  to become [kiu]. 
Examples are seen in [kwarwtetto/ kuiaruitetto] 'quartet’, [kwi:n/ kiui:n] ‘queen’, 
[kwesujtjon maikui/kujesujtJoii ma:kiu] 'question mark', [kwo:tafji:/kuio:tarji:] 'quarterly'.
J/g/ realized as [g] before vowels other than /i/, [gj] before /i,j/ and [rj] medially. Examples 
include [gesiuto] 'guest', [gjizujbo:n] 'Gisboume', [finnapoiriu] 'Singapore’, [ge:tosuj] 
‘(Bill) Gates’, [finnuj] ‘sing’, [gorjira] ‘gorilla’.
J/gj/ realized before /a,u,o/ as found in [gjarakiufi:] ‘galaxy’, although no existing LJ 
lexical items containing /gju/ or /gjo/ were identified by the current study.
J/gw/ realized before /a,i,u,e,o/, however is weakened before /w/ to become [giu]. 
Examples include [p’aragwai] 'Paraguay’, although no existing lexical items containing 
/gwi/, /gwe/ or /gwo/ were identified by the current study.
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1) AE /b//v/ J [bj]/[vj] > J/bj/_a, u, e, o [bj] AE[bju:tlfal] (beautiful) J[bjwti(f>iuruj]
-voice obstruant_/_# [b0 /v„ ]>J/b/_a,u,e,o #_[bh], _#_ [b] AE[bhaer)] (bang) J[bar)gw]
All others [b]/[v] _i [bj] AE[bln] (bin) Jfbjin]
2) AE /p/ J  [pj] > J/pj/ _a, u, e, o [pj] AE[pjua] (pure) J[pjiua]
_+stress V/dipthong** [ph] J/p/ _a,u,e,o #_[ph], _#_ [p] AE[p£n] (pen) J[phen]
All others [p] _i [pj] AE[pi:s] (peace) J[pji:siu]
3) AE N  J  [ty] > J/tj/ _a, u, o > J/t/ [tf] AE[tju:n] (tune) J[(tj/tf)w: n]
_+stress V/dipthong** [th] > J/t/_a, e, o #_[th], _#_ [t] AE[t£n] (ten) J[then]
All Others [t] _i [tj] >[tf] AE[tim taem] (Tim Tarn) J[(t/tf)inuu
tamuj]
_u #_[th], _#_ [t] >[ts] AE[tu:l] (tool) J[(th/ts)iuriu]
4) 4) AE /d/ _j [dj] > J/dj/ _a, u, o > J/d3/ AE[dju:£t] (duet) J[djiu:etto]
-voice obstruant_/_# [d0 ] > J/d/ _a, e, o #_[dh], _#_[d]AE[dae|] (dash) J[daj7iu]
All others [d] _i [dj] > #_[d3], _#_ [3] AE[mldi:] (middy) J[middi:]
u #_[dh], _#_[dh] >#_[d?.], _#_ [z] AE[du:m] (doom) J[diu:miu]
5) AE /kJ _w [kw] > J/kw/_a, (i, u, e, o) > [k + tu] AE[kwbk] (Kwok) J[k(w/iu)okkiu]
_J [kj] J/kj/_a, u, e, o AE[kaemb£l] (Cambell) J[kjamberiu]
_+stress V/dipthong** [kh] > /k/#_[kh], _#_[k] AE [ku:mA] (Cooma) J[khiu:ma]
AU others [k]
6) 6) AE /g/ _w [gw]
J [gj]
-voice obstruant_/_# [g0 ]
All others [g]
** in same syllable________
(17) Stop JLN rules
2.4.4.1 (2) Affricates
Affricates are made up only of the base consonants noted in (18) below.
> J/gw/_a (I,u, e, o) > [g + w] AE[gwat£ma:la] (Guatemala)
J[g(w/iu)atemara]
> J/&)/ _a, u, e, o AE[gaep] (gap) J[gjappiu]
>J/g/ #_[gh], _#_[g] AE[g£t] (get) J[getto]
Affricates Voiceless Voiced
AE tf z d3
JLN ts tf z d3
(18) AE and JLN affricates
AE/tf/ realized as [tf] as in [tfalm] 'chime', [£t^u:ka] 'Echuca'. 
AE/z/ realized as [z] as in [zil] 'zeal', [rouzEla] 'rosella'.
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AE/c^/ realized as [d3] as in [dsouk] 'joke', [dsAmbAk] 'jumbuk'.
Bernard (1991:25) draws our attention to AE words containing the affricate+glide 
sequences /tj/ and /dj/. Tulip, during, tane, durable, Educate, duty, tuition. AE speakers 
have the alternative of selecting either [tj] or [tf] in the case of tulip, tuition etc., and [dj] or 
[d̂ ] in the case of durable, educate. Speakers, Bernard notes, have the option of selecting 
assimilated or full versions, or a share of both.
J/ts/ realized as [ts] before all vowels, as in [tsiua:] 'tour’, [ittsi: bittsi:] ‘ittsy bittsy’, 
[kjabetsiu] ‘cabbage’, [tsiuberiukiurjin] tuberculin.
J/tf/ realized as [if] before all vowels in [tfainataiun] ‘Chinatown’, [tfi:ziu] ‘cheese’, 
[tfiu:biu] ‘tube’, [tfeko] ‘Czechoslovakia’, [tfomiusiukji:] ‘Chomsky.
J/cfc/ realized as [dt$] before all vowels, [3] medially as in [d3apan] ‘Japan’, [bJi:3i:ziu] 'Bee 
Gees’, [d3iu:siu] ’juice’, [d3ejio:ran] ’Jenolan’, [d3o:3ia] ‘Georgia’, [arui3erjia] ‘Algeria’.
1)A E /tf/ [if] > J/tf/ _a, I, u, e, 0 [tf] AE[tfalna] (China) J[tfaina]
2) AE/d3/ [d3] > J/d3/_a, I, u, e, 0 [d3], _#_ [3] AE[d3£narelfan] (generation)
AE/3/ [3] J[d3enere:fon]
3) AE [ts] > J/ts/_a, I, e, 0 [ts] >[tsiu(+VOWEL)] AE[ltsi bltsi] (itsy bitsy) 
J[ittsi: bittsi:]
_u [ts] AE[kaets] (cats) J[kjattsiu]
(19) Affricate JLN rules
2.4.4.1 (3) Fricatives
Fricatives are made up of base consonants, as well as CjV consonant + semi-vowel 
combinations noted in (20) below.
Fricatives Voiceless Voiced
AE
JLN
f e s f  h 
s f  h
V ö z  3 
z
(20) AE and JLN fricatives
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AE/f/ realized as [f] as in [fain] Tine', [stsdfast] 'steadfast'.
AE/v/ realized as [v] as in [vain] 'vine', [Uvlllst] 'loveliest', and [v0] word finally or before 
voiceless/devoiced .obstruents as in [liv.] 'leave'.
AE/e/ realized as [e] as in [ein] 'thin', [3 :0 ] 'earth'. Fujimoto (1988: 163) notes assimilation 
takes place with dental fricatives before the fricatives [s,z] as in [mAnes] > [mAns] ' 
months'.
AE/a/ realized as [6] as in [ösn] 'then', and [50 ] word finally or before voiceless/devoiced 
obstruents as in [tiö] 'teethe'. Assimilation occurs in the same environment as AE/e/ 
above.
AE/s/ realized as [s] as in [sil] 'seal', [öls] 'this'.
AE/z/ realized as [z] as in [zil] 'zeal', and [z„] word finally or before voiceless/devoiced 
obstruents as in [öizQ] 'these'.
AE/J/ realized as [J] as in [Jou] 'show', [fee] 'sure'.
AE/3/ realized as [3] as in [m£3a] 'measure', and [3 „ ] word finally or before 
voiceless/devoiced obstruents as in [ru:3] 'rouge'.
AE/h/ realized as [h] as in [hit] 'hit', [hi:llam] 'helium'.
J/s/ realized as [s] before all vowels, as in [sampaiuro] ‘San Paulo’, [siui:tji:] ‘sweety’, 
[siupo:tsu] 'sports’, [semento] ‘cement’, [sofa:] ‘sofa'.
J/z/ realized as [dz] word-initially and [z] word-medially before all vowels. [dzai:riu] 
‘Zaire’, [dzippa:] ‘zipper’ (cf. conservative [d3ippa:]), [piurazwma] ‘plasma’.
J/J/ realized as [/] in all positions as in jjampiu:] ‘shampoo’, [fi:piu] ‘sheep’, [fui:to] ‘shoot’, 
[fepa:do] shepherd (dog), [Joppjinnuj] ‘shopping’.
J/h/ realized as [h] before /a,e,o/, [q] before /i, j/  in all AE/h/ naturalisations, and [4] before 
all vowels in AE/f/ naturalisations. Examples include [hamjirwton] ‘Hamilton’, [qippi:] 
‘hippy’, [<f>iura 4>w:pw] ‘hoolahoop’, [herjikopiuta:] ‘helicopter’, [hoporiuriu] ‘Honolulu’,
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and [4>airiu] “file', [4>affon] ‘fashion', [cjjikkiujon] ‘fiction', [4>ujrentfi] "French', [4>en/ir]nuj] 
‘fencing’, [4>o:biusiu] ‘Forbes’,
/h / realized before /a,u,o/ as in [bjirjihjLusuj] ‘Billy Hughes’ and [cfriuiziu] ‘fuse’, although 
no existing lexical LJ examples of /hja/ or /hjo/ were identified by the current study.
l ) A E / f / J [ f ] > J /h j/_ (a ), u, (o )[4>j]> J /h j/ AE[fju:td"a:] (fu tu re) J[4>jujtfa:]
A ll o th e rs  [f] J /h /_ a ,I ,u , e ,o  [cf] > J /h / A E ffa lta :]  (fig h ter ) J[(cf>/h)aita:]
2) A E / v / J  [v] > J /b j/_ (a , u, 0)
+ v o ice  C _ + v o ic e  C /_ #  [v„ ] J /b /  _ a ,I ,u ,e ,o  [b] > J /b / A E [v a laeg ra ] (V iagra ) J [b a ia g iu ra ]
A ll o th e rs  [v]
3 ) A E / e /  
J [sL u p a :rir]n w ]
> J /s /  _ a , u, e, 0 [s] A E [sp a :r ir)]  (sp a rr in g )
A E  /s  J  [s] > Lf] A E [e lr]k ] (th in k ) J [(s /J ) ir)k iu ]
4 ) A E  /Ö/+ v o ice  C__+voice C/__# [Ö, ] > J /z / _a , u, e , o  [dz]# _  A E [d a ]  ( th e )  J [za ]
A ll o th e rs  [ö]
A E  /z /+  v o ice  C _ + v o ic e  C /_ #  [z„ ] _I [dz] > [d3], _#_[3] A E [d z lp a :]  (z ip p er) J [ (d z /d 3 ) ip p a :]
A ll o th e rs  [z] A E [p la ez m a ] (p la sm a )
J [ p hiu ra z iu m a ]  
5) A E  / / / > J / / /  _ a , I, u, e, 0 A E ffE ra ta n ]  (S h era to n ) J f f e r a to n ]  
A E f[a e m p u d  (sh a m p o o ) J U a m p c u .l
6) A E /3 / + v o ice  C _ + v o ic e  C /_ #  [3= ] > J /CJ3/ _a , I, u, e , 0  [ch]
A ll o th e rs  [3] _ # _ [3l A E [k a :sa :3 ] (corsage) J [ k ho(:)sa:3U j]
7 ) A E  /h /  J > J /hj7 _ (a ), u, (e, 0) [hj] A E [h ju :d 3 ]  (h u g e )  J [h jiu :d 3 i]
A ll o th e rs J /h /  _ a , e, 0  [h] A E [h aem Iltan ] (H a m ilto n )
J lh a m ir u i to n ]
J  [<;] A E [h lp ]  (h ip )  J [c ip p u j]
_U 14>] A E [h o d ]  (h ood ) J[4> iuddo]
(21) Fricative JLN rules
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2.4.4.1 (4) Nasals
Nasals are made up of base consonants, as well as CjV consonant + semi-vowels noted in 
(22) below.
Nasals Voiceless Voiced
AE
JLN
m n g 
m n N
(22) AE and JLN nasals
AE/m/ realized as [m] as in [mall] 'mile', [gimpi] 'Gympie'.
AE/n/ realized as [n] as in [ni:t] 'neat', [mAndAlaJ 'Mundulla'.
Manned and Cox (2002) note that assimilation takes place with dental and nasal oral 
stops before dentals as in /t£ne/ >[ten-e] 'tenth'.
AE/g/ realized as [g] as in [sig] 'sing', [cfylbg] 'Geelong'.
J/m/ realized as [m], [mj] before /i,j/ as in [makao] ’Macao", [mjiriukuj] ‘milk’, [miu:siu] 
‘moose', [merodji:] ‘melody", [mo:ta:] ’motor".
J/m / realized before /a,u,o/ examples of which include [mjamma:] ‘Myanmar’, 
[mjiu:3ikkiu] ‘music" although no existing lexical LJ examples of /mjo/ were identified by 
the current study.
J/n/ realized as [ji] before /i,j/ (see /n / below for realisation before /j/) as in [pi:ziu] 'needs’ 
and [n] before all other vowels as in [naicj)iu] ‘knife’, [nw:doriu] ‘noodle’, [nekiutai] 
‘necktie’, [noiberiu] ‘Nobel’.
/nj/ realized before /a,u,e,o/, as [p] in [juu:] ‘new’, although no existing LJ lexical items 
containing /nja/, /nje/ or /njo/ were identified by the current study.
J/N/ ,the syllabic nasal, is realized as [n] before /t,d,ts,z,tf,d3,r,n/ as in [thento] ’tent’, 
[siutenresiu] ‘stainless (steel)’, [m] before /b,p,m,f,v/ as in [thorampetto] ‘trumpet’, 
[khorombjia] ’Columbia’, [mjamma:] ‘Myanmar’ and [g] before [k,g] as in [thagkiu] ’tank’, 
and as [n] word-finally, and before vowels/semivowels.
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1) AE /m/ J  [mj] 
all others [m]
> J/mj/ _a, u, e, o [mj] 
J/m/ _a, u, e, o [m] 
J  [mj]
_p,b, f, v /N/
AE[mjaenma ](Myanmar) J[mjamma:] 
AE[mAmps] (mumps) J[mampiusuj] 
AE[mi:t] (meat) J[mji:to]
AE[glmp] (Gimp) J[gimpuj]
2) AE/n/ J  [nj] 
all others [n]
> J/nj/_a, u, e, o [nj] 
J/n/ _VOWEL [n] 
_n_[p]
AE[nju:] (new) J[njuj:] 
AE[noub£l] (Nobel) J[no:beriu] 
AE[taer)k] (tank) J[thagkiu]
3) AE/n/ _V [n] 
AE/m/ _p, b, f, v [m]
> J /N/_p, b, m [m] 
_t,d,ts,z,tf,d3,r,n [n] 
- P  [p]
_k, g, (n) [n]
_all others [n]
AE[dlmpl] (dimple) J[dimpiuriu] 
AE[tent] (tent) J[thento] 
AE[mar)njan] (M angyan) J[majijian]* 
AE[bllrjk] (blink) J[biurir)kiu] 
AE[pln] J[pjin]
4) AE A]/ [#] 
[nk] 
[ng]
> J[qg (+VOWEL)]
J [qk(+VOWEL)]
J [rjg (+ VOWEL)]
AEfsIq] (sing) J[(s/J)iggiu] 
AE[elr)k] (think) J[(s/J)ir)kuj] 
AE[slrjga] (singer) J[(s/J)igga]
* Rare in AE except for AE loanwords
(23) Nasal JLN rules
2.4.4.1 (5) Glides/Liquids
Glides/Liquids are made up of base consonants, as well as CjV consonant + semi-vowels 
noted in (24) below.
Glides/
Liquids
Voiceless Voiced
AE w 1 r j
JLN w r j
(24) AE and JLN glides/liquids
AE/w/ realized as [w] as in [wu] 'woo', [wulamalu] 'Woolloomooloo', and [w, ] following a 
voiceless stop as in [tw0 itf] 'twitch'. Some AE dialects may use [m] in differentiating witch 
and which.
AE/1/ realized as [I] as in [last] 'last', [koua:la] 'koala', as [+] (dark/velarized) before 
consonant/word final as in [mi+] 'mill'.
AE/r/ realized as [r] as in [rein] 'rain', [paeramaeta] 'Parramatta', and as [r0] following a
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voiceless stop as in [tr0 Ip] 'trip'.
A E/j/ realized as [j] as in [ju] 'you', [jaerawhgga] 'Yarrawonga', and as [j0] following a 
voiceless stop as in [tj„ u:zdel] 'Tuesday'.
J/r/ is recognized as [r] before /a, w, e, o/ and as [rj before /i,j/ as in [raibariu] ‘rival’, 
[rjizujmiu] 'rhythm', [riukkiusiu] ‘looks', [re:da:] ‘radar', [roketto] 'rocket.
J/r/ realized before /a,u,o/ found in the items [gaoton hanto:] ‘Laoton Peninsula’, 
[biurjiusseriu] ‘Brussels’, although no existing lexical LJ examples of /rjo/ were identified 
by the current study.
J/j/ realized as [j] before all vowels. Generally weakens before / u  e/ to [i] as in [phojagko] 
‘Lake Poyan’ , [i:siuto] ‘yeast’, [jiuza] ‘user’, [iesiu] ‘yes’, [jotto] ‘yacht’.
J/w/ realized as [w] before /a/ as in [waido] ‘wide’, although before /i, lu, e, o/ weakens to 
become [iu] as in [iui:kiudei:] ‘weekday’, [ lutuj] ‘wool’, [weriuta: uje:to] ‘welter weight’, 
[iuo:ta:] ‘water’, [khiu iue:to] ‘Kuwait’.
1) AE /r/ [r] _j[rj] > J/rj/ _a, u, (o) [rj]
/!/ [1] J1U]
AE[ljhthn] (Laoton) J[rjaoton]
AE /r/ _voiceless stop_ [r0 ] > J/r/ _a, u, e,o [r] 
all others [r]
l \ J  V,j,diphthongs_[l] J ,  j [rj]
C/#[+]
AE[lltl] (little) J[ritorui] 
AE[laem] (lamb) J[lamuj]
2) AE / ] /  voiceless stop_[jo ] > J /j/ _a, u, o [j]
All others [j] J ,  e [i(+VOWEL)]
AE[jht] (yacht) J[jotto] 
AE[j£s] (yes) J[iesiu]
3) AE AV7 voiceless stop_[w0 ] > J/W/ _a [w]
All others[w/M] _i, u, e, o [iu]
AE[wul] (wool) J[iu:riu] 
AE[wlskhnsan] (Wisconsin) 
J[tuisuikon(s/J)in]
AE[w£lta: welt] (welterweight) 
J[iuerujta: uje:to]
(25) Glide/Liquid JLN rules
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2.5 Expected learner difficulties in JLN
2.5.1 Open Syllabication
Little research has been conducted regarding OS learner production - a process that does 
not exist in AE speaker's mother language, although Odlin (1989:122) notes a universal 
language preference for CV rather than CVC structures.
Study of ANU Japanese language student work and teacher journals highlights 
incorrect OS insert usage in written Japanese, and absence of some inserts in spoken 
Japanese. Theoretically speakers can do one of three actions when faced with an 
environment requiring OS: (i) produce the correct OS insert, (ii) produce an incorrect OS 
insert, or (iii) do not produce an insert.
The present study will therefore focus on testing the environments that OS is 
required in JLN, and whether AE speakers produce correct, hypercorrection items or 
leave the environment absent.
2.5.2 Germinate Formation
GF is another process limited to JLN. Previous studies by Akamatsu (1997), Aoki (1990) 
and Kawarazaki (1979) note a tendency for difficulty in sokuon (infering both NJ/SJ 
assimilation and JLN GF) by English and other non-native speakers.
Aoki (1990) and Kawarazaki (1979) note the incorrect
(redundant/non-formation) use of sokuon can obstruct communication much more than it 
would in English, as seen in the redundant formations *[swpottsiu] 'sports', *[orimpikiu] 
'Olympics' and *[nekko] 'cat'. Additionally, non-formation can also obstruct
communication as in [kizzw] 'kids' and *[kiziu] 'wound', [matto] 'mat' and *[mato] 'target'. 
Aoki and Kawarazaki highlight sokuon difficulties exist in non-native Japanese 
production. Theoretically speakers can do one of two actions when faced with an 
environment requiring OS: (i) produce a GF, (ii) do not produce a GF.
The present study will therefore focus on testing the environments GF is 
required in JLN, and presence/absence of this process in AE speaker production.
2.5.3 Vowel Naturalisation
VN and CN form the bulk of the focus of Japanese language segmental error literature. 
VN Errors can be sub-divided into vowel quality errors, and vowel quantity errors.
2.5.3.1 Vowel quality
Phonemes can naturalize in one of several ways. They can (i) correlate, where one
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phoneme in AE equates to another in JLN; (ii) converge, where several AE phoneme 
equate to one in JLN; or (iii) diverge, where what is recognised as a single phoneme in AE 
becomes several distinct phonemes in JLN. Examples o f these forms of naturalisation 
appear below in (26).
AE/e/
J/e/
(i) correlating
AE/W AE/VAE/W k_,g_, all others
(ii) converging
J/a/ [a] J/kj/ [kja] J/gj/ [gja] 
(iii) diverging
(26) Correlating, converging and diverging phonemes
The first factor of difficulty students must face is phonemic level vowel 
naturalisation, as suggested through informal study (including experience teaching and 
trainee teacher pedagogical diary entries) of student TL speech. Non-native speakers 
must select the correct phoneme, based on knowledge of JLN rules. The presence of 
incorrect items at this level may be caused by unfamiliarity with/incorrect acquisition of 
JLN rules, that is, a lack of awareness as to what a vowel, or vowels correlate 
with/converge to/diverge into in JLN.
A second factor is allophonic/'phonetic level production, highlighted by the use 
of both correct vowel quality by some students, and un-natural but nonetheless 
communicable vowel quality by other students. The later shall be termed wrong, winners. 
The presence o f wrong winners may be caused by AE interference.
An AE-specific allophonic/phonetic level difficulty is that of vowel 
neutralization. According to Akamatsu (1997), Japanese speakers articulate vowels the 
same whatever environment they are in. In comparison, English speakers use the neutral 
vowel [a] (typically appearing in unaccented syllables) in some lexical items, but not in 
others (Akamatsu 1997, Aoki 1990). Akamatsu raises the examples atomic [a’tamik] and 
atom [aetam]. JLN demands that vowel quality be the same wherever the vowel may be 
found. For example, if the words “atomic" and “atom" were to be rendered as J LN items, 
the shared vowels of the two items would be pronounced non-neutrally (atomikku and 
atomu) in all phonetic contexts. Akamatsu notes English-speaking students of Japanese 
have a tendency to neutralise vowels, such as in the words “ichi” [it/i > at/i], “ochi" [ot/l 
> atfi] and “uchi" [tutfi > at/i], Since the vowels /i, o, u/ are distinct in Japanese, possible
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lack of clarity of vowel sound can negatively effect communication.
A factor caused attributable to universal IL that may influence vowel quality 
production is the minimization of vowels. Aoki (1990:227) notes that in studies of 
students’ memorization of nonsense words, the items with less vowel variety were easier 
for subjects to remember. In a similar way, [wa-ke-ni-wa] (the reason for) became 
[wakiniwa] (nonsense word) in some learners utterances.
In this way, JLN vowel quality can be influenced by learner acquisition of 
naturalisation rules at the phonemic and allophonic levels, as well as by AE neutralization 
and universal IL minimization.
2.5.3.2 Vowel duration
Kawarazaki (1979), Akamatsu (1997) and Toda (1994) all note incorrect vowel length 
effects communicability, and is a significant source of vowel errors - reconfirmed through 
examination of ANU Japanese learner written compositions. The effect of vowel quantity 
on communicability is demonstrated through the following minimal pairs: [birtu] 
'building' and [bi:riu] 'beer', [tjiziu] 'map' and [tfi:ziu] 'cheese', [jiuso:] 'transport' and [jiu:so:] 
'post', [khado] 'comer' and [kha:do] 'card'. Akamatsu (1997:262-4) gives the following 
example: [khoto] (traditional string instrument), [kho:to] 'coat', [khoto:j 'deserted island' and 
[kho:to:] 'oral response'.
Vowel quantity competency requires learners' familiarity with phoneme 
naturalisation rules. In cases excluding strong naturalisation (including vowel shortening), 
vowel length is similar to the lending language (AE) - short vowels are not lengthened, 
and vice versa. The present study will examine if quantity control difficulties are as 
prevalent in JLN as in NJ/SJ learner productions reported by Toda (1994), Akamatsu 
(1997) in an oral manner to ensure the curbing of potential interference by incomplete 
learner mastery of the katakana syllabary.
The present study will therefore focus on testing the environments VN 
vowel phoneme/allophone quality and quantity is required in JLN, in terms of correctness 
and incorrectness (foreign-like communicable and incommunicable response) of AE 
speaker production.
2.5.3.4 Consonant Naturalisation
For the purposes of the present study, we will consider CN to be comprised of consonant 
quality, as well as moraic unit production competency.
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2.5.3.4.1 Consonant quality
Several levels of acquisition on the part of the learner effect consonant quality. On a 
phonemic level, JLN has a different phonemic inventory to SJ/NJ, as well as that of AE 
(as noted in section 2.4.4). As with VN, this implies rules for transfer (naturalisation 
rules) from phonemes of AE to phonemes of JLN, the transferal of which can take place 
in diverging (e.g. AE/t/ > J/t/, J/ts/), converging (AE/ö/ AE/z/ > J/zf) or corresponding (e.g. 
AE/CI3/ > J/d3f) relationships.
In the case of corresponding phonemes, no change is needed on a phonemic 
level. Akamatsu (1997) notes little difficulty in the AE>JLN correlating phonemes of /b/, 
/p/, /k/, /g/, /h/, /tj/, ///, /ts/22, /s/, /z/, /dj/, which have increased in number since the 1950s.
Conversely, in diverging and converging phonemic relations, there are always 
similar phonemes, and differing phonemes. In the case of AE/ö/ AE/z/ > J/z/, /z/ exists in 
both languages, but the AE phoneme /ö/ is outside the range or free variation for J/z/, and 
is unknown to the language - we will refer to this as an unknown partner. Unknown 
partners require learners’ awareness of explicit consonant phoneme naturalisation rules, 
and should thus be more difficult to naturalise than correlating phonemes.
On an allophonic/phonetic level, consonant quality can also differ from AE to 
JLN. In cases where phonetic quality of phonemes differs from AE to JLN, for example in 
the phoneme /h/ (AE/h/ [hj _i > J/h/ [q] _i), learners may successfully identify the 
corresponding phoneme, but produce it with AE allophonic/phonetic quality - we will 
refer to this as a wrong winner.
Allophonic/phonetic level CN production is made significantly simpler for 
learners through the use of the recent moraic unit inventories. We highlighted the 
expanded JLN consonant inventory in comparison with SJ and NJ in section 2.4.4, in 
comparison with most pronunciation researchers NJ and SJ-centered approach. Whereas 
SJ/NJ /\J is realized as [t] before a, e, o, it is realized as [tj] before i, and [ts] before u, it 
is realized as [t] before all vowels in the present JLN model. In archaic models of JLN, /d/, 
for example, is realized as [d] before a, e, 0 , with realizations of either [ds] before i as in 
kurejitto (credit) or [de] as in dezuniirando (Disneyland), and [zu] before u as in 
hinzuu-kyou (Hinduism), whereas /d/ is realized as [d] before all vowels. In this way 
current JLN learners have much less idiosyncratic realizations to memorize, although the 
realizations do have some difference between AE and JLN varieties.
22“  Akamatsu (1997:258) notes word-initial and some medial difficulties exist [ts] > *[s], due to it not being found in 
word-initial location in English.
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2.5.3.4.2 Consonant moraic unit production
Unit production requires competency in (i) CN and VN phonemic naturalisation rules 
(both consonant and vowel quality effect correctness), (ii) allophonic/phonetic 
realizations (which effects nativeness/foreignness of utterance), and (iii) moraic structure 
rules.
CV and V structures are found in both AE and JLN, as well as being present in 
universal interlanguage. Only consonant/vowel phonemic naturalisation rule and 
allophonic/phonetic realization acquisition is expected to effect these structures.
N structures are found only in JLN. We may expect some OS hypercorrection to 
be present in learner production. Both Toda (1994) and Akamatsu (1997) also note N 
quantity difficulties in student pronunciation, although N quantity is outside the 
parameters o f the present study.
CjV structures, while being present in AE words such as [pjua] 'pure', [bju:ti] 
'beauty', [fju:z] 'fuse', are limited. Akamatsu (1997:260) notes where native speakers 
pronounce [bjo] as in byooin, many learners pronounce [bijo]. The most difficult to 
produce consonant + semi-vowel appears to be [r’] (ryokan [rjokan] is mispronounced 
[rijokan] in many cases (Aoki 1990:228). We expect this form of AE interference in the 
structure of CjV items in the present studies survey.
A further expected difficulty in CjV structures was discovered through 
examination of student written composition and spoken production. As noted in (27) 
below, almost all naturalisation involves no shift o f moraic structure type, with an 
exception to this rule being CV > CjV changes. CV > CjV changes occur only with the 
narrow input of AE [(k/g)], and appear difficult for many students to acquire.
Most correct
▲
AEV ---------------------------- jj NV =goes to same syllabic structure
ahC V ---------------------------- jlnCV =goes to same syllabic structure
AE[n,m,r|]---------- ------------ jlnN =goes to same syllabic structure
AF.CjV-------------------------- jlnCjV =goes to same syllabic structure
^  aeC V ---------------------------  jlnQ V  ^changes to different syllabic structure
Most incorrect
(27) Ranking of expected difficulty of moraic unit production
The present study will therefore focus on testing the environments CN 
consonant phoneme/allophone quality, and moraic structure/unit production is required in 
JLN, in terms of correctness and incorrectness (foreign-like communicable and 
incommunicable response) of AE speaker production.
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2.6 Summary
We have examined the sound systems of AE and JLN through OS, GF, VN and CN in this 
chapter. Chapter 3: Methodology will detail the survey structure used to measure subjects' 
(ANU students') acquisition of JLN, and highlight areas of difficulty and success in 
production.
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Chapter 3 
Methodology
3.0 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to delineate the methodology of the present study’s cross-sectional 
quantitative survey. In 3.1, I will describe the theories and previous research that influenced 
the present study. In 3.2 I will outline selection criteria for the subjects who served for this 
survey. In 3 .3 ,1 will then present the procedure for the survey. This will include some notes 
on the four levels of JLN, i.e. Open Syllabication, Germinate Formation, Vowel 
Naturalisation and Consonant Naturalisation, which are the levels targeted by the survey's 
item selection. Section 3.4 will provide a summary of transcription for the survey. Section 3.5 
is devoted to discussion of the assessment criteria to analyze subjects' responses, which are 
based on the above-mentioned four levels of JLN naturalisation. A brief example will be 
given for each assessment criterion.
3.1 Second Language Acquisition theory and related studies
Several influential Second Language Acquisition (SLA) theories were considered in the 
construction of the methodology for the present study. These included CA (see Chapter 2: 1 - 
to account for LI influence on TL JLN); Universal interlanguage studies (to account for 
universal influence on TL JLN); Variability Theory (to account for individual variety in the 
acquisition of TL JLN). An introduction to each theory, and actual previous research that 
influenced the present study is given below.
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3.1.1 Markedness
Markedness studies that attempt to account for an order of difficulty of acquisition also exist. 
Eckman is quoted in Major (1994) ‘■‘...markedness can predict order of acquisition: The less 
marked phenomenon is acquired before the more marked”.
The present study intuitively (based on evidence from first hand SLA, summarizing 
of Japanese teacher diaries, Japanese teaching experience and error analysis of student essays 
and discourse) questions whether a pattern suggesting a ranking of ease of mastery exists. 
This ranking would start at Tarone’s proposed acquisition constraint of epithesis (and 
corresponding with Nomoto's syllabication) to the learned areas of segmental levels 
(vowels/consonant naturalisation, assimilation, long vowels and finally progress to 
supra-segmental levels.
In a longitudinal error analysis study on children’s acquisition of LI morphemes, 
Brown and Cazden (1974) conducted a survey in which subjects’ spoken production of 8 
morphemes was elicited. The production of these 8 phonemes was assessed by (i) counting a 
subject’s total responses in “obligatory instances” (where a morpheme would appear in 
native speech) for any of these 8 phonemes to be correct if the score was 90% or greater, and 
(ii) on the basis of the combined 90%+ scores from all subjects, to rank “acquired” 
morphemes. This lead to a claim that sequences of acquisition of morphemes exist. Brown 
and Cazden’s method of firstly comparing the percentages of correct target item responses, 
and next, on the basis of these scores, attempting to identify a progression of acquisition of 
these target items, influenced the methodology of the present study.
While a claim by a number of researchers to a sequence or hierarchy of acquisition 
exists, SLA is by no means completely “universal” -  Riney quotes Mulford and Hecht’s 
(1981) proposal, based on Child SLA, that transfer operates more for vowels, and that 
developmental processes operate more for consonants. However, he notes, this is not to say 
the same applied for adult SLA. That is to say variants such as age (including the implication 
of LI and L2 acquisitional processes at work) influence such sequence/hierarchies, and 
should be accounted for.
The present study will examine whether certain stages of the JLN process are more 
quickly acquired than others in a survey in which age and other non-linguistic variables are
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controlled.
3.1.2 Interlanguage
Riney (1988) notes Selinker (1972) as defining interlanguage as the intermediate but 
rule-governed system between a subject’s native language and the target language. This 
includes aspects not present in either AE or JLN. Tarone (1988) notes a number of natural 
constraints which effect SLA: (i) inherent difficulty, (ii) tendency toward a CV pattern, (iii) 
tendency to avoid extremes in pitch variation, (iv) tendency of articulators to come to a rest 
position and (v) emotional and social constraints. Segmental constraints noted by Tarone are 
taken into account in the assessment of the present study.
Nemser (1971) produced an influential work on SLA of Hungarian English 
speakers, which focused on specific English segmentals (inter-dental fricatives and stops) 
through both perception and production tests featuring the target segmentals in a number of 
phonological environments. The study recognised some productions for target items that 
were not influenced by either the native or target languages, as well as 
overgeneralization/hypercorrection for target language items not present in the native 
language.
A CA was conducted to anticipate possible native language interference by the 
subjects, after which a battery of pilot tests was conducted to ascertain the target structures 
subjects had difficulty with. Nemser’s survey was next sub-divided into several test types: (a) 
discrimination, (b) identification, (c) production, and (d) repetition.
Yamada's (1994) work on Australian advanced Japanese language students tested 
for level of TL accent placement acquisition notes supra-segmental strategies exist which are 
similar between foreign and native other-dialect speakers when attempting to acquire 
Hyojungo supra-segmental proficiency.
Yamada's research is contrasted by Choi's (1983), who surveyed a group of 50 
Chinese national Japanese speakers in a study of accent placement. Choi notes that 50 
subjects were directed to produce 2, 3, 4 syllable words and compound word items. He next 
provides a model of patterns he infers all the subjects produced. Choi asserted Chinese 
speakers have typical supra-segmental production errors that are due mainly to LI
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interference. While this kind of generalization of SLA in Chinese students of Japanese is 
useful in compartmentalizing tendencies, it does not account for the variety of production
Yamada's work highlights the importance of allowing for measurement of survey 
production to include universal interlanguage interference, and reflects the importance of 
Nemser's categorization of responses into more possibilities than only first language 
interference.
The present study includes interlanguage tendencies denoted by Major in the 
prediction of interference/production difficulties. It also includes quantitative evaluation 
possibilities for correct, AE interference, Japanese hypercorrection, interlanguage 
interference and absence in target item Japanese production, and in qualitative analysis of 
those quantitative results.
3.1.3 Non-linguistic Variability of Performance
The production of learners is also influenced by factors other than the mother language. A 
number of researchers note age, length of residence, linguistic aptitude, etc can influence 
performance.
3.1.3.1 Age
In regard to age, Riney (1988:21) notes “Most studies suggest the age of puberty is a critical 
turning point important for second language or dialect acquisition, and especially with regard 
to acquisition of a second phonology. Generally subjects who arrive before the age of puberty 
are found to speak the TL with a native speaker accent, and those who arrive after that period 
are not.” Major (1994:182) adds “A volume of 12 papers treating different aspects of L2 
acquisition (Krashen, Scarella and Long, 1982)“ presented documentation that older 
learners progress faster at first but early exposure in natural settings ultimately produces 
higher proficiency in all areas”.
An additional feature of age is the so-called “generation gap”. While lexicon is the most 
obvious linguistic difference between generations, present JLN models used by younger
23
Krashen, Scarella and Long (1982): “Child-adult Differences in Second Language Acquisition. Rowley, MA; Newbury 
House.
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generations display a significant expansion of inventory to those of the past. It is not the 
purpose of this work to examine what affects this difference, however the recognition of this 
difference is vital. Age is thus a crucial factor in both the potential for complete acquisition, 
and in ascertaining the model of JLN used by the learner.
3.1.3.2 Length of Residence
Riney (1988), who suggests length of residence in the target language is an important social 
variable in SLA examines this in a study focused on the American English acquisition by 
people of Vietnamese background in the US (i.e. non-native speakers living in the target 
language country). Riney suggests some interplay between length o f residence and age. The 
present study concurs with Riney, and tested students with approximately the same 1-year 
life experience living in Japan.
3.1.3.3 Linguistic Aptitude
While aptitude is a variable that influences linguistic competency, the current study chose to 
focus on level o f Japanese study itself as a mark of competency. The grouping of subjects in 
the current study represents differing levels of students at the ANU. Each of the subjects in 
any group having achieved passes or higher in the courses completed, thus indicating that all 
subjects in any one group have achieved a bare minimum competency (or higher) in the same 
level of study. However, since the current survey itself is designed as a measure of 
competency in the production of JLN, testing of competency could not be JLN-specific. 
Instead, we used the ANU's course placement system as a gauge of potential subject general 
Japanese competency.
3.1.3.4 Non-linguistic Variability of Performance studies
Riney (1988:34) notes acquisition is variable and related to linguistic and extra-linguistic 
constraints. As such, variation found in Interlanguage phonology demands the use of 
quantitative methodologies in order to survey tendency patterns of grouped production of 
varying, changing learner's models of language. The present study examined a number of 
both qualitative and quantitative works that took non-linguistic variability into account
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including Min (1989), Choi (1994), Chung (1989), Pittam and Ingram (1990) and Riney 
(1988).
3.1.3.4.1 Single group studies
One typical way in which such a study can be conducted is to limit the work to a single group 
of learners. From here, generalizations can be made toward tendencies applicable to learners 
on the whole. Two examples of single group studies are those of Chung (1994) and Min 
(1989).
Chung (1994) did a quantitative grapho-phonological survey of 39 Korean Japanese 
learners’ JLN competency. Subjects were tested in two ways: (i) 16 English items were 
written on a blackboard and subjects made to transcribe the items as loanwords both in 
Korean and Japanese, and (ii) 20 Korean loanword items were read out, subjects were made 
to write the items out as LJ items in katakana.
Each target item in Chung’s study featured a structure to be tested. The targets were 
a) items including consonants, b) items including long vowels, c) items including germinates, 
and d) items possessing both conservative and innovative versions. Production by every 
member of the group was then allotted a score and then pooled on the basis of judging 
criterion: (i) correct, (ii) incorrect and (iii) compound incorrect responses. Following this 
percentage, Min provides an important qualitative description of errors.
While Chung's work was a useful study, the validity of the researcher's contribution 
to interlanguage loanword phonology in showing the non-standardized nature of IL loanword 
phonology may be impeded by several factors. Firstly, reading English items found as LJ in 
Korean pronunciation for Korean students to transcribe into Japanese may be questionable. 
Secondly, test items selected can also be found in Tamamura’s (1991) “Kihon Gairaigo 
170go*’ work on frequently used gairaigo lexical items, going against Nemser's suggestion of 
using nonsense and low lexicality items in the conduction of effective pronunciation testing. 
Thirdly, the testing method presumes mastery of Katakana for subjects, and fourthly the test 
assumes loanword phonology can be effectively analyzed in a grapho-phonological way 
despite non-native learner’s pronunciation and orthographic production being different in 
cases. Both Chung's useful methodology and the points of caution above were taken into
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account with the construction of the present study's methodology.
Min's (1989) work on SLA supra-segmental production took a qualitative 
perspective. A limited group of Korean speakers of Japanese were compared with Japanese 
native speakers for their supra-segmental competency in reading short passages. Min 
measured supra-segmental production in terms of morae for the passage, and next 
categorized for correct and incorrect high/low pitch, lowering of pitch and overly-shortened 
moraic unit length. Min next provided a rationale for the occurrence of this differing 
supra-segmental performance, and next undertook an assessment of Korean speaker's 
supra-segmental production by Japanese speakers. These final two stages are outside the 
scope of the present study. Min's use of multiple values in assessing target structures, as well 
as his comparative approach in assessing production influenced the present study.
Single group studies, as their name suggests, focus on the production of a single 
group of subjects as representative of the greater whole. Although taking aspects of Min and 
Chung's studies into account, the present study attempts to survey the production of several 
differing subject groups representing differing learner levels. Several multiple group studies 
are discussed below.
3.1.3.4.2 Multiple group studies
Multiple group studies divide the focus of research into multiple groups/cells of subjects, 
determined in many cases by non-linguistic independent variables. Pittam and Ingram (1990) 
and Riney (1988) both undertook studies of the English competency of Vietnamese speakers, 
selecting factors such as age and length/intensity of language contact as independent 
variables.
Pittam and Ingram's (1990) work was a longitudinal study of Vietnamese English 
speakers in Australia. Members of a recently arrived Vietnamese family (4 subjects) were 
identified for age and intensity of language contact, and surveyed for production of two areas 
of production predicted to be difficult for Vietnamese ESL speakers: (i) long-short vowel 
distinction, and (ii) diphthongs before a final consonant.
Items were elicited by showing pictures to the subjects (all of which contained the 
target structures (i) and (ii) above), and next asking them to tell the researchers what they
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were in English. The researchers provided the TL pronunciation for the subjects if they didn’t 
know the item. Finally, 9 items were selected and annotated via computer for phonetic 
processes and features made, with a CA analysis and item production errors broken down 
into number of errors made. Additionally an aural perception test was conducted which falls 
outside the present study’s focus.
Riney (1988) published a study of the IL phonology of Vietnamese speakers of 
English, which provided much useful direction for the present project. Firstly, the study's 40 
subjects were classed according to the independent variables of (i) age of arrival in target 
language environment, (ii) length of residence, and other linguistic variables. Secondly, 
syllables in which the target feature could be found (e.g. consonant clusters, epithesis, 
voicing, final release) were selected from naturalistic speech of subjects. Next, items were 
placed in columns according to the phonetic environment occurred in. Riney notes that an 
approach to the assessment of parts of subjects’ pronunciation of an item either being 
“present” or “absent” is not enough. Focus was placed on: (a) epithesis, (b) deletion, (c) 
voicing, (d) final release, (e) /s/, (f) “resonant + obstruent” clusters, (g) reducible “resonant + 
obstruent” clusters, and (h) irreducible “resonant + obstruent” clusters. The results of 
production for target structures were next assessed in terms of the independent variables.
Riney's work is representative of multiple group variation studies, and influenced 
the present study in a number of ways. The use of group independent variables was adapted 
by firstly controlling the age and length of exposure of subjects, and next by selecting levels 
of general proficiency as the independent variable. The application of multiple possible 
values for data collection from target structures was also adopted. Riney's comparison of 
production with English, Vietnamese and Interlanguage phonologies is also crucial in 
ensuring the present study attempts to account for as clear a model of as possible of differing 
levels of Australian learner's JLN production.
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3.2Subjects: their socio-linguistic profile and the Independent Variable
3.2.1 Socio-linguistic profile of the subjects
The present study focuses on the acquisition of JLN by Australians. The community from 
which subjects were solicited was the student body enrolled in Japanese classes held by the 
Japan Centre, Faculty of Asian Studies, Australian National University (ANU). Selection 
criteria of the subjects were set as follows:
First language (as detailed in Chapter 2), which plays a large part in influencing 
second language acquisition. For the purposes of accounting for variation in first language, 
the most common English variety in modem Australian society, general AE, was selected (as 
noted in Chapter 2: 2.1) with subjects being native speakers of AE bom and raised in 
Australia.
Age/periocL o f birth, which plays a part in influencing JLN model selected. JLN 
inventories have expanded both in the past 50 and 20 years (Lovins’ 1973 model of JLN is 
already archaic by some younger speakers more segmentally-flexible models of 
pronunciation). The present study therefore selected equal male/female (although there is no 
known difference in gender/sex specific performance) subjects in their 20s who have been 
exposed to more modem JLN models.
Another factor the present study took into consideration regarding age was 
possible Japanese acquisition before the Critical Period noted by Fromkin (1990) and Yavas 
(1994), who note Critical Period has been identified by Scovel (1988) as being post-puberty. 
Each of the subjects selected had their first contact with acquiring/leaming Japanese 
post-puberty, ensuring the critical period hypothesis regarding differences in acquisition and 
learning was cancelled.
Gender was initially considered as one of the variables in the current survey, in 
order to observe all possible influences on the subjects. However, the results of the survey 
revealed that there are no significant tendencies observed between genders in language 
learning. Thus, gender will not be included for discussion of the results of the JLN survey 
delineated in Chapter 4.
Knowledge o f gairaigo and katakana, which also plays an important part in JLN
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production. To this end subjects that had completed the ANU's Japanese language placement 
tests and/or courses equivalent to having completed first year written/spoken Japanese, the 
level at which students are instructed in katakana and some JLN phenomena, were selected.
The above criteria of (i) first language, (ii) age/gender, (iii) knowledge of 
katakana/gairaigo were used as subject selection criteria to define the potential subject base, 
with the actual divisions of these criteria in each group as follows in (27) below:
G1 G2 G3
LI AGE M/F JLN LI AGE M/F JLN LI AGE M/F JLN
AE 20s M 1 + AE ! 2 0 s M 2+ AE 2 0 s F 3+
© AE 2 0 s F 1 + AE 20s F 2+ AE 2 0 s F 3+
© AE 2 0 s F 1 + AE 20s M j 2+ AE 2 0 s M 3+
© AE 20s M 1 + AE 2 0 s F 2+ AE 2 0 s M 3+
© AE 2 0 s M 1 + AE 20s F 2+ AE 2 0 s F 3+
© AE 2 0 s F 1 + AE 2 0 s F 2+ AE 2 0 s F
. .
3+
© AE 2 0 s M 1 + AE 2 0 s.....L............................... F 2+ AE 2 0 s F 3+
AE 2 0 s M 1 + AE 20s
; 2 0 s
M 2+ AE 2 0 s M 3+
® AE 2 0 s F 1 + AE
...........................
M 2+ AE 2 0 s M 3+
(2) AE 20s M l + AE 2 0 s F 2 + AE 2 0 s M 3+
(27) Subject base makeup
3.2.2 Independent Variable
This study hypothesizes that Australian learners of Japanese will approach native-like 
correctness of production in proportion to their level of general Japanese competency. 
Towards this, level o f Japanese language study was chosen as the Independent Variable in 
this survey. While length of study/residence may account to some extent for linguistic ability, 
studies by Pittam and Ingram (1990), as well as works by Major (1994) and Borland (1985) 
note that individual variation in terms of motivation, along other psychological factors, can 
sizably affect the extent of potential linguistic competency. Since this is the case, the present 
study decided to focus directly on subject’s concrete level of Japanese study, as the present 
study required three subject groups of staggered proficiencies in Japanese. To this end, the 
present study selected individuals as subject group members based on their placement within
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ANU Japanese courses (entrance to which is subject to a proficiency placement test: See 
Appendix 4: Placement Test24). All subjects needed to have received initial gairaigo and 
katakana instruction, so only potential subjects that had (i) completed first year spoken and 
written Japanese courses , or (ii) were accredited with a similar level of Japanese through 
the ANU's initial placement test, were selected. Three groups of subjects were selected as 
follows in (28) below:
G roup C riteria Male Female
Group 1 Completed 1st year written Japanese 5 persons 5 persons
Group 2 Completed 2nd year written Japanese 4 persons 6 persons
Group 3 Completed 3+ year Japanese 5 persons 5 persons
(28) Subject makeup by independent variable
“4 As A specific example of the Placement Test can be found in Appendix 4. The test itself is divided into 
Written and Spoken test sections. For placement in the intermediate course, students require a 60%+ score in 
sections 1 -  5 of the Written Test, and 50%+ in the Spoken Test. For placement in the advanced course, students 
needed a 50%+ score in section 6 of the Written test, and 80%+ in the Spoken test. However, some students 
were unable to clear the criteria for placement in intermediate written classes, despite being placed in second 
year spoken Japanese classes, and were thus placed in first year classes. Since the only explicit instruction in 
JLN takes place in first year written classes, all subjects needed to have passed first year written classes as a
bare minimum requirement to selection in this study.
25 First and second year courses are comprised of dedicated written and spoken Japanese courses; the first year 
written Japanese course contains the only explicit instruction of JLN naturalisation rules (katakana, lexical 
items and a very brief introduction to some JLN naturalisation phenomena) in not only the first or second year 
courses, but in any of the ANU’s Japanese language courses offered. Loanwords are, however, found as lexical 
units within each of the courses taught.
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3.3 Procedure
3.3.1 Survey item selection
The present survey was designed to test representative target items for the four levels of the 
present model of JLN. They are Open Syllabication, Germinate Formation, Vowel 
Naturalisation and Consonant Naturalisation. In order to achieve this, the following items 
were required: Open Syllabication consisted of four items with consonant clusters containing 
for each of the inserts n, i and o (totaling 12 items). Germinate Formation included four items 
in pen-ultimate and anti-penultimate positions containing the target (totaling 4 items). 
Consonant Naturalisation targeted the five natural classes of a) stops, b) affricates, c) nasals,
d) fricatives and e) glides/liquids, and tested consonant quality, and consonant moraic 
structure/unit production (totaling 20 items). Vowel Naturalisation -  specifically a) J/i/, b) 
J/e/, c) central vowels, d) J/a/, e) J/u/, f) J/o/ and the diphthongs g) rising diphthongs and h) 
centring diphthongs, targeted four items in each class, and tested vowel quality and quantity 
(totaling 32 items). Moraic Structure included 4 items each for a) N, b) V, c) CV, d) CjV and
e) CV > CjV structures (totaling 20 items). Assessment criteria for the tests of each of these 
topics follow in Section 3.5.
In the case of correlating phonemes, the same phoneme was naturally used, but 
similar/dissimilar phonemes were both used in the case of converging phonemes. In order to 
ensure economy of testing, some items featured more than one target, with the total number 
of test items being 48. Actual test items are listed in Appendix 3: Survey Item List below.
With regard to actual item selection, research by Nemser (1971) suggests use of 
nonsense words may prevent high-level interference in second language phonology surveys 
-  the present survey was thus influenced by including mostly nonsense and in some cases 
lowly lexicalised words as survey items.
3.3.2 Data collection
Data collection consisted of an aural survey designed to elicit responses representative of 
each subject's present model of JLN (OS, GF, VN and CN). Each survey was conducted on a 
one-to-one surveyor-to-subject basis at the Japan Centre, ANU, and took approximately 10
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minutes for each subject, excluding a warm-up period.
In order to account for any possible variation in items to be elicited, an audio-tape 
of all survey items was replayed to informants to ensure identical input. The audio-tape 
provided the pronunciation input for the 48 Survey Item List in a randomly mixed order for 
informants, who were asked simply to ‘pronounce the word as it would be said in Japanese’. 
The straightforward approach to capturing target items for analysis meant test-effect (that is, 
the subject’s consciousness of the fact they are being surveyed or tested induces in that 
subject self-consciousness of language use, and possibly different production than what they 
would normally allow) needed to be minimized. As a result, leading questions such as ‘how 
would you say this in katakanaT were avoided“ .
The actual survey was conducted according to the following steps, (i) the author 
entered into casual Japanese conversation with the subjects, asking them to talk on topics that 
naturally required JL production, then conducted a ‘warm-up’ by eliciting responses for a 
number of dummy test items before entering the test proper, (ii) each item was given in 
English, (iii) the subject considered form of JLN item, and responded with the expression
“sore wa______desu” (that is___ (iv) the response was recorded, transcribed to Production
List (see Chapter 4) in IPA, as delineated in Section 3.4. Following transcription, the subject's 
productions were assessed and assigned a value as noted in the Production Tally (see Chapter 
4) according to the analysis criteria detailed in Section 3.5.
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Observation of ANU student spoken utterances of LJ lexical items highlights frequent lack of Open 
Syllabication, misplaced Germinate Formation and different vowel/consonant quality, as well as vowel 
duration. However, when writing a loanword in katakana, the individual is forced to consider vowel 
naturalisation/duration, consonant naturalisation and open syllabication strategies, despite the fact that 
when under spoken conditions, speech sound quality not represented in katakana, as well as consonant 
combinations left unnaturalised by OS are possible. The phrase above was deliberately avoided to give 
subjects as little clues as possible as to potential strategies that might have assisted their production linked 
to the constraints demanded by katakana.
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3.4 Transcription
Survey responses from the 10 subjects in each of the three groups (a total of 30 subjects) were 
transcribed in IPA to a Production List (See Chapter 4). The number in the top left-hand 
corner of this list indicates item number corresponding with the item number found in the 
present study's Survey Item List (Appendix 3). The uppermost transcription is the original 
general AE pronunciation (and that uttered by the author via a recorded cassette played in 
eliciting subject’s production). The transcription below this is the JLN pronunciation based 
on the JLN model found in Chapter 2: AE/JLN Contrastive Analysis. The following Q ,  (2), 
(3),..© are subject 1 -  10’s production transcriptions. The author listened to items several 
times (replaying the production cassette tape) to obtain as detailed a phonetic transcript as 
possible, the detail of which was important in the accurate judgment of production criteria for 
the survey (see Section 3.5).
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3.5 Response assessment
The raw IPA data described in Section 3.4 was next transferred to a Production Tally (see 
Appendix 6 for actual Tally) by designating the status of each target item according to 
assessment criteria for the first four stages of the present study's JLN model. Chapter 2's JLN 
model was implemented as the gauge of correctness of production for this survey in 
determining the form of the final loanword item, with the same chapter's AE model used in 
determining possible AE interference. Specific criteria are detailed divided by stage below.
3.5.1 Open Syllabication
Open Syllabication item targets were assessed as being “0 ”=correct, “J A  ”=Japanese 
hypercorrection, “? A ”=other hypercorrection or “-“=not present. Correct items include the 
correct insert. Japanese hypercorrection includes incorrectly selected u, i and o inserts. Other 
hypercorrection includes all those inserts outside of the three u, i and o inserts. Finally not 
present includes all targets not filled by an insert. Examples of each of the assessment criteria 
are noted in (27) below for the example [brlch] 'bridge', in which the consonant cluster [br] is 
the target subject to OS.
O  [biurid3] AJ[boridd3i] A?[beridd3i] - [bridcfy]
(30) OS assessment examples
3.5.2 Germinate Formation
Germinate Formation targets were assessed as uO,,=present, “-”=not present, in both 
pen-ultimate and anti-penultimate positions. Examples of both of the assessment criteria are 
noted below in (31), illustrated with the example [waeks] 'wax' in which the consonant k 
following the lax vowel [ae] is the target subject to GF.
O[wakkiusiu] - [wakiusiu]
(31) GF assessment examples
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3.5.3 Vowel Naturalisation
Vowel Naturalisation examined (i) j/i/, (ii) j/e/, (iii) central monophthongs, (iv) j/a/, (v) j/u/, 
(vi) j/o/, (vii) rising diphthongs and (viii) centring diphthongs from the perspectives of (a) 
Vowel Quality and (b) Vowel Duration. Assessment criteria for (a) and (b) are delineated 
below.
3.5.3.1 Vowel quality
Vowel quality targets were assessed as “O’'=correct phoneme/correct allophonic 
naturalisation; the selection of the correct phoneme in JLN along with production of the 
correct allophone in the target item. “ A  ”= correct phoneme/incorrect allophonic 
naturalisation (with the sub-divisions of E=AE and ?=other); each being the selection of the 
correct phoneme in JLN, but produced outside the range of free-variation for correct 
allophonic production (being either an incorrect English (AE) or other-influenced consonant 
quality within the range of communicability). "X"=incorrect/incomplete; being an incorrect 
phoneme selection or a partially incomplete diphthong, and "-"=absent; being the 
non-production of the target item. Examples of these assessment criteria are noted below in 
(32), illustrated with the example [dAboll] 'Dubbo' in which [a] is target, [abaut] 'about' in 
which [a] is target, and [bllvia] 'Olivia' in which [ia] is target.
0[dabo:] AE[dAbo:] A?[daebo:] X[debo:] -[dbo:]
Ofabaiuto] AE[abawto] A?[abaiuto] X[Abaiuto] -[baiuto]
0[oribia] AE[oribia] A?[oribiae] X[oribieriu/oriba] -[orib]
(32) Vowel quality assessment examples
3.5.3.2 Vowel duration
Vowel duration targets were assessed as correct (no marking on the Production Tally), 
"+"=incorrectly long; "- -"=incorrectly short, or "X"=incomplete/absent; being the partial 
production or non-production of the target item. Examples of these assessment criteria are 
noted below in (33), illustrated with the example [mjaenma:] 'Myanmar' in which [ma:] is 
target, [els] (nonsense word) in which [l] is target and [c^anoUlaf] (nonsense word) in which
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[oil] is target.
correct [mjamma:] 
correct [(s/J)isw] 
correct [d3eno:ra<f>ct>uj]
-- [mjamma]
+ [(s/j)iSLu:]
X[d3en(o/u)racjxt>w] X[d3enerora4>4>w/d3enra<f>4)iu]
(33) Vowel duration assessment examples
3.5.4 Consonant Naturalisation
Consonant Naturalisation examined (i) + voice stops/affricates, (ii) - voice stops/affricates, 
(iii) fricatives, (iv) nasals, and (v) glides/liquids from the perspectives of (a) consonant 
quality, (b) consonant moraic units, and (c) moraic structure. Assessment criteria for (a) - (c) 
are delineated below.
3.5.4.1 Consonant quality
Consonant quality targets were assessed as being aCT=correct phoneme/correct allophonic 
naturalisation; the selection of the correct phoneme in JLN along with production of the 
correct allophone in the target item. “ A  ”= correct phoneme/incorrect allophonic 
naturalisation (with the sub-divisions of E=AE, J=Japanese, and ?=other(possible IL)); each 
being the selection of the correct phoneme in JLN, but produced outside the range of 
ffee-variation for correct allophonic production (Possessing incorrect Japanese (J), English 
(AE) or other-influenced consonant quality within the range of communicability). 
"X"=incorrect; being an incorrect phoneme selection, and "-"=absent; being the 
non-production of the target item. Examples of these assessment criteria are noted below in 
(34), illustrated with the example [rid] 'reed', in which [r] is the target subject to CN.
O [ri:do] A J[li:do] A E [ri:do] A ?[[i:do] X[ni:do] -[i:do]
(34) Consonant quality assessment examples
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3.5.4.2 Consonant moraic units
Consonant moraic unit targets were assessed as “0 ”=correct; the selection of correct moraic 
structure along with communicable consonant and vowel quality, or "X"=incorrect; the 
selection of incorrect moraic structure, consonant and/or vowel quality rendering the item 
non-communicable. Examples of these assessment criteria are noted below in (34), 
illustrated with the examples [dju:ti] 'duty' in which the production of the CjV form [(dj/ctyiu] 
inclusive of structure, consonant and vowel quality is target, and [©3:ti] 'thirty', in which the 
CV form [sa:] inclusive of structure, consonant and vowel quality is target.
0[(dj/d3)iu:ti:] X[diiu:ti:/dijiu:ti:] 0 [sa :ti:] X[(e/t)a:ti:] X[s3:ti:] X[sia:ti:]
(34) Consonant moraic unit assessment examples
3.5.4.3 Moraic structure
Moraic structure targets were assessed as "CT=correct; the selection of correct JLN moraic 
structure from AE input, or "X"=incorrect; the selection of incorrect JLN moraic structure 
from AE input. This structural analysis focused solely on moraic structure, rather than 
phonetic quality. Examples of both assessment criteria are noted below in (36), illustrated 
with the example [tfn] 'ton' in which the word-final N structure is target, [pjua] 'pure' in which 
the word-initial CjV structure is target, and [kaej] 'cash', in which the original CV becomes 
CjV structure, is target.
O [ton ] X[toniu] 0 [p jiu a ] Xfpiiua] 0[kjaJJiu] X[ka/fiu]
(36) Moraic structure assessment examples
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3.6 Conclusion
In Chapter 3, I have presented some information related to the methodology of the current 
study. With the survey subjects, survey items and test delivery defined, we have described the 
analysis criteria for the present study's four level analysis of student JLN production. Again, 
these four levels are Open Syllabication, Germinate Formation, Vowel Naturalisation and 
Consonant Naturalisation. These four are adopted to assess the subjects’ responses, and are, 
important concepts for our discussion of the results and analysis of the survey presented in 
Chapter 4.
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Appendix 3: Survey Item List
1. Open vowel syllabication (3 rules x 4 items =12)
(1) t,d insert: 01.[wP/t] 02.[maedl] 03.[strAg]
(2) tf, d3 insert: 05.[blntft] 06.[mAnd3] 07.[mA:d3]
(3) all others insert: 09.[slua] lO.fdelvz] 11. [defrel]
2. Germinate insertion (1 rule x 4 ex = 4)
13.[bltmaep] 14.[tldt>ks] 15.[zAtf] 16.[graeJ]
04. [fls:d] 
08. [atrautf] 
12. [ji:Id]
3. Consonant naturalisation (5 classes x 4 items = 20)
(1) - voice stops:
(2) + voice stops:
(3) Nasals :
(4) Fricatives :
(5) Liquids/Glides
14.[tld6ks] 17. [kumba:J 
20. [gu:n] 21. [djurApleks] 
24. [nlftlk] 25. [Ilu:n]
28. [fu:tl] 29. [vlpa:]
12. [ji:ld] 32. [pl3:t]
18. [pju:gi:]
22. [zAb3:b]
26. [mjaenma:]
19. [els]
33. [wum]
30. [tf3:n]
31. [d3anoUlaf] 
27. [pllrjk]
23. [tauö]
34. [wtrnput]
4. Vowel naturalisation (8 classes x 4 items= 32)
(1) i, I /i/: (I) 14. [tldt>ks] 19. [els] (i) 12. (ji:ld] 18. [pju:gi:]
(2 ) e /e /: (e) 10. [dElvz] 11. [dsfrel] 21. [djurApleks] 44. [sIeJ]
(3) a, 3: (3) 04. [fl3:d] 22. [zAb3:b] (a) 8. [atrautf] 31. [d3anoUlaf]
(4) ae, a, a /aJ :  (ae) 13. [bltmaep] 26. [mjaenma:] (a) 22. [zAb3:b] (a) 7. [mA:d3]
(5) u, u /iu/: (u) 18. [pju:gi:] 21. [djurApleks] (U) 34. [wbrnput] 35. [tup]
(6) d, P /o/: (d) 01. [wt>Jt] 14. [tldt>ks] (t>) 46. [talabral] 47. [pbdrla]
(7) Rising diphthongs: (el) 11. [defrel] (ou,oI) 31. [chanolllaf] 45. [hout] (al, au) 46. [talabral]
(8) Centring diphthongs: (la) 47.[pbdrla] (ea) 38. [gastea] 48. [mea] (Ua) 09.[slua]
5. Moraic Structure (5 structures x 4 items =20)
(1) N structures: 05. [blntft] 06. [mAnd3] 26. [mjaenma:] 27. [pllrjk]
(2) V structures: 08. [atrautf] 25. [Ilu.n] 36. [3:ni] 37. [Mlvia]
(3) CV structures: 06. [mAnch] 24. [nlftlk] 29. [vlpa:] 38. [gastea]
(4) CjV structures: 18. [pju:gi:] 21. [djurApleks] 26. [mjaenma:] 39. [bju:t]
(5) CV>CjV struct.:40. [kaerabi:na] 41. [kaelgu:li] 42. [gaefa] 43. [gaeea]
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Appendix 4: Placement Test
SPOT
Simple Performance-Oriented Test
tf  A ,r p _____________ & * PL____________________ _
T - - 7 * m ' X {  ) K u h * * *
liCäfcOTr l̂ oab ^ t o  t - ' / ' C  rfiÜSJ S1*iM!B£L*C*-C<rf:£v'0
1. ( ) <o
2. : : i ü (  ) ^ t h ,
3. £ ( i T p (  ) Z \ ' t t o
4. L ( ) t z & f r 'C ' to
5. r i i A , £ £ (  ) £ L £ 0
6. k * Z f r b {  ) i l ^ o
7. & L / c ü  ( )o
8. i f  Ä/.£ ( ) ^
9. v - - C V ^  £  ( ) «f *9 o
10. *>tzb  L (  ) ¥ £ I V * U c o
■Cfi, T7. h *CTo ir̂  V3 > ( /\ ) ito T-y-C pC*i* t Rffi
Tfl0£*.fc<b, ^-y*M^TIii:if!>T</.:3^Q
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1. ( ) f i ? ^ L t ^ m ^ o
2. ( ) A t * f  J:o
3. 'WJJ!. IV>lJÄ( ) tT3Ö'4V'?
4. ( ) & C A o t  Aco ?
5. t £ » } ^ A (  ) # cA T  fc<bo^A-C-to
6. k  v ' v ^ 2 b 0
7. &i*Mrg<7)f t£(  ) L f c * .
8. ( ) a ;x ^v M 7 ) - c - f
9. TT I S AJ o T V ' ^ c O  ( ) j E f l o t V ' i t ^ o
10. ^><7)u — n  — ( ) isV» L v j £ >  ?
11. ^ l o t A ^ (  ) f f l ^ o T W 4 v a t t o
12. t i<bN &<7>&(
13. ( ) ÖH^o-C<
14. * ^ i t c j f e 0 ^ i o T  ( ) 0 S t « U
15. JGP£fcA( ) t v ' 4 « 0  7
16. E*)<7)fe( ) & f r ' ? t z b ,  A£jJb*>T < ££'''«>
17. A.'b'f-^ ( ) £  f c t f r i 'O i o T o
18. £<7)9 f i — £  ( ) -£<bftT.  XSttz-i tZo
19. föJfCLTfc?) ( ) 5 f c & ^ o f c o
20. Ax-e-rtt £ * l (  ) V'V'-C-t ä'o
21. ( )fctCL«£3o
22. 5&®<7)£ej3U'^>V'-C{i, &<t*C( ) i i ^ & L i i “o
23. £<7)&fe(
24. Z t U t Z l  ( ) t l V ' i t o
25. ( ) t S o ^ “b ,
26. ^rgfc^&ofcCI h .  t o ^ l } ^ t l (  )fco
27. ) f c o T 8 J E I i f t * f c <  V ^ d ^ - C t o
28. $  j: 9 \ t b  H ( 0 C  ^  ( ) L T ,  % - i n b l o
29. ) lt t * t 0
30. ( ) ^ &  <
31. ( ) £ * •
32. a w t ( ) o t L t z b .
33. i  o
34. 7 i ^ h (  ^0D-^vv/itf)Si\ U ^ . i o / : ?
36. &T L 6  I < %Z>t l i  ( )
37. 7 <6 7 6 0 ( ) Lo
38. c f u i ^ o n n a f  jt*>b\zim&<n%'‘'Z b v to
39. V ' i < 0 (  )
40. * O A n I S Ä L ’Örv'( )C^&^<7>?
41. = f ^ o p g f f l l i 0 ^ <  £ o T (  ) < —A / : 0
42. { i ^ < * T o (  ) o t ,
43. 4 Ä 0 7 A “  *&$f ( ) V'V*A,£»t^fco
44. *-»m »x £1*@A( ) a b f c f c tc i i v M ^ f c  L f t & w t  £«,
45. W ±  1 t c i E ^ - c ^ *  ( ) >h ttct) i t o
46. &£*>(> to fri- ( ) ZfZo
47. 7 A ,  .® o f c (  ) *9 -r-o A ü£A.-e^> ^r0
48. S m L f c (  ) t k V ' o t ,
49 . ^ 7  ( ) * ^ t ? * r j a 0
so. & £ t f * . f c v ' ( )
51. # - < H ^ Ä G f c v * 4 i f e f c A , (  ) Ä o f c » )  L i t e
52. 1 - A i - ^ r A ^  ^ J : o t # f K o t v V : ^ (  )
53. ffco T l i A f c  ( ) <7)co, *5 V ' ^ o / ?  A U ^ ^ o / : 0
54. & 0 £ f c H v ' f c A , - C L *  7 ,  & (  )o
55. $>V '0% T®ffcA,-C5&A*o( ) £ 0
56. fc fU  ) ^ ^ V ' ^ 7 o
57. ^ 7 L T 6 ^ < b (  ) S U 4 l / a / f o
58. A D Ä * if l^ 4 tC (  )tztf'i X,
59. j& U i-£7V '7  ( ) ? t : . l l ^ J L f c o
60. A : A<t>7> ?
^ f " i : i o t v ^ A (  ) f f l+ S A 'C ’t o
61. A : fc iSU lK fT ofcA /C l*  <fc0
B : fziX ( ) L J: ^ a s W / c A - C i - ^ ' o
62. A : m t ) i t K
B : -£A,tz < ( ) frti  L S t t f J A  z )  i : i i L H ^ o
63. A : *<7)tfif*x ¥ 7 L f c f l ?
B : g | K l i : f o r (  ), £ 6 A , l > o f c «
64. a  : la-g i>t w i x 0
B : ( Jfiftf'fcv'?
65. A : Z<V%ilH\'3Xb ?
b : 7 /A  £<o 7 0 # r f f l (  ) W T / : i o
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FACULTY OF ASICAN STUDIES  
JAPAN CENTRE
Placement Test - 1996 
WRITTEN JAPANESE
-usiaeg-f-fl'
S i r : ___________________________________
Question Sheet
1. Rewrite the underlined part_____ by using Kanji, and write the reading for the
underlined Kanji in Hiragana. Use the answer sheet. [30x2=60]
(e.g.) $>Lft, l i t .
(1) H, frfzU±$rtifl£ £ ft~Cw$ Lft„
(2) lo ftfttftA J ifft:: n <Dn
(3) *9 L t ,
(4) ft l i^ -gW B $IC f e § £  L / : » ,
(5) i U H l i ,  ^ n < O l ± £ \
(6) jO S T 'l i f t  L T  < f t g i>„
(7) fcft  L l i i  w : * > ,
(8) ft K—— ' f f §  £  L f t o
(9) § i797. =gv><o*g)>>i L ft„
(10) §<79§ L _ ^ <  o f t r ^ g v ' f  Lf t .
d l)  JggttiL I 4-örfto
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( 12 ) i~
(13) l  TQ t t o
(14 ) ^  x n  L ^ T -f - fo o
d o )  ftfä<nW(Qt i) tz^rftz  < *A,sfc£ L ^ o  
( 16 )
(17) < T  »9
(18) Ü U T £ / U i ,  7 ^ > X l S ^ ± ^ T ' - f o
(19) 7 S ' ^ x . | t ,  T A J ^ £ £ * ) T <  £ £ v * 0
(20) # 0 ^ ,  ^ t > ^ 7 ( ^ i t l / : 0
(21) ^ X  n  B HEBfogylCQ&fc'o L v ^ T y N " - - f4  - £  L £  L £o
2. Make up sentences which describe the picture(s) using the key words below. Each 
question should be answered in one sentence no matter how many pictures are given. 
Use all the given words. You may need to change the verb form (e.g. f f  (  —>  ' Ü  o  T )
[5x4=20]
(e.g.) B Bi B .
LUTS A,,
1 f <
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(1) V'Oj,, 
* 118« 
t L x  frK
(3) ÄV'i-ÖrATL*.
(because)
(4) ^
-r —  y " )  1/
(5) -B 4 3, 1(7)9
I> ^
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3. Rewrite the underlined part __ by using Kanji, and write the reading for the underlinesd 
Kanji in Hiragana. Use the answer sheet. [30x2=60]
(e.g.) t>tz u i g j r e t o
a )  sM iJsa y m f e  *) t - f f r c
(2) £ > L t z = . m z 9 W i < m L n ,
0)  ^ t - i l ^ T g  i t »
(4) j, 5 —jgj j f r f t T  <
(5) -g-tT.I±W ilv>t tLfco
(6) i: *  lj ~C L 4* L A £  fc *9 i  L fc„
(7) ü fr g U ^ v  K - - - C t o
(8)
(9) I t v ' t t .
(10) L /-„
(11) 2KD J  — H —li-tfX-ffA-f c o  < fe t)
(12) <%V>< Ibi O I c T l ' i t » ,
(13) ^ a 4 - A ^ L T v > ^ 1 ~ .
(14) B » g - U C o / , : x _ T  < / i g l ' o
(15) f i l i 7  7  > ^ l § ^ t r f » L v >j : . S v ^ ' t o
(16) B B $  ifeBi £ t  L fc -
(17) EB«fr*A,a^BI;tjEv>->
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(18) J W ' I L f c
(19) i^ X ' - f f r o
(20) fS'AC 2 IC^t #  jl Lfc;4A
(21) B c k m $r & t f ^ o » ? t «
(22)
.t K ir -?
(23) o
(24) Z Z % b ,  U f i T t .
(25) frLnWLum ^ - j j n tzZiX 't ' ,
(26) C. t m tztn a  Lfc«,
4. Read the following sentences and choose the appropriate word for the underlined part. 
If there is more than one answer, make sure to write them all. Answer the questions by 
choosing the letter(s), and write them the answer sheet.
[15x2=30]
( « )  2 t t f d L < *  1 f  3±-Ao
(a ) ht(b) X< (c) ■tfAlfA (d) fcV'-NA.
(1) : : i : ü ______
(a) h i n  (b) l  < (c) iV 'tC t, (d)
(2)
(a) t z < Z A ,  (b) t X i >  (c) (d) fcV '^A,
(3) ® .( i , £ 2 l : l ä ______Dt + li-Ac,
(a) h i n  (b) l <  (c) - I f  (d) t z H z l f r
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(4) f e l i ,  i d C l ä _____ l i
(a) - t i  (b) - t  (c) hU (d) t t i
(5) fe t±$>L *_____ f f i f - f r A , .
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(6) t l R i : _____ A<7>&l±-4K7JJy.±T'1-.
(a) (b) (c) (ÜJ-& (d) ttA T W
(7) t / ' o i ^ c o _____ T-MV'!gj£ L f - f o
(a) i £ ^  (b) &< (c) ÄÜ̂ r (d) iS^Tb,
(8) g A,CO?Wf A,<Dr(g_____ 0
(a) (b) L i t  (c) r ^ - C - f  (d) LTV >£f t
(9) EB 4s ^  A -tä iftia  B < ____ ?+„
(a) <Vli (b) Z n  (c) t Z h  (d) l±T
(10) $U±, Z t U i _____
(a) X  < (b) = t t  (c) ~ t  (d) i 7
(11) t ^ l O s C J l t C I i ______£> *1 i-frA-o
(a) M i  (b) M T 'i  (c) {cjk (d) t t i
(12) f c - * - £ _____ < / i g V 'Q
(a) o v > T  (b) o l t T  (c) M ' T  (d) <M tT
(13) &Lfz.  « r f S r i * ______ f t ,  v t * 7  ? - M t §  i t .
(a) (b) I b ^ T  (c) g b o t v -  (d)
(14) U Ü T ä ^ :m ö S : ;H t / . :^ < 7 ) 't " t r i5, _____ B l I c t t ' i t K
(a) # - f  (b) #  (c) m g #  (d) &
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(15) 564i;gP Ü $-_____ v>v>Ttri\>
(a) K jk 'T  & (b) < f i r  (c) W o T ( i  (d) L T  4
5. Make up a sentence using the Key word(s) given. You may use a variational 
form of the given verbs, adjectives, e.g. past, negative form, etc. and the answers 
should end with a polite expressiosn, i.e. -masu or -desu form. [5x4=20]
( W  Ä ,  L f <
(1) f o  t
(2) - H ,  ' ß t -
(3)
(4) 'B # ,
(5)
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6. Ä O X Ä S r t t X .T .  1^1511 - IS ]  5 « Ä lS J fc S ifc S  v>. ( H f l *
i L f z - h t fZ Z . l z z J j h ^ z A Z S . ' iX  . 4 > i i .  « t o i T ’* *  
X'—B# ISJ  ̂C £> Vx f t ft 5.
6 ^ lu ( ; lä % S E t ^ * < .  3 o I l i .  f c x i j?
11X\ IR äX '«äv^X '2  O iH ifc 'f r f r ^ fc U  <S S *R tf-jfeW X \ MW
Jiihä  lnl*,£ o » f  trl+h tftrt.tr
S v ^ i ) i g <  \ , Z r b Z t c X - r t - t f h r > t z t £ \ JrX ^ '& .t*r> tz ( 1 
' O K l i S c J i H i S r v *  ( 2 ) .
t & r > f z .  ( 3 ) , h i T Z Z £ £ A , T z .
i f t f t B ' i c i i t i ö j ^ Ä i S L ,  M ^ jE ^ c o x * 
H ä f c O  t « t < ,  f p ^ o X c ® Ä > ' “ o s M o B f
A*<Oj£J$ISK ->-/»-/ ,
S E T l i f c l r » * .  "7 -iTft— - M ; i ü E < 6 5 M  btXt 3 f t . U ' o f ; .  .
tSZ^ILrzJZ.ÜL, o cotfii j ±~j k jz%tz-?tzi l '  • ■ • .  
X ' t *  6  5 - o f S l t - o  y p  f r  rauft# t *
X̂ A. f i t z *>(OX a fctE'frEfiS: lfrfrw>;gi,̂ MI#fc<
Xtfr. 6̂<O0TtzSRtX'% ,
^ O & f r t f c L X x  m t X ' H t t i i  XS f c f c ' f c o f c .
^ X ' l ä .  t B - i X -
. J£<X&*goi:uf9r#VH'>fcv>r>x, ^ O j6 < o |R 
• ^ K « 0 S R O j£ < { c ? | - 5 Ö L X # 4 : .  ■
t c l ä , ±  #  $ : t A — h  k l l j t i & L  X ' #  £  * n ' ' :5 r & i i l J$>3 _ i '
-X— V rt —;u -f L T T f t w ^ f e f l t ' f x y x  • -b>• y - f r K *,T-» ü  
* | J X ' i s * » ^ K < o 8 R ä X ' < o ® t i S <  & 1)» 5. 6#tJ>  
i i lt 'm T Z  CDffifij frS-gftfc M v * ft fc £> ft It .6 *tTCli £ X,$r fc » 
S t S t l i S o T U W ‘ - » t .  U  a ±
Ü J i> i£ \Ix £ . ftÄ fc *< fc *> fc fc ttftij*V '. ?&i>tz<Dl,<¥&i,z
± ^ f z r > x .  % < D & < lz M l
ZA,KclzmmiZtcr>tZ<DX\ t f z t t z .
* 0 .  £ £ f c 3 l - j « L T # X J : Ä » - >
fc. f ^ S o X f c V 'X ^ K iA 'o f c f c J ö .
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7. *t<Otij|i)<7)±2§£- (
l ffltf */U :$T*£oT$>tf* /L-< 3A,fc®$-ftA<2v>* i  t iî >
i z t ' b .  Tv'feV’U wfcfr-jT, » V 'T fg ^ w
politely. .1 £  :b£  to turn down an offer
1) i£ &  (
2) f * ?  (
3) (
4) & t r  (
5) C. 11> i (
6) ^ ' X f ä Z  (
)
)
)
\
)
)
)
2 t t » T g < « o r  t  s -o tzb,  t t ^ ® Ö v > 3i‘ C,föiSl±
i t z L t z <  t£'*'t izt iftXLi-otZe
1) « 5 *  (
2) * g » t i  (
3) t o t  <
4) f i  (
)
)
)
)
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Chapter 4 
Results and Analysis
4.0 Introduction
This chapter is an analysis of Gl, G2 and G3 production of the first four stages of JLN to 
determine comparative production performance by group . The first four sections are 
ordered identically to Nomoto's (1990) JLN model: Open Syllabication in 4.1, Germinate 
Formation in 4.2, Vowel Naturalisation (comprised of vowel quality and quantity) in 4.3, 
Consonant Naturalisation (comprised of consonant quality and moraic unit survey) in 4.4, 
and in 4.5, an additional survey into comprehensive moraic structure.
The findings of this chapter show that production differed between G l, G2 and G3 
in each of the four stages of JLN covered by the present study, with much of the JLN 
production reaching a high level with G3 subjects. However, characteristic mistakes in 
production exist which are present in the responses from all groups for OS, GF, VN and CN, 
and highlight both the strengths and weaknesses present in Australian Japanese learner JLN 
production.
Gender was initially considered as one of the variables in the current survey, in order to observe all possible influences on 
the subjects. However, the results of the survey revealed that there are no significant tendencies observed between genders 
in language learning. Thus, gender will not be included for discussion of the results of the JLN survey in this chapter.
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4.1 Open Syllabication
Open Syllabication (OS) is the first of the JLN stages to be examined. The focus is on the 
three vowel inserts of i, u and o in consonant clusters and following word/morpheme-final 
consonants.
4.1.1 Predictions for Open Syllabication
Little coverage of OS production is to be found in L2 Japanese pronunciation literature. 
Previous JLN studies (Min 1989, Chung 1989) focused on katakana orthography-based 
responses from subjects, characters presupposing OS structure.
As was detailed in Chapter 2, Japanese (including JLN) and AE possess different 
syllabic structure. Whereas AE has closed-syllable words, Japanese is an open-syllable 
language, and treats the introduction of closed-syllable words with OS. Thus OS is a JLN 
naturalisation process that plays an important role in the adoption of loanwords in Japanese.
Of the inserts, i is only applicable following [tf]/[d3], and o after [t]/[d]. The insert u 
is found in all other positions, and as such has the highest range of occurring environments by 
default. Further, OS does not occur in English. Given this, we would expect to see (i) a lack 
of OS due to LI (AE) interference, as well as (ii) the u insert, being found in the widest 
variety of environments, being the most quickly acquired insert.
4.1.2 Open Syllabication focus/tables and figures
12 items (4 items for each strategy) were selected and included both morph-final and 
mid-consonant cluster targets.
(37) -  (39) show the responses by Group 1, Group 2 and Group 3 (with 10 subjects 
per group) presented by insert type in percentile form, as calculated from Appendix 5: 
Production Lists to Appendix 6: Production Tallies. (37) shows production results for insert o, 
(38) for i and (39) for u. Tables (40) and (41) indicate the sum total of production tallied from 
those results highlighted in Tables (37) -  (39). All results for these tables are divided into 
correct production, hypercorrection and absence.
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100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
□ Absent
□ Other 
Hypercorrect
□  Japanese 
Hypercorrect
□  Correct
(37) OS: “o” insert percentile results
4.1.2(1) O inserts: items 01.[wbjt], 
02.[maedl], 03.[strAg], 04.[fl3:d]
G2 and G3 displayed similarly high 
production, with Gl performing at a 
significantly lower level. The majority 
of hyper-corrected responses were u 
inserts. One vowel reduction item 
each by Gl and G3 was also included, 
and two G2 and one G3 showed the 
insertion of a. G l production included 
insert absence.
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
1
30 35 —7.1
65 70 65
□ Absent
□  Other 
Hypercorrect
□ Japanese 
Hypercorrect
□ Correct
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
(38) OS: “i” insert percentile results
4.1.2(2) I inserts: items 05.[blntft],
0 6 .[mAnd3], O7 .fmA.d3], 08.\9trautf]
G l, G2 and G3 all demonstrated low 
performance in correct i insert 
responses, and a large section of 
hyper-correction, all of which were u 
inserts, except for one vowel 
reduction d item each by G l and G2. 
One case of absence was seen in Gl 
responses.
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100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
□ Absent
□ Other 
Hypercorrect
□  Japanese 
Hypercorrect
□ Correct
(39) OS: “u” insert percentile results
4.1.2(3) U inserts: items 09.[slua], 
10.[d£lvz], 11. [defrel], 12.[ji:ld]
Gl, G2 and G3 all demonstrated 
native-like performance with regard 
to the u insertion. One vowel 
reduction item each by G 1 and G2 was 
observed, as well as one 
hypercorrection o insert by G3. G1 
and G2 production included a number 
of absences of inserts.
4.1.3 Open syllabication results
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
(40) OS: total percentile results
□ Absent
□  Other 
Hypercorrect
□  Japanese 
Hypercorrect
□ Correct
Total insert production 
Group 2 and Group 3 showed similar 
levels of correct production, and 
hypercorrection. G2 also included a 
small amount of insert absence. G1 
displayed lower correct, more 
hypercorrection, and the largest 
section of absent insert responses.
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Absent Japanese
hypercorrection
Other
hypercorrection
Correct
(1) Gl=6 G2=0 G3=0
(2) G1 = 1 G2=0 G3=0
(3) Gl=3 G2=2 G3=0
G1 = 10 G2=l G3=3 
G l = 11 G2=12 G3=14 
G1=0 G2=0 G3=l
G1 = 1 G2=2 G3=2 
Gl=2 G2=0 G3=0 
G1 = 1 G2= 1 G3=0
Gl=23 G2=37 G3=35 
Gl=26 G2=28 G3=26 
Gl=36 G2=37 G3=39
Gl = 10 (8.33%) 
G2=2 (1.66%) 
G3=0 (0%)
G 1=21 (17.49%) 
G2=13 (10.83%) 
G3=18 (14.99%)
Gl=4 (3.33%) 
G2=3 (2.49%) 
G3=2 (1.66%)
Gl = 85 (70.83%) 
G2= 102 (84.97%) 
G3= 100 (83.33%)
(41) OS: total scores
Absence of any insert was found in G1 responses at 8.33% of total production, 
demonstrating a lower awareness of OS in Japanese. G2 demonstrated a substantially lower 
amount of insert absence at 1.66% of total production, with G3 showing no insert absence.
Japanese hypercorrection formed a proportion of production (G 1 = 17.49%, 
G2= 10.83% and G3= 14.99%), while conversely, other hypercorrection made up only a small 
part of the total production (Gl=3.33%, G2=2.49% and G3=1.66%). The Japanese 
hypercorrection u insert made up the largest sector of the sum total of hypercorrection at 
G 1=23/25 (92%), G2=13/16 (81.25%), G3= 17/19 (89.47%). This suggests u may be used as 
a default OS strategy, and is supported by the significantly higher production of u inserts in 
comparison to the less successful i and o respectively, and the low number of insert attempts 
with vowels other than u o, i, such as a, <?.
The results of 4.1.2 (1) - (3) suggest that u inserts are most often applied in correct 
environments (although this success is partially due to hypercorrection by G l, G2 and G3), 
followed by o, then i at a somewhat lower successful level.
In summation, G1 OS production appears to include the lowest correct insert 
production, as well as the greatest share of absence of insert and hypercorrection (mostly u). 
At G2 and G3, most absence disappears, with high level correct production of u, o and i 
inserts in that order of correctness, and some hypercorrection (mostly u). This suggests if 
absence of insert is present, hypercorrection will be more prevalent than if absence of insert 
is not present.
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4.2 Germinate Formation
Germinate Formation (GF) is the second of the JLN stages examined. The focus of analysis is 
on the final (ultimate) or second-to-final (penultimate) consonants following lax vowels 
detailed in Chapter 2: 4.2.
4.2.1 Predictions for Germinate Formation
As noted in Chapter 2: 2.4, GF is a JLN phenomena not found in AE/USAE. While AE 
phonology includes assimilation of adjacent consonants, GF occurs in different 
environments; namely, between a consonant and its preceding stressed lax vowel. Since GF 
occurs in completely different locations to AE assimilation, it must be leamt. The present 
study predicts GF will be progressively more correctly produced (present) from G1 to G3.
4.2.2 Germinate Formation focus/tables and figures:
items 13.[bltmaep], 14.[tldt>ks], 15.[zAtf], 16.[graeJ] / Hypercorrection: 04. [fl3 d], 08.[atrautf], 
24.[nlftlk], 38.[gast£9]
Four items were selected which included final and penultimate consonant targets following 
lax vowels (items 13, 14, 15 and 16), and four other target items in which GF would not be
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
□ Absent
□  Correct
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Group Group Group
1 2 3
□  Hyper­
correction
□  Correct
(41) GF: total percentile results (Left: standard GF, Right: hyper-correction assessment)
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undertook in native speech (items 04, 08, 24 and 38). The table to left in (41) shows total 
number of G l, G2 and G3 correct (present) and absent production targets, and the table to 
right total number of G l, G2 and G3 correct (absent) and hyper-correct (subject to GF) 
production targets in percentile form, as calculated from Appendix 5: Production Lists to 
Appendix 6: Production Tallies.
4.2.3 Germinate formation results
Environments 
Requiring GF
Results by Group Environments 
Not Requiring GF
Results by Group
Absent Gl = 10, G 2=ll, G3=3 Absent (Correct) Gl=36, G2=39, G3=39
Present (Correct) Gl=30, G2=29, G3=37 Hyper-correction Gl=4, G2=l, G3=l
(43) GF total scores
GF is acquired at a high level at G3 level: G3 performed at near native level at 92.5% (37/40 
correct responses), and G l and G2 performed at a lower level. This suggests Gl and G2 show 
a reasonable awareness of GF, but that GF is acquired at a high level at G3. The high level of 
correct production by G3 subjects in comparison with Gl and G2 highlights an increasing 
approach towards native-like production (see (42) above), despite GF being a process unique 
to JLN not found in AE. This data supports the prediction that GF correct production will 
increasingly approach native-like levels in learner production.
However, an examination of those environments not requiring GF (see (43) above) 
shows that, while only to a small extent, that all groups possessed some hyper-correction, 
indicating that while learners are capable of GF to a reasonable degree in G 1 and G2, and a 
higher level at G3, that some vagueness of understanding of GF rules in JLN remains at all 
three stages.
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4.2.4 Germinate formation discussion
While Germinate Formation and assimilation are both referred to as ‘sokuon’ in Japanese, 
Germinate Formation, discussed in 2.4.2 and 4.2, is a process distinct from assimilation as 
found in AE. GF occurs in completely different environments to assimilation, and thus must 
be learnt by learners. Suzuki (1984) notes that ordinary English native speakers have a 
tendency to dispense with /Q/ when pronouncing Japanese loanwords. This tendency for 
absence of GF was observed among the Group l and 2 (lower and intermediate learners) 
subjects at a sizeable 22.5 -  25% level. Higher level of correct production was observed 
among Group 3 (advanced learners) at 92.5% correct and only 7.5% absence. This suggests 
G1 and G2 level earners have a reasonable awareness of GF, but may still be constrained by 
the AE tendency to delete /Q/ at their levels. Mastery of GF appears to emerge from around 
G3 level, despite the students necessity to go against English’s tendency to dispense with /Q/. 
This result supports the hypothesis JLN (GF) competency will rise in proportion with 
learners’ overall Japanese competency.
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4.3 Vowel Naturalisation
4.3.1 Vowel quality
4.3.1.1 Predictions for Vowel Quality
As noted in Chapter 2: 4.3, AE has 12 vowels (as well as 3 archaic vowels), compared to 
modem Japanese' 5 vowels. While the majority of these vowels are front/back vowels closely 
similar to each other, central vowels (as noted in Chapter 2: 4.3.1) are found only in AE, not 
JLN. Additionally, the central vowel [a] appears in place of other AE vowels in unaccented 
syllables. These vowels without identical counterparts are subsumed as branches of 
converging phonemes - with such alien members of AE to JLN converging naturalisation 
processes referred to as unknown partners by the present study.
Previous studies of student spoken Japanese suggested first language (AE) 
interference in the vowel quality of some students. Vowels influenced by AE vowel quality 
may still be communicable, but 'foreign' to native speakers. We refer to these items as wrong 
winners.
The present study then predicts: (i) relative ease in corresponding (i.e. non-central 
vowels and related rising diphthongs); (ii) difficulty in members of converging phonemes -  
referred to here as unknown partners - not found in JLN (i.e. central vowels and centring 
diphthongs); and that (iii) JLN vowel production interference by AE substitution -  referred to 
here as wrong winners -  gradually decreases toward native-like production in subjects.
4.3.1.2 Vowel quality focus/tables and Figures
32 items (4 items for each of the 8 vowel groups) were selected. The selected items included 
word-initial, medial and final vowel targets.
Two analyses were conducted for vowel quality: the first, a tense/lax vowel 
analysis to determine whether tense/lax affects vowel quality, and the second, a JLN vowel 
analysis to determine a ranking of difficulty JLN vowel, including foreignness analysis.
The following tables show G l, G2 and G3 responses in percentile form ( (44) - 
(52)) and in score form (53), as calculated from Appendix 5: Production Lists to Appendix 6:
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Production Tallies; (44) -  (52) denote JLN vowel quality production in terms of (correct & 
wrong winner allophone); (53) denotes total production by all groups, with (54) showing 
vowel production difficulty ranking, with correct, wrong winner, total communicable results, 
and incorrect results given for G l, G2 and G3, with the total scores for each vowel group 
ranked in order of difficulty.
4.3.1.2.1 J/i/: items 12. [ji ld],
14. [tldf>ks], 18. [pju:gi:], 19. [els]
G2 and G3 displayed native-like 
production. G1 displayed high 
communicative level of production 
inclusive of wrong winner quality 
production: this wrong winner
production was divided into nasalized 
long J/i/ and AE interference ([I]) in 
short J/iJ production. G2 and G3’s one 
error each are attributable to AE vowel 
reduction (J/i/  > AE/a/), a process 
highlighted as one English speakers use 
in pronouncing Japanese loanwords by
Akamatsu (1997) and Suzuki (1984:65).
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
0  Incorrect
□  Wrong Winner
□  Correct
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
(44) Vowel quality: J/i/ percentile results
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4.3.1.2.2 J/e/: items 10. [dslvz],
11. [defrel], 21. [djurAplEks], 44. [slsf]
In this item, G2 and G3 again 
displayed native-like production. G1 
showed a high communicative level of 
production including a significant 
share of communicable AE 
interference: G2 production included 
2, and G1 included 3 incorrect 
productions accountable to AE 
defray/di-fray. G l's remaining 
incorrect production was a case of 
whole syllable deletion , in survey 
item 21 (one of the survey's longest and most complex items). G2’s remaining incorrect 
responses were attributable to AE vowel reduction.
4.3.1.2.3 Central vowels: items
04. [fl3:d], 08. [atrautf], 22. [zAb3:b], 31.
[c^anolllaf]
G l, G2 and G3 displayed graduating 
poor to reasonable success in producing 
correct vowel quality. Since no 
corresponding central Japanese vowels 
exist, [3] and [a] must converge 
(unknown partners) and appear difficult 
to relate implicitly with JLN sounds. 
Two strategies were apparently at work
28
Weinberger (1994 , p .287) notes '‘..all language learners., when confronted with syllable structures that are far too 
com plex for their phonetic ability, w ill m odify those structures to make them conform  with their present level o f  phonetic 
ability” . Weinberger further notes that deletion and epenthesis are possible m odifications in such a case.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
- : 7 . r
□  Incorrect
□  Wrong Winner
□  Correct
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
(46) Vowel quality: central vowel percentile results
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80%
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50%
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0%
100%
60
92.: I
IOC
□  Incorrect
□  Wrong Winner
□  Correct
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
(45) Vowel quality: J/e/ percentile results
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in incorrect responses: (i) use of AE vowel quality (of which [3] comprised the majority of 
items: at [a] G l= 2 /ll, G2=l/9 and G3=0/3. [3] G l= 9 /ll, G2=8/9 and G3-3/3.), and (ii) use 
of other incorrect vowel quality.
Subjects experienced relative ease in word-final vowels, which, as Manned and 
Cox (1999) note, only permit long monophthongs, diphthongs and schwa. All groups 
produced perfectly correct production in this location in items 29, 40, 42 and 43.
This ease is contrasted by the difficulties of vowel reduction. Since, as noted by 
Manned and Cox, unstressed AE syllables revert to [a] schwa vowel quality, speakers must 
rely on known morphemes in their lexicon to base vowel quality judgement on, in some cases 
involving selection of the most probable vowel from a number of possibilities. For 
pre-existing words such as item 40, a high degree of success in production was observed, 
whereas nonsense word items 08, 31 showed less success.
4.3.1.2.4 J/a/: items 07.[mA d3], 13. 
[bltmaep], 22.[zAb3:b], 26.[mjaenma:]
G2 and G3 displayed high levels of 
production with a small amount of 
wrong winners, while G1 performed at a 
lower level (including a sizable portion 
of wrong winners, as wed as a small 
number of incorrect productions). 
Wrong winner distribution was roughly 
equal for [ae] and [a] , with [a] being of 
the same quality as j/a/. Two G 1 and one 
G3 responses were observed, 
accountable to AE vowel reduction.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
(47) Vowel quality: J/a/ percentile results
-1:7.1-
!i2.‘
13 Incorrect
□  Wrong Winner
□  C o rrect
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in incorrect responses: (i) use of AE vowel quality (of which [3] comprised the majority of 
items: at [a] Gl =2/ l l ,  G2=l/9 and G3=0/3. [3] Gl=9/ l l ,  G2=8/9 and G3=3/3.), and (ii) use 
of other incorrect vowel quality.
Subjects experienced relative ease in word-final vowels, which, as Manned and 
Cox (1999) note, only permit long monophthongs, diphthongs and schwa. All groups 
produced perfectly correct production in this location in items 29, 40, 42 and 43.
This ease is contrasted by the difficulties of vowel reduction. Since, as noted by 
Manned and Cox, unstressed AE syllables revert to [a] schwa vowel quality, speakers must 
rely on known morphemes in their lexicon to base vowel quality judgement on, in some cases 
involving selection of the most probable vowel from a number of possibilities. For 
pre-existing words such as item 40, a high degree of success in production was observed, 
whereas nonsense word items 08, 31 showed less success.
4.3.1.2.4 J/a/: items 07.[rm:d3], 13. 
[bltmaep], 22.[zAb3:b], 26.[mjaenma:]
G2 and G3 displayed high levels of 
production with a small amount of 
wrong winners, while G 1 performed at a 
lower level (including a sizable portion 
of wrong winners, as wed as a small 
number of incorrect productions). 
Wrong winner distribution was roughly 
equal for [ae] and [a] , with [a] being of 
the same quality as j/a/. Two G 1 and one 
G3 responses were observed, 
accountable to AE vowel reduction.
100%
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40%
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20%
10%
0%
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
(47) Vowel quality: J/a/ percentile results
<i2.‘
11 Incorrect
□  Wrong Winner
□  Correct
<i7.;
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Group Group Group
□  Incorrect
□  Wrong Winner
□  Correct
1 2 3
(48) Vowel quality: J/u/ percentile results
4.3.1.2.5 J/u/: items 18.[pju:gi:],
21.[djurApl£ks], 34.[wt>mput], 35.[tup]
G2 and G3 displayed high levels of 
production with a small amount of 
wrong winners (AE interference) by G2. 
G1 performed at a lower level (including 
a sizable portion of AE interference 
wrong winners). Whole syllable deletion 
was observed following one G3 
response.
n i 7 . r
Group Group Group
1 2 3
□  Incorrect
□  Wrong Winner
□  Correct
(49) Vowel quality: J/o/ percentile results
4.3.1.2.6 J/o/: items 01.[wt>Jt],
1 4 . [t\dt>ks], 46 .[tD lab ra \],47 .[p b d r\9 ]
G l, G2 and G3 all displayed high level 
production. G1 and G2 both included 
only one incorrect production each, 
accountable through AE orthographic 
interference.
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4.3.1.2.7 Rising diphthongs: items
ll.[d£frel], 31.[d33noUl9f], 45.[hout], 
46.[tDlabral]
G1 performed at a reasonably high 
degree, with G2 and G3 performing at a 
near-native level. Each group's 
production included a small number of 
wrong winners (communicably 
acceptable AE/JLN vowel quality), with 
some incorrect items included in G1 
(one wrong vowel quality item and two 
items subject to orthographic 
interference from AE's written character 
y  and vowel insert hypercorrection). G2's error was vowel confusion (where the target 
vowel and following changed place).
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
□  Incorrect
□  Wrong Winner
□  Correct
(50) Vowel quality: rising diphthong percentile 
results
@ Incorrect
□  Wrong Winner
□  Correct
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
(51) Vowel quality: centring diphthong percentile 
results
4.3.1.2.8 Centring diphthongs: items 
09.[slua], 38.[g9st£a], 47.[pbdrla], 
48.[m£a]
Gland G2 displayed a comparatively 
low level, and G3 a slightly higher level 
of production compared to other natural 
classes. G1 included two wrong winner 
items, while G l, G2 and G3 all included 
a sizable section of incorrect items. 
These incorrect items were accountable 
through 1) incorrect vowel quality, and 
2) hypercorrection of orthography (i.e. 
T').
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4.3.1.3 Vowel quality results
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Group Group Group
Ü Incorrect
□  Wrong Winner
□  C orrect
1 2 3
(52) Vowel quality: total percentile results
G2 and G3 displayed similarly high 
production (see (52) left) for all 
non-central vowels (specifically J/i, e, a, 
u, o/ and AE rising diphthongs), but 
low successful production for central 
vowels/diphthongs (AE/a, if) (see (53) 
below). G1-G3 incorrect production 
averaged 47.5% for central vowels, and 
23.3% for centring diphthongs, 
compared to an average incorrect 
response rate of 1.75% for non-central 
vowels and diphthongs.
Correct Wrong winner Total Incorrect
(5) G 1=24, G2=38, G3=40
(6) G 1=39, G2=39, G3=40
(1) G l=28, G2=39, G3=39 
(4) G l=27, G2=36, G3=37
(7) G l=34, G l=38, G2=38
(2) G l=24, G2=37, G3=40
(8) G1=29,G2=31,G3=34
(3) G l = 15, G2=23, G3=26
G l = 16, G2=2, G3=0 
G1=0, G2=0, G3=0 
G l = 12, G2=0, G3=0 
G1 = 11,G2=4, G3=2 
G1 =3, G2=l, G3=2 
G 1 = 12, G2= 1, G3=0 
G l=2, G2=0, G3=0 
G1=0, G2=0, G3=0
Gl=40, G2=40, G3=40 (120) 
Gl=39, G2=39, G3=40(118) 
Gl=40, G2=39, G3=39 (118) 
Gl=38, G2=40, G3=39 (117) 
G l-37 , G2=39, G3=40(116) 
Gl=36, G2=38, G3=40 (114) 
G l= 3 1, G2=31, G3=34 (97) 
Gl = 15, G2=23, G3=26 (64)
G1=0, G2=0, G3=0 
G l = l, G 2=l, G3=0 
G1 =0, G 2=l, G3=l 
G l=2, G2=0, G3=l 
G l=3, G 2=l, G3=0 
G l=4, G2=2, G4=0 
G l=9, G2=9, G3=6 
G1=25,G2=17,G3=14
G 1=27.50 (68.75%) 
G2=35.13 (87.81%) 
G3=36.75 (91.88%)
G 1=7.00 (17.50%) 
G2=1.00 (2.50%) 
G3=0.50 (1.25%)
G 1=34.50 (86.25%) 
G2=36.13 (90.31%) 
G3=37.25 (93.13%)
Gl=5.50 (13.75%) 
G2=3.88 (9.69%) 
G3=2.75 (6.88%)
(53) Vowel quality: total scores
A limited number of items affected by vowel reduction/neutralization (as 
delineated by Suzuki 1984 and Akamatsu 1997) and deletion (Weinberger 1994) were 
present, although by far the most common characteristic aside from correct responses were 
the incorrect and wrong winner responses.
G1 also displayed a slightly lower high level of production for non-centrals and 
difficulty with central vowels and centring diphthongs. However, the total of communicable
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production (correct and wrong winners) included in sum 10% wrong winners (specifically J/e, 
a, u/, with most concentrated in J/a/  (36.84%), J/u/(35%)). These wrong winners were most 
defined in these non-central vowels with allophonic difference between AE and JLN.
G l, G2 and G3 production indicates that JLN vowels are acquired similarly to JLN 
consonants, with the closest items to AE acquired first with some foreignness (wrong 
winners). Quality approaches native level by G2, 3. Central vowels and centring diphthongs 
share similarities with consonant unknown partners, with a significant percentage of learners 
unable to successfully produce them even by G2 or G3 level.
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4.3.2 Vowel duration (length)
4.3.2.1 Predictions for Vowel Duration
Kawarazaki (1979), Akamatsu (1997) and Toda (1994), in works focussing on SJ/NJ, note 
vowel length control difficulties exist among foreign learners of modem Japanese. However, 
as noted in Chapter 2: 4.3, both AE and Japanese contain both tense/lax and long/short 
vowels, indicating AE native-speaker students of Japanese are naturally capable of 
controlling vowel length in their native language which may be transferable to JLN. The 
question exists “will subjects show this same difficulty seen in SJ/NJ, in LJ items naturalized 
to Japanese which reflect the length of the original item?” and “what affects this difficulty in 
LJ vowel duration control?”
AE native speakers are intimate with tense/lax vowel quality, and the present study 
predicts: (i) little difference in performance between tense/lax vowels. The predictions are 
suggested that (ii) some vowels will be subject to more errors of vowel length, and (iii) these 
errors will gradually decrease toward native-like production.
4.3.2.2 Vowel duration focus/tables and Figures
As in 4.3.1, 32 items (4 items for each of the 8 vowel groups) were selected. The selected 
items included word-initial, medial and final vowel targets.
The following tables show G l, G2 and G3 responses in score form (see (63)) and in 
percentile form ((55) -  (62), and total results in (64)), as calculated from Appendix 5: 
Production Lists to Appendix 6: Production Tallies. (54) divides JLN phonemes into 
lax/tense vowel inputs, with G l, G2 and G3 responses tabulated in the left column, and the 
total in the right column; (55) -  (62) divide G l, G2 and G3 responses for each class into 
Correct [Long / Short] Absent classification of quantity; (63) provides a ranking of 
production difficulty for each class, with the lowest the most difficult, and highest most 
successful. The second row indicates G l, G2 and G3 sum total production.
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4.3.2.2.A Incorrect responses
+ + I + + I/-—S / “ N
▼— t— ▼— CN 0 4  CO
O;
2
+  I I +  I I/ ~ \  /^ N  /^ N  ^~S  ^-N
LO LO LO CO CO CD
V /  V - /  V » / ^  ^
/^ N  / - N  ^~Nr- oo oo
(54) Vowel errors by lax/tense vowel type
The possibility of tense/lax vowel quality interfering with vowel length production was 
investigated, but showed little difference with tense (+) and lax (-). The greatest 
concentration of incorrect responses were the long and incom plete/absent (7) rising and (8) 
centring diphthongs items.
4.3.2.2.B Vowel duration
I oc —
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
□  Incomplete/ 
Absent
B  Short
□  Long
□  Correct
(55) Vowel duration: J N  percentile results
4.3.2.2.B.1 J/i/: items 12. [ji:ld],
14. [tldbks], 18. [pju:gi:], 19. [els]
G l, G2 and G3 all displayed 
native-like production. G1 production 
included one short, and G2 included 
one long item.
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Group Group Group
□  Incom plete/ 
A bsent
El Short
□  Long
□  C orrect
1 2 3
(56) Vowel duration: JId  percentile results
4.3.2.2.B.2 J  /el: items 10. [dslvz],
11. [dtfrel], 21. [djurApleks], 44. [sIeJ]
G l, G2 and G3 all displayed 
native-like production. G1 included 
two long, and one completely absent 
item. G2 and G3 included one long 
item each.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
(57) Vowel duration: central vowel percentile results
-IOC- IOC —
□  In com p lete/ 
A bsent
El Short
□  Long
□  C orrect
4.3.2.3.B.3 Central vowels: items 
04.[fl3:d], 08.[atrautf], 2 2 .[zA b 3 :b ], 
31.[d3anoUlaf]
G l, G2 and G3 demonstrated 
high-level production, also Gl's 
responses included 1 long, and 3 short 
items. 2/3 short items were subject to 
orthographic interference ([b3:b] >
*[bar(iu)b]).
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Group Group Group 
1 2 3
□  Incomplete/ 
Absent
□  Short
□  Long
□  Correct
(58) Vowel duration: J/a/  percentile results
4.3.2.2.B.4 J/a/: items 07.[mA:d3],
13. [bltmaep], 22.[zAb3:b], 26.[mjaenma:] 
Gl, G2 and G3 all demonstrated 
native-like production. G1 and G2 had 
one short item each subject to 
orthographic-interference by the 
written character "r" ([a:] > *[ariu]). 
The author notes that this phenomenon 
is also observed word-finally (item 26, 
with 4/10 G1 responses, 2/10 G2 
responses, and 1/10 G1 responses 
affected).
Group Group Group
□  Incomplete/ 
Absent
□  Short
□  Long
□  Correct
1 2 3
(59) Vowel duration: J/u/ percentile results
4.3.2.2.B.5 J/u/: items 18.[pju:gi ], 
21.[djurApleks], 34.[wbmput], 35.[tup]
G l, G2 and G3 all demonstrated 
native-like production, except for Gl's 
two (including one response followed 
by a missing speech-sound segment), 
and G3's one (followed by the deletion 
of an entire syllable) short responses.
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Group Group Group
□  Incomplete/ 
Absent
□  Short
□  Long
□  Correct
1 2 3
(60) Vowel duration: J/o/ percentile results
4.3.2.2.B.6 J/o/: items 01.[wPJt], 
14.[tldhks], 46.[tolabral], 47.[pbdrla]
G l, G2 and G3 all demonstrated 
native-like production. G2 included 
one long response.
4.3.2.2.B.7 Rising diphthongs: items
ll.[dEfrelJ, 3l.[d33noUbf], 45 .[bout], 
46.[tDlabral]
G l, G2 and G3 all demonstrated 
native-like production. G1 included 3 
long responses; these were [el] and [al] 
items where the first half of the 
diphthong was lengthened. Two of 
these responses also showed 
orthographic interference with [l] 
interpreted as the written "y" and 
hyper-corrected for vowel insertion. 
G2 included two long responses with 
one item having the first half of the diphthong lengthened, and the second item vowel 
confusion (the target vowel item and the following vowel changed place). G2 included 2 
incomplete items; one, where [ou] was substituted for the monophthong [o], and a second
□  Incomplete/ 
Absent
E3 Short
□  Long
□  Correct
(61) Vowel duration: rising diphthong percentile 
results
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item where the second half of the diphthong was lengthened. G3 also included one 
overly-long CV item.
4.3.2.2.B.8 Centring diphthongs: 
items 09.[slua], 38.[gast£a], 47.[pbdrla], 
48.[m£a]
G l, G2 and G3 all displayed 
performance well below that of all 
other vowel groups, with G1 poorest 
and G2 and G3 slightly higher.
G1 had 10 overly long 
responses, with all being diphthong 
first half lengthening. G1 also had 9 
incomplete responses (5 being the 
diphthong's latter half [a] being 
mistaken for the written character "r" - 
thus [Via] produced > [Virv]); Gl's remaining 4 incomplete responses included 3 items 
including the diphthong's first half only, and 1 item with only the latter half.
G2 included 3 overly long diphthong first half items. G2 also had 9 incomplete 
items, with 4 of these including only the diphthong's first half, and the remaining 5 items [a] > 
[r] responses.
G3 included 3 overly long diphthong latter half items. G3 also included 6 
incomplete items, with 3 being the diphthong's first half only, and the other 3 items being [a] 
> [r] responses.
100%
90%
80%
70%
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40%
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20%
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0%
:\2.i l . l .
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
□  Incomplete/ 
Absent
□  Short
□  Long
□ Correct
(62) Vowel duration: centring diphthong percentile 
results
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4.3.2.3 Vowel duration results
Correct Long Short Incom plete/Abse
nt
(6) j/o / G l= 4 0 , G2=39, G 3=40 (119) G1=0, G2= 1, G3=0 G1=0, G 2=0, G 3=0 G 1=0, G2=0, G3=0
(4) j/a /  G l= 3 9 , G2=40, G3=39 (118) G 1=0, G2=0, G3=0 G l = l,  G 2=0, G3= 1 G1=0, G2=0, G 3=0
(1) j/i/  G l= 3 9 , G 2=39, G 3=40 (118) G 1=0, G 2 = l, G3=0 G l = l,  G 2=0, G 3=0 G1=0, G 2=0, G 3=0
(5) j/u / G l= 3 8 , G 2=40, G 3=39 (117) G 1=0, G2=0, G3=0 G l= 2 , G 2=0, G 3= l G1=0, G 2=0, G 3=0
(3) centr. G l= 3 6 , G 2=40, G3=40 (116) G l = l ,  G2=0, G3=0 G l= 3 , G 2=0, G 3=0 G1=0, G 2=0, G 3=0
(2) j/e / G l= 3 8 , G 2=39, G 3=39 (116) G l= 2 , G 2 = l, G 3= l G1=0, G 2=0, G 3=0 G1=0, G2=0, G 4=0
(7) RisD p G l= 3 7 , G l= 3 8 , G2=37 (112) G l= 3 , G2=2, G 3= l G1=0, G 2=0, G 3=0 G1=0, G2=0, G 3=2
(8)C enD p G l= 2 1 , G2=28, G3=31 (80) G l = 10, G2=3, G3=3 G1=0, G 2=0, G 3=0 G l= 9 , G2=9, G 3=6
G 1=36.00 (90.00% ) G 1=2.00 (5.00% ) G l= 0 .8 8  (2.19% ) G l= 1 .1 3  (2.81% )
G 2=37.88 (94.69% ) G 2=1.00 (2.50% ) G 2=0.00 (0.00% ) G 2=1.13 (2.81% )
G 3=38.13 (95.31% ) G 3=0.63 (1.56% ) G 3=0.25 (0.63% ) G 3=1.00 (2.50% )
(63) Vowel duration: total scores
Subject cells G l, G2 and G3 displayed  
native-like vow el length production 
(see (64), left). Little difference in the 
ratio o f  errors and correct productions 
among the three subject cells in terms 
o f the tense/lax nature o f  vow els (see 
(54) above); however, a sizeably larger 
number o f errors was observed in (8) 
centring diphthongs than in the 
responses to (1) - (6) (monophthongs) 
or (7) (rising diphthongs). Production 
o f centring diphthongs was poor 
among G1 subjects, and slightly
higher among G2 and G3 subjects (see (63) above).
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
- fct
94.63 95.31
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
□  Incomplete/ 
Absent
□  Short
□  Long
□  Correct
(64) Vowel duration: total percentile results
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The relatively limited number of errors were characterized as follows in (65) below:
(1) absent e  >
(D-(6)
errors
(2) short i: >  i(o)
(3) long hi >  lu:
(4) long/orthog. a: >  a(:)  r iu
( 7 )
errors
(1) incomplete (latter half) n o :  >  n o ,  e i  >  e
(2) long (first half) e i  >  e: l
(3) long (latter half) o ( lu / : )  >  o i u :
(4) long/orthog. e i  >  e ( i / j ) i u
(5) vowel confusion 0 : e  >  e  0 :
( 8 )
errors
(1) long (first half) t u a  >  i u w : a
(2) long (latter half) hi  a  >  lu a :
(3) incomplete (first half) e a  >  a:
(4) incomplete (latter half) e a  >  e : , u i a  >  ui:
(5) incomplete (latter half)/orthog. u i a  >  iu (: )  r, e a  >  e ( : )  r
(65) Vowel duration/form errors
Monophthong errors consisted of absent, short and long productions. Of the long 
items, orthographic interference from English was present in central vowel [3 ]  and /a/, 
suggesting influence by the written English letter "r" due to subjects linking these sounds 
with what they thought would be their original spelling in English.
Rising diphthong errors consisted of incomplete (with the diphthong's latter half 
absent) and long (with the diphthong's first or latter halves affected) items. The same type of 
orthographic interference from English as noted above was found in some long items, with 
results suggesting subjects thought that the original spelling of the word would be the letter 
"y" in English, with this inferring in some rising diphthongs.
Centring diphthong errors consisted of long (with the diphthong's first or latter 
halves affected) and incomplete (with the diphthong's first or latter half absent) items. 
Orthographic interference from English was observed in many of the incomplete items with 
the latter half of the diphthong absent. Subjects appeared to have difficulty naturalizing the 
[a] in the centring diphthong items, due the subjects perceiving these sounds as being the 
English letters "r'V'er".
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These results suggest LJ length in items replicating their original foreign language 
form are not as subject to vowel duration difficulties as the NJ/SJ items detailed by Akamatsu 
(1997) and Toda (1994). JLN vowel length difficulties appear to arise more from 
unfamiliarity with wrong winner vowels and diphthongs than +/- tension control.
4.3.3 Vowel Naturalisation discussion
2.4.3 detailed the greater number of monophthongs and diphthongs of AE that naturalise into 
the smaller vowel inventory possessed by JLN. 2.4.3.1 highlighted a number of levels of 
difficulty possible when producing vowels, first of which was phonemic level difficulty. In 
2.4.3, we established that AE front and back monophthongs, as well as rising diphthongs, to 
be similar to JLN vowels on a phonemic level. The results of 4.3 confirmed this stance, with 
native-like correct phonemic production of all front and back monophthongs and diphthongs 
observable in all subject group responses. Conversely, while the level of correct phoneme 
selection was high among all groups for front and back vowels and rising diphthongs, 
selection of the correct vowel for central vowels and centring diphthongs was poor in all 
groups, with incorrect selection of central vowels lowest among G1 at 62.5%, G2 at 42.5% 
and G3 at 35%. As explained in Chapter 4, where two or more phonemes converge to one in 
the target language, the less similar of the phonemes in the first language ( ‘unknown 
partners ’) appears to be difficult for learners to acquire, with this being the case with central 
vowels. Learners in the present study either maintained the original AE central vowel quality, 
or selected the incorrect vowel phoneme; however, further research would be required to 
ascertain whether such incorrect production is due wholly to ‘unknown partner’ unfamiliarity 
with the correlating JLN phoneme, or the neutralisation referred to by Akamatsu in 2.5.3.1. 
Although production rose somewhat for the central vowels in accordance with competency 
level (and thus supported the hypothesis JNLP competency will rise in proportion to overall 
Japanese competency), the advanced G3 subjects were only able to achieve a 65% correct 
production rate for central vowels, highlighting the level of difficulty this type of vowel 
possesses.
A second level of difficulty is that of allophonic/phonetic level production, in 
which, while the learner’s phoneme selection is correct, their allophonic production, while
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still being communicable, is not compatible with the allophones used by native speakers 
( ‘wrong winners’). Wrong winners were present in around 30% of G1 vowel production 
evaluated by the current survey, and diminished significantly in G2 and G3 production, 
indicating wrong winner production occurs mainly at G1 level, with G2 and G3 speakers 
closely approaching native-like production. This ‘wrong winner’ production included 
stressing/tensing the vowel, as noted by Suzuki (1984). This result once again supports the 
hypothesis JLN competency rises in proportion with overall Japanese competency.
G l, G2 and G3 production of JLN vowels shows similarities with JLN consonant 
production, in that the closest items to AE are acquired first with some foreignness ( ‘wrong 
winner'). Quality approaches native level by G2 and G3. However, central vowels and 
centring diphthongs, as is the case with consonant ‘unknown partners’, are unsuccessfully 
produced by a sizeable number of learners, even at G2 or G3 level.
Although vowel duration is noted by Kawarazaki (1979), Akamatsu (1997) and Toda (1994) 
to affect communicability, little sign of such difficulty was observed in the current study’s 
duration results (4.3.2). Cells G l, G2 and G3 demonstrated native-like production with all 
the monophthongs and rising diphthongs, although difficulty in producing centring 
diphthongs was observed in G l, and to a less extent in G2 and G3. In this way, learners seem 
to be able to control duration successfully from Gl. It could thus be said that the main 
difficulty faced by learners in terms of VN is the naturalisation of vowel quality, in particular 
staggered phonemic-level difficulties with central vowels and centring diphthongs, and 
allophonic-level vowel quality difficulties with Gl level learners.
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4.4 Consonant Naturalisation
In Section 4.4, I will discuss Consonant Naturalisation (CN), the fourth JLN stage. I will 
firstly deal with a consonant quality survey in 4.4.1 and then with consonant moraic unit 
assessment in 4.4.2 (c.f. overall moraic structure is dealt with in section 4.5.).
4.4.1 Consonant quality
4.4.1.1 Predictions for consonant quality
As noted in Chapter 2:4.3, AE and JLN have corresponding phonemes (with some allophonic 
differences), as well as diverging phonemes. The present study predicts (i) AE consonant 
interference in production of corresponding phonemes ('wrong winners'), and (ii) difficulty 
in members of converging phonemes not found in Japanese in JLN phonemes ('unknown 
partners'). Additionally that correct production will heighten towards native-like levels.
4.4.1.2 Consonant quality focus/tables and figures
24 items (4 items for (i) + stops/affricates, (ii) - stops/affricates, (iii) + fricatives, (iv) -  
fricatives, (v) nasals and (vi) glides/liquids) were analyzed for correct production, incorrect 
Japanese/AE/other interference, or absence. The target structure was the consonant quality of 
the consonant sound in target morae.
The following tables show G l, G2 and G3 responses in percentile form ((66) -(71), 
(73)) and in score form (see (72) below), as calculated from Appendix 5: Production Lists to 
Appendix 6: Production Tallies; (66) -  (71) are constructed on a natural class basis, and 
subdivided into production by G l, G2 and G3 columns denoting Correct/wrong winner 
allophone, Incorrect (Incorrect/deletion) in percentile formats; (72) details a ranking of 
difficulty of G l, G2 and G3’s production by consonant natural class; (73) is formatted 
identically to (66) -  (71) and is a sum total of overall performance.
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Group Group Group
□  Incorrect
□  Wrong Winner
□  Correct
1 2 3
(66) Consonant quality: Voiceless stops/affricate 
percentile results
4.4.1.2.1 Voiceless stops/affricates (/k, t, 
p, tf/): items 14.[tldt>ks], 17. [kumba:],
18.[pju:gi:], 30.[tf3:n]
All groups achieved high correct 
production. Items 14, 17, 18 and 30 are 
corresponding phonemes with little 
allophonic differences between AE and 
JLN.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
(67) Consonant quality: Voiced stops/affricate 
percentile results
10C- - I 0 C -
□  Incorrect
□  Wrong Winner
□  Correct
4.4.1.2.2 Voiced stops/affricates (/g, d, b, 
d3/): items 20.[gu:n], 21.[djurAplEks], 
22.[zAb3:b], 31.[d39noUlaf]
All groups achieved high correct 
production. Items 20, 21, 22 and 31 are 
corresponding phonemes with little 
allophonic differences between AE and 
JLN.
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100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
G roup G roup Group  
1 2 3
(68) Consonant quality: Nasal percentile results
- I 0 C - -I0C- -I0C-
□  I n c o rr e c t
□  W rong W inner
□  C o r re c t
4.4.1.2.3 Nasals (/m, n, N/): items 
24.[nlftlk], 25.[Hu:n], 26.[mjaenma:], 
27.[pllnk]
G l, G2 and G3 all demonstrated the 
highest successful phoneme production. 
Items 24, 25, 26 and 27 were all 
correlating sounds with no allophonic 
differences.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
ISj — 15
7.J
—
15
( 7 . ‘
G roup G roup Group  
1 2 3
13 In c o rr e c t
□  W rong W inner
□  C o r r e c t
(69) Consonant quality: Voiceless fricative percentile 
results
4.4.1.2.4 Voiceless fricatives (/f, s, e, 
f,h/)*. items 16.[graej3,19.[els], 
28.[fu:tl], 45. [hout]
G l, G2 and G3 all demonstrated 
graduating difficulties in production. 
The sum total of all groups wrong 
winners were found in Item 28 with a 
stronger aspirated [f] than the [4>] 
found in JLN, but existent in AE, 
showing some LI interference. In 
addition, the entirety of all groups 
incorrect responses were found in 
Item 19, which contained the sound 
[e], realized in Japanese as the
unknown partner in J/f/. Respondents displayed no difficulties in the production of the 
corresponding phonemes /h/ or ///.
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100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
E3 Incorrect
□  Wrong Winner
□  Correct
(70) Consonant quality: Voiced fricative percentile 
results
4.4.1.2.5 Voiced fricatives (/v, z, 6, 
5/): items 15.[zAtf], 22. [zAb3:b], 
23.[tauö], 29.[vlpa:]
G l, G2 and G3 all demonstrated 
graduating difficulties in production. 
While none of the subject groups 
exhibited difficulties with the 
corresponding phoneme /z/, G1 and 
G2 showed graduating difficulty in 
Item 23 with the sound /ö/, realized in 
Japanese as the unknown partner in J 
/z / .
4.4.1.2.6 GlidesAiquids (/r, j, w/): 
items 12.[ji:ld], 32.[pl3:t], 33.[wum], 34. 
[wbrnput]
G l, G2 and G3 demonstrated
graduated, but low correct production 
in comparison with other natural class 
groups, /r, j, w/ represented same 
phonemes in both AE and JLN but 
possess different allophonic
realizations, resulting in a high 
number of wrong winners. Responses 
for each item for each group indicated 
a roughly similar share by each group 
of wrong winners over all items tested
from this class.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Ji7.;
i-2.5
13 Incorrect
□  Wrong Winner
□  Correct
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
(71) Consonant quality: Glide/liquid percentile 
results
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4.4.1.3 Consonant quality results
Correct phoneme Wrong winner Combined Incorrect
(3) G 1=40, G2=40, G3=40 
(2) G 1=40, G2=40, G3=40 
(1) Gl=40, G2=39, G3=40 
(6) Gl = 10, G2=17,G3=29 
(5) Gl=33, G2=37, G3=40
(4) G 1=27, G2=28, G3=34
G1=0, G2=0, G3=0 
G1 =0, G2=0, G3=0 
G1=0, G2=0, G3=0 
Gl=30, G2=23, G3= 1 
G1=0, G2=0, G3=0 
Gl=7, G2=6, G3=4
Gl=40, G2=40, G3=40 
Gl=40, G2=40, G3=40 
Gl=40, G2=39, G3=40 
Gl=40, G2=40, G3=40 
Gl=33, G2=37, G3=40 
Gl=34, G2=34, G3=38
G1=0, G2=0, G3=0 
G1=0, G2=0,G3=0 
G1=0, G2=l, G3=0 
G1=0, G2=0, G3=0 
Gl=7, G2=3, G3=0 
Gl=6, G2=6, G3=2
Gl= 190/240 (79.17%) 
G2=201/240 (83.75%) 
G3=223/240 (92.92%)
G 1=37/240 (15.42%) 
G2=29/240 (12.08%) 
G3= 15/240 (6.25%)
G 1=227/240 (94.58%) 
G2=230/240 (95.83%) 
G3=238/240 (99.17%)
13/240 (5.42%) 
10/240 (4.17%) 
2/240 (0.83%)
(72) Consonant quality: total scores
Group Group Group 
1 2 3
El Incorrect
□  Wrong Winner
□  Correct
(73) Consonant quality: total percentile results
As seen in (73), G3 showed the 
greatest number of correct 
productions, and least wrong winners 
(G1 and G2 had comparatively 2 
times more wrong winners), notably [f, 
r, w, j]. All levels displayed difficulty 
with incorrect production of unknown 
partners in converging phonemes, 
notably [e, ö].
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4.4.2 Consonant Moraic Units
4.4.2.1 Predictions for consonant moraic units
The author predicts (i) OS hypercorrection interference; (ii) AE consonant and vowel quality 
interference; (iii) difficulties in unknown partners; (iv) difficulties in syllabic structures other 
than C and CV.
4.4.2.2 Consonant moraic unit focus/tables and figures
Production was assessed for the total moraic unit production determined in Chapter 6. 
Moraic unit production is further discussed in terms of combination of consonant and vowel 
phonemic/allophonic selection and syllabic structure below.
The following tables show G l, G2 and G3 responses in percentile form ((74) -  
(80)) and in score form (see (81) below), as calculated from Appendix 5: Production Lists to 
Appendix 6: Production Tallies; Divided into natural class ((74) -  (79)), G l, G2 and G3 
responses were divided into columns with total number of correct productions and the 
representative percentage. (80) represents the sum percentile results; (81) details the unit 
production by natural class, followed in the following row by sum total unit production of all 
classes for G l, G2 and G3.
4.4.2.2.1 Voiceless stops/affricates: 
items 14.[tldt>ks], 17. [kumba:], 18.[pju:gi:], 
30.[tf3:n]
G3 production included one incorrect 
response attributable to incorrect 
consonant naturalisation in Item 14 [ti] at a 
value of G3=l/2 of total errors for this 
class. G1 and G2 displayed syllabic 
structure AE interference in Item 18 [pju] 
at G 1=3/9, G2=5/9, with all the subjects 
who gave incorrect responses unable to 
produce a CjV structure, instead offering a
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
n.t
II ■
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
EH Incorrect 
□  Correct
(74) CMU: Voiceless stop/affricate percentile 
results
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CVjV structure as in [pijiu] or [pejiu]. Errors were found in Item 30 [tfc] at Gl=5/9, G2=4/9, 
G3=l/2, with the subjects who gave incorrect responses unable to naturalise the vowel 
quality of this item, either giving the original [3], or breaking up the CV structure with an 
additional vowel (CVV) as in the [i] in [tfte]. Syllabic structure difficulties and low 
acquisition of AE unknown partners account for the majority of -  stop errors.
4.4.2.2.2 Voiced stops/affricates: items
20.[gu:n], 21.[djurApleks], 22.[zAb3:b], 
31.[d39noUlaf]
All groups demonstrated some syllabic 
structure difficulties in Item 21 [dju] at 
G 1=2/11, G2=3/9, G3=l/3 of total voiced 
stops/affricates errors, with subjects who 
gave erroneous responses all unable to 
produce the CjV structure [djiu], 
resultantly either simplifying the structure 
to become [du], or changing the CjV 
structure to become the CVjV structure 
[dijiu] or [dejiu]. All groups displayed 
vowel naturalisation difficulties in Item 
22 [b3.] at G 1=4/11, G2=4/9, G3=2/3. Errors were found in Item 31 [dja] at G l= 5 /ll, G2=2/9. 
Syllabic structure, low acquisition of AE unknown partners and AE interference in vowel 
naturalisation account for all + stop/affficate errors.
□  Incorrect
□  Correct
(75) CMU: Voiced stop/affricate percentile 
results
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4A 2.2.3 Nasals: items 24.[nlftlk], 
25.[llu:n], 26.[mjaenma:], 27.[pllr]k]
All groups showed some syllabic 
structure errors Items in 25 /N/ at 
G 1=2/5, G2=I/5, G3=l/3 of the total 
incorrect productions with 
respondents who gave an incorrect 
response generally hypercorrecting N 
by adding a vowel where none was 
necessary (the majority of which were 
[iu] inserts), and item 26 [mja] at 
Gl=3/5, G2=4/5, G3=2/3, in which 
those who gave incorrect responses 
changed the target structure from CjV 
([mja]) to CVV ([mia]), with the vowel quality of this mora frequently maintaining its English 
vowel quality in this item.
1 oo%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
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10%
0%
32.E
□  Incorrect
□  Correct
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
(76) CMU: Nasal percentile results
100%
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80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
(77) CMU: Voiceless fricative percentile results
13 Incorrect 
□  Correct
4A 2.2.4  Voiceless fricatives: items 
16.[graef], 19.[els], 28.[fu:tl], 45. [hout] 
Archaic OS strategies and 
unfamiliarity with the unknown 
partner in Item 19 account for all the 
voiceless fricative errors. In item 16, 
erroneous (archaic) OS insert was the 
cause of all incorrect responses for 
that item (G 1=4/10, G2=l/7 and 
G3=l/3 of total errors). Incorrect 
consonant selection (due to the target 
item being an unknown partner) was 
the cause of the remainder of errors, in
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Item 19 (GI=6/10, G2=6/7 and G3=2/3 of total errors).
1 oo%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
(78) CMU: Voiced fricative percentile results
H Incorrect 
□ Correct
4A 2 .2 .5  Voiced fricatives: items 
15.[zAtf], 22. [zAb3:b], 23.[tauö], 
29.[vlpa:]
For the voiced fricatives, incorrect 
consonant selection (due to the target 
item being an unknown partner) 
accounts for all the voiced fricative 
error (Gl=7/7, G2=3/3, G3=0 of total 
errors).
4 A 2 .2 .6  Liquids/glides: 12.[ji:ld], 
32.[pl3:t], 33.[wum], 34.[wt>mput]
AE interference in vowel naturalisation 
and low acquisition of consonant 
naturalisation rules account for all 
glide/liquid errors. All groups 
possessed errors in Item 32 [h] at 
G 1=6/9 G2=6/7, G3=7/9 of the total 
number of incorrect responses to 
liquid/glide items. Incorrect production 
of Item 32 was characterised by both 
use of the unknown partner vowel [3] 
and some consonant wrong winner 
usage. Item 33 [wu:] errors made up G 1 = 1/9, G2=l/7, G3=l/9 of the total incorrect
E3 Incorrect 
□ Correct
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
(79) CMU: Liquid/glide percentile results
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liquid/glide productions whereas errors in Item 34 [wo] were at GI=2/9, G3=l/9, with 
subjects unsure of the naturalisation of the English consonant [w] in Items 33 and 34.
4.4.2.3 Consonant moraic unit results
The responses of G l, G2 and G3 are 
rather than the presence or 
non-presence of any specific errors, 
characterized by differing levels of 
presence of these errors (see (80), 
left). The errors themselves include 
moraic structure errors in C(i)V (as 
in [pju] > [pjiu] *[piiu]/[pejiu]) or N 
structures (OS hypercorrection), 
consonant unknown partner (as in 
[ö,e]) difficulties, and wrong winners 
(such as [je] > [ie] *[je]). Finally, V 
was subject to vowel quality 
difficulty, as in [b3:] > [ba:] *[b3:]/[be:]. G1 and G2 demonstrated a similar level of production, 
with G3 more closely approaching native-like production (see (81) below).
53.0
>1.0
ü Incorrect 
□ Correct
Group \ Group 2 Group 3
total percentile results
Correct unit productions Total correct
(5) Voiced fricatives Gl=33, G2=37, G3=40 110
(3) Nasals Gl=35, G2=35, G3=37 107
(1) Voiceless stops/affricates Gl=31, G2=31, G3=38 100
(4) Voiceless fricatives Gl=30, G2=33, G3=37 100
(2) Voiced stops/affricates Gl=29, G2=31, G3=37 97
(6) Liquids/Glides Gl=31, G2=33, G3=31 94
G1=31.5(78.8%),G2=33.3 608/720
(83.3%),G3=36.6 (91.6%)
(81) CMU: total scores
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4.4.2.4 Consonant moraic unit discussion
The present study examined production by subjects of consonant moraic units (total 
production of CV and CjV structures) above to study difficulties shown by subjects when 
consonant was combined with a vowel or semi-vowel + vowel in the single moraic unit. The 
results of this examination were in agreement with those noted in the previous vowel quality 
sections: G l showed a sizeable number of wrong winner consonants and vowels in the CV 
and CjV structures examined, and both Gl and G2 subjects displayed poor results in the 
naturalisation of unknown partners (although even G3 still had some difficulties here). In 
terms of actual moraic structure, CV and N were produced most successfully, although CjV 
structures were subject to some AE CVV structure preference interference as outlined by 
Aoki 1990, Akamatsu (1997) and Suzuki (1984) who note a tendency for English speakers to 
pronounce CjV structures as CVV. In general, consonant moraic unit production results also 
supported the hypothesis that JLN (CN) competency will rise in proportion with learners’ 
overall Japanese competency.
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4.4.3 Consonant Naturalisation discussion
2.4.4 detailed the consonants of AE which naturalise into the smaller (although sizably 
expanded in comparison with SJ/NJ) consonant inventory possessed by JLN. Aoki (1990) 
suggests this larger consonant inventory possessed by English speaking students suggests 
such learners should have little difficulty differentiating Japanese consonants.
As was the case with vowels, several of types of difficulties exist when producing 
consonants, the first of which is phonemic level difficulty. While thanks to the expansion of 
the consonant inventory, a greater number of consonants are in corresponding relationships 
between AE and JLN, on a phonemic-level, there are still several ‘unknown partners ’ that 
learners appeared to find problematic. While Gl, G2 and G3 achieved native-like consonant 
quality in general, a staggered level of incorrect productions, with G1 possessing the greatest 
number and G3 the lowest, was observed in fricative production, among the items tested that 
are ‘unknown partners'. The fact that students, despite Aoki’s assertion that they are able to 
differentiate the consonants of Japanese (as well as similar consonants in the expanded JLN 
inventory similar to those in AE), have difficulties with ‘unknown partners ’ suggests student 
difficulties are not due to an inability to differentiate correct consonant phoneme, as much as 
it suggests that they are unfamiliar with how to naturalise these AE or other language 
consonants into JLN.
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4.5 Moraic Structure
4.5.1 Predictions for moraic structure
As noted in Chapter 2: 4.1.1, both AE and JLN contain CV, V, N and CjV structures. 
Additionally, each of these structures are found in the NJ and SJ studied by each of the 
subjects. Previous studies by Aoki (1990) and Akamatsu (1997) have highlighted learner 
difficulties with CjV structures, and preliminary student written composition checks by the 
author suggest (i) some OS hypercorrection with N; and (ii) difficulty with CV > CjV JLN 
transfer.
The current study thus predicts (i) AE > JLN same syllabic structures will be easier 
to produce than AE > JLN different syllabic structures (as illustrated in (82) below). It also 
predicts (ii) AE interference will be found in CjV structures; and (iii) OS hypercorrection 
will be found in N structures.
Most correct
f  aeV ------------------------------- jlnV =goes to same syllabic structure
aeC V ----------------------------- jlnCV =goes to same syllabic structure
AE[n,m,n]---------------------------- jlnN =goes to same syllabic structure
AF.Cj V----------------------------- jLNCjV =goes to same syllabic structure
\r aeC V ----------------------------- jjjsjCj =changes to different syllabic structure
Most incorrect
(82) Ranking of expected difficulty of moraic unit production
4.5.2 Moraic structure focus/tables and figures
Structure was examined for break in existent Japanese phonological syllable structures: N, V, 
CV (semi-vowels /w/ and /j/, which have allophonic phonetic CV realizations are treated in 
4.1), and CjV (Q accounted for in 4.2: GF) structures.
Actual con sonant/vowel quality is accounted for in 4.4.2 Moraic Units. All items 
selected were of word-initial placement, except for N items, which are still extremely rare 
word-initially, and thus were focused upon through word-medial target items.
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The following tables show G l, G2 and G3 responses in percentile form ((83) -  (87), 
total percentile results in (89)) and in score form (see (88) below), as calculated from 
Appendix 5: Production Lists to Appendix 6: Production Tallies; (83) -  (87) detail each 
syllabic structure and the number of correct productions by G l, G2 and G3 for that group of 
sample structures. A brief error analysis follows below each table; (88) describes an order of 
correctness of syllabic structure production by G l, G2 and G3 divided by syllabic structure 
type (N, V, CV and CjV), in order from most to least correctly produced (row 1). G l, G2 and 
G3's total production is shown in the second row. Total percentile results are noted in (89).
4.5.2.1 N: items 05.[blntft], 06.[mAnd5], 
26. [mjaenma:], 27.[pllnk]
G l, G2 and G3 all displayed high-level 
production, with G1 and G2 showing 
only minimal word-medial production 
difficulties (item 26) medially. An 
informal look into word-final 
production (items 25, 30) showed 40% 
of G l, 15% of G2 and 5% of G3's 
word-final production of N showed 
interference from OS hypercorrection.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
2 3
- 97.' 100 - ji / . t
□  Incorrect
□  Correct
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
(83) Moraic Structure: N item percentile results
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Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
(84) Moraic Structure: V item percentile results
4.5.2.2 V: 08.[atrautf], 25.[Hu:n], 36.[3:ni], 
37.[t>llvia]
G l, G2 and G3 demonstrated high-level 
production for AE V> JLN V syllabic 
structure.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
(85) Moraic Structure: CV item percentile results
13 Incorrect 
□  Correct
100 —
4.5.2.3 CV: items 06.[mAnd3], 24.[nlftlk], 
29.[vlpa:] , 38.[gast£a]
G l, G2 and G3 showed high-level 
production of CV word-initially.
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Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
□ Incorrect
□ Correct
(86) Moraic Structure: Cjv>CjV item percentile 
results
4.5.2.4 CjV>CjV: items 18.[pju:gi ], 
21.[djurAplEks], 26.[mjaenma:], 39.[bju:t] 
G1 and G2 showed less success with 
CjV, although G3 showed high-level 
production. The incorrect production of 
CjV targets was influenced in all cases 
by CVV syllabic structure (e.g. [mja] > 
*[mia]), frequently found in the 
subject's LI of AE, an error highlighted 
by Aoki (1990:228) and Akamatsu 
(1997:260-1).
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
(87) Moraic Structure: CV>CjV item percentile 
results
H Incorrect 
□  Correct
4.S.2.5 CV>CjV: items 40.[kaerabi:na], 
41.[kaelgu:li], 42.[gaefa],43.[gaeea]
G l, G2 and G3 all displayed extremely 
poor production for this syllabic 
structure class, the only class involving 
a change in syllabic structure status 
from AE CV ([(k/g)*]) > JLN CjV, and 
only before AE/k/ or /g/.
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4.5.3 Moraic structure results
Correct structure productions Total
(2) V Gl=40, G2=40, G3=40 120/120
(3) CV Gl=40, G2=40, G3=40 120/120
(1) N Gl=39, G2=39, G3=40 118/120
(1) CjV Gl=30, G2=30, G3=38 98/120
(2) CjV2 Gl=7, G2=8, G3=8 23/120
Gl=31.2 (78%), G2=31.4(78.5%), G3=33.2 (83%) 479/600
(88) Moraic Structure: total scores
In conclusion, although (89) depicts similar production for G l, G2 and G3, these are overall 
average scores and do not reflect individual moraic structure production. V>V and CV>CV 
appear easiest to transfer structurally, followed by N>N and CjV>CjV (see (88) above), with 
CV>CjV appearing by far the most difficult to acquire. G l, G2 and G3 produced V and CV 
(classes found frequently in both AE/JLN, and which involve no syllabic structure change) to 
a near-native degree. N>N (also found in both AE/JLN) class production was similarly 
successful, but G1 and G2 subjects showed influence from OS hypercorrection. CjV >CjV
(also found in both AE/JLN) was less 
successful, influenced by AE's more 
common CV structure. Finally 
CV>CjV transfers were most 
difficult with incorrect production 
residual even in some G3 responses. 
This class is the only one requiring 
syllabic structure change, and was 
even more difficult for subjects than 
simple CjV production errors 
discussed by Akamatsu (1997) and 
Aoki (1990).
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
15
2 2
78.5
83
78
□  Correct
□  Incorrect
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
(89) Moraic Structure: total percentile results
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4.5.4 Moraic structure discussion
The final area analysis conducted by the present study was that of transference of 
moraic/syllable structure from AE to JLN. While to date this area has received little coverage 
by researchers of LJ, the author experienced difficulties in this area as a learner as well as 
noticing that few students were able to correctly produce certain moraic structures much 
easier than other structures, and decided to examine this formally in the current study. The 
actual results illustrated that subjects are very competent with producing CV>CV and V>V, 
as well as N>N (although N is subject slightly to OS hypercorrection) structures, followed 
next by CjV>CjJ structures (in which learners tended to be prone to producing the CVV 
structures due to the AE interference noted above). Finally, the most poorly produced moraic 
structure was the CV>CjV structure, with all groups displaying strikingly poor results. The 
moraic/syllabic change required to produce these structures is far more difficult to produce 
than any other structure, and demands more attention by both students and teachers. In 
summation, while all groups performed poorly in CV>CjV items, G l, G2 and G3 showed 
native-like moraic structure production for CV, V and N items, with G1 and G2 giving 
somewhat less correct CjV>CjV productions than G3. This result also supports the 
hypothesis that JLN competency will rise in proportion with learners’ overall Japanese 
competency.
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4.6 Conclusion
An analysis of JLN stages (1) - (4) and the final section (5) moraic structure described the 
production of three groups of learners (subjects having completed ANU (a) first, (b) second 
or (c) third year Japanese or equivalent). It highlighted that rather than subjects displaying 
acquisition of any of the four stages sooner than another, the following quantitative 
tendencies exist within subject production for each stage.
Open syllabication was produced with reasonable correctness by G1 subjects (who 
like G2 and G3 showed an u, o, i order of correct production) who also included the most 
absence of OS inserts, and hypercorrection (mostly with u inserts). G2 and G3 demonstrated 
higher success with correct production. Most absence of insert disappeared here, although 
some hypercorrection (mostly with u inserts) could still be found in responses. The results 
suggest that (i) u, o, i order of successful acquisition exists, and that (ii) if absence is frequent, 
a larger section of hypercorrection will be present than if it were not.
Germinate Formation was produced by G1 and G2 subjects and a lower rate than 
G3, who performed at a high level, although all groups possessed a level of hyper-correction, 
indicating all groups still found GF rules somewhat vague.
Vowel Naturalisation quality was affected by a sizable sector of wrong winners in 
G1 responses that was not present in G2 and G3 production. Some vowel reduction to AE 
central [a] was observed in G l- G3 responses. Additionally, the naturalisation of central 
vowels/diphthongs performance was poor (Gl) to fair (G3), indicating difficulty for all 
subject levels. The results suggest Gl productions include a sizable sector of wrong winners, 
which approaches native quality by G2 and G3 levels. The presence of wrong winners 
suggests a lower level of central vowel/diphthong performance.
Vowel duration was of a similarly high level in G l, G2 and G3. However, all 
groups showed difficulty in the naturalisation of centring diphthongs, influenced by the 
orthography and unfamiliarity with naturalisation rules, which resulted in the distortion of 
quality/quantity.
Consonant Naturalisation included graduating large to small sectors of wrong 
winners in diverging phoneme (/r, j, wf) responses from Gl - G3, and graduating sizable to 
small sectors of incorrect responses for unknown partners in converging (/e, s/, /5, z/ etc)
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phoneme groups. This suggests the more wrong winners present, the more incorrect 
productions for unknown partners will also be present.
Successful moraic structure was achieved by G l, G2 and G3 in V, CV and N 
structures, although G l, and to a much lesser extent G2 and G3 showed some OS 
hypercorrection with N. G3 demonstrated native-like performance with CjV structures, with 
Gl and G2 performing at a lower level. Finally, all groups showed extremely poor 
performance with CV > CjV production.
In this way, while Gl - G3 production did not suggest any one JLN stage as being 
acquired before another; key quantitative measures, as well as error characteristics were 
surveyed and identified. These two findings, together with the JLN model presented, can be 
used in the JLN education of Australian learners.
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Appendix 5: Production Lists
G l survey responses
01 w b f t 02 m ae d l 03 StrAQ
w o  f f i u t o m  a d  o r  tu S L U to ra q q u j
(D w o f i u t o © m a d u r u © s u t f A q q u j
© w o f i u d o © m a e d d o r u © s u t r A q q i u
0) wo/LU tu © m a e d a  (1 >r)u © SL U to ra g u j :
© w a e f i t i u © m a e d o r i u © SLUtOfAqquj
© w o f i u d i u © m i a e d o r u © stfrAgu
© LUOfutLU © m a d  ru i © SLU traqu j
© l u o f e t o © m a d o r i u © s o t o r a q q L ü
© LUOffutO © m a d d o r u j © SLUtoraqqLU
© w o f / i u t o © m a d o r u j © S L U to ra q q u j
© w o f f w t o © m a d o r u j © S L U to ra q q u j
04 f l3 :d 05 b l n t f t 06 m A n d ^
4 > iu r a :d o b i n t f i t o m a n c t y
© f r u d d i u © b i n t f i t o © m a n d ^ u
© f u r 3 : d o © b l n t f a d o © m A nd3i
© f i u r 3 : d i u © b i n t f i t e © m A nd^i
© f u j r 3 : d u j © b i n t f i t o © m and^LU
© f l e : d o © b i n t f u d u © rriAnd^u
© f u l 3 : r i u © b i n t f u t o © m a n d ^ u j
© f w r e : d o © b i n t f i d o © m a n c t y
© f t u r a : k ( a > u ) © b i n t f i d o © m a n c t y
© f i u r 3 : d o © b i n t f i t o © m a n d ^ i
© 4 > iu ra :d u j © b i n t f i t o © m A nd^i
07 m a : c k 08 a t r a u t f 09 s l u a
m a : c ^ i a t o r a w t f i SLUTLUa
© m a : d ^ u © a t r a u t f i © s u r u a
© m a : c fy © e t o r a u t f i © s u r u : a
© m a c f y © e t o r a u t f u j © S L u rw :a
© m a : c ^ i © e to ra u j t fL U © s i u r u j i a
© mArcfy © etfrautfu © s l u j : a
© m a:c^LU © a t o r a m t f u © S L u r u u r a
© m a : c ty © a to r a u j t f ( L u > i ) © S L u ru j :a
© m a : c t y © k t o r a i u t f i u © s i u r i u a
© m a : d ^ i © a t o r a w t f i © SLUTLUa
© m a :c fy © e t o r a u j t f © SLUTLUa
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10 d e l v z 11 d e f re l 12 j i : Id
d e r i u ( v / b )  l u z i u decf> iure ( : / i ) i : r i u d o
CD d e r u v u z u © d e f u r e i © j i : r u d o
(2) d e r i u v i u s i u © d e : f i u r e : i © j i : r i u d o
© deriUVLUSlU © decfciurei © j i r i u d i u
© d e r i u v i u s i u © d ecfou re : © j i : a r i u d o
© d e l v u s u © dicfiurei © j i : r u d u
© d e r i u v i u z i u © di:<t>iureiiu © j i : r d o
© d e r i u v a s i u © decfciurei © ( j i > i ) : r i u d o
© d e r i u v i u z i u © decfciurei © i : r i u d o
© d e r i u v i u z i u © d e f i u r e i © j i : r i u d o
® d e r i u v i u z i u dicfciurei i f r i u d i u
13 b l t m a e p 14 t l d P k s 15 ZAtf
b i t t o m a p p i u t i d o k k i u s i u z a t t f i
© b i t o m a e p p u © t f i d o k k u s u © z a t t f i
© b l t t o m a e p p u © t l d o k k i u s u : © ZAttfi
© b i t t t> m a e p iu © t i d o k k i u s i u © z a c fy
© b i t t o m a p p i u © t f l d o k k i u s i u © ZAttfi
© b i t t o m a p p u © t i d o k k u © z a : t f u
© b i t t o m a e p p i u © t i d o k u s i u © z a t t f i
© b i t t o m a e p p i u © t i d o k i u s i u © ZA;tfi
© b i t t o m a p p i u © t id o Q k iu s u u © z a t t f i
© b i t t o m a p p i u © t i d o k i u s i u © ... Z a t t f i .....................................................
b i t t o m a p p i u @> t f i d o k k i u s i u z a t t f i
16 q r a e f 17 k u m b a : 18 P i u : g i :
q i u r a f f i u k i u m b a : p j u j : q i :
© g u r a / J u © k u m b a : © p j w : g i :
© g i u r a e f f i u © k u m b a : © p j u Qgi:
© q i u r a e f i u © k i u m b a : © p j i u : g i :
© q i u r a e r r i u © k i u m i u b a : © p i i u : g i :
© g u r a e f f i u © k i u m b a : © p i iu  :g  i:
© q i u r a f f i u © k u m b a : © p j u : g i :
© giurae .f i © k i u m b a : © p i u j : g i : ..................................................
© g a r a e j j i © k i u m b a : © p  i i u  : g  i:
© g i u r a e f f i © k i u m b a : © P j  i u : g  i :
g i u r a e f f i u k i u m b a : <3> p  j t u : q  i :
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19 els 20 qu:n 21 djurApleks
(f/s)iSLU qiu:n diiu:rapiurekkiusiu
0 (t>s)isiu 0 qu:n 0 c^uapulekkusu
0 (h>tf)ls iu © gu:n .............................. © c^u:rapiurEkiusiu
0 d^lsiu © qiu:n © du:rapiur£kiusiu
0 flssiu 0 qiu:n 0 ctyu:ropiur£kiusiu
0 tlSSUJ © giu:n © d^u:ropiukusu
© tisiu © qu:no © dju:rapiurekkiusiu
© SiSLU © qiu:n © djiu:ropiurekkiusiu
© fissiu © gw:n................................ © djiu:rapiurekkiusiu
©  _
~® ...
eissiu © gu,:n.............._.................. © djiu:rapiurekkiusiu
tisstu © qiu:n ® djiu:rapiurekkiusiu
22 ZAb3:b 23 tauÖ 24 n lftlk
zaba:biu taiuziu ni4>iutikkiu
0 zab3:bu 0 tau(d>v)u 0 niftikku
0 zab3:biu © taucfy © n lffiu tikk iu
© zab3:rtubuj © taiuviu © n iffiu tikk iu
0 zabariubiu © taiuriuziu 0 n lfiu tik iu
© zaba:bu © taeuruvu © niftikku
© zab3rbiu © tarusu © nifutikkiu
0 zabaibiu © ta:zu © n ifiu tikk iu
© zaba.bui © tauisuj © nifvjutikkm
© zabariubiu © taiu(t>z)iu © n ifiu tikk i
© zaba:biu © taiuöiu © nifiu tikk iu
25 llu:n 26 mjaenma: 27 pllqk
iriu:n mjamma: piurinkiu
0 iru:n 0 mjanma: 0 purirjku
© ilu:(no>n) © miaenma: © puriqku
© i 1 u: n © mjaenma: © piurlqkiu
0 iriu:n 0 mjaenoma:riu 0 piurinkiu
© iru:n © mjaenma:ru © pliqku
© iru:niun © mianma:riu © piuriqkiu
© iriu:n © mianmairiu © piurinkiu
© iriu:n © mjanma: © piurinkiu
© iriu :niu © mjaenma: © piurinkiu
© iriu:n © 1 mjanma: © piurinkiu
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28 fu :tl 29 v ip a : 30 tf3 :n
ct>iu:toriu v ip p a : tfa :n
© fu t tu ru © v iQpa: © tf3 :n
© f iu : to r iu © vio p a : © tfa :n o
© f iu : t ir iu © v ^ p a © t f3 r w n
© f w : t o r w © vipa...................................... © tfa :n w
© fu : to r w © v ip p a : © tfi3 n u
© fu . tu r w © v i:p a : © t fa :n w
© ct>w ta:rw © v ip p a :.... © t fa :n w
© 4> w :tw r w © b ip p a : © tfa :n
© fu to ru j © v ip a : © _tf? :n ......................................................
© <$>w:torw © v ip p a : © tf~3:n
31 c te n o l l la f 32 p l3 :t 33 w u m
d^eno:racJ)ct)LU p w r a :to w : m w
© c ^ a n o :re ffu © p u ru :to © u :m u
© (±51 no: r u f f © p u l3 :d o © w w :m
© < f;e n o :r (u > e )fw © p l3 :to © w w :m  w
© d ^ e n o :ro ffw © p w r3 :to © w : m b w
© c ty n o :rw ffu © p le :to © w w :m
© d ^ e n o :rw f fw © p l3 :d o © w w :m  w
© ctyno:ri<J>c|>w © p w l(e > a ) : to © w w w : m ( o w >  w )
© c ty n o r a f f w © p w r a .d o © w .vyuju
© (q > d ^ )e n o :r a f fw © p w r a r w t o © w w :m  w
© c t$ e n o :re ffw © p w r a :to © w w : m w
34 w b m p u t 35 tu p 36 3:ni
lu o m p iu t to t w p p w a :n i:
© w o m p u tto © tu p u © 3:ni:
© w o m p w t to © t w p p w © 3 : n i :
© w o m p u jt to © t f w p w © a :n i:
© w A m p u jtto © t u b b w © 3:ni:
© w o m p u tto © tu p p u © a:n i:
© w o m p u tu © tu p u © 3 : n i:
© w o m p u t to © t s w p w © e :n i:
© w o m p w t t o © t s w p p w © a:n i:
© w o m p w t to © t w p p w © 3: n i :
© w o m p w t to © t w p p w © a:n i:
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37 hllv la 38 qas tta 39 b ju :t
o riv ia q iu s iu tea b jiu : to
© o riv ia © q u s tte :r iu © b jiu : to
© o liv ia © ges iu ttea © b jiu : to
(3) o riv ia © qeste: © b iiu : to
© o riv ia © g iu s iu te :a © b jiu : to
© o riv ia © qista: © b jiu : to
© o rib ia © q iu s iu tea © b ju :to
© o riv ia © q iu is iu te a © b jiu : to
© o riv ia © qesiu tea © b jiu : to
© o riv ia © q ius iu tea © b jiu : to
© o riv ia © qs iu tea © b jiu : to
40 kaerabi:na 41 kaelqu:ll 42 qaefa
k ja ra b i:n a k ja r iu q iu :r i qjacfra
© karab i:na © ka riu q u :r i © ga fa
© karab i:na © k a riu q iu :r i © ga fa
© karab i:na © ka riu q iu :r i © ga fa
© kaerabi:na © kaeriuq iu :ri: © gaefa..............................................
© ka rab i:na © k a riu q iu :r i: © ga fa
© karab i:na : © kaeriuq iu :ri: © . g * f a : ..............................................
© ka rab i:na © k a riu q iu :r i © gac{>a:
© kja rab i'.na © k ja r iu g w .f i ©
© karab i:na © k a riu q iu :r i © gafa:
© k ja ra b i:n a © kaeriuq iu :ri © q ja fa :
43 qaeda: 44 s i £ r 45 h o u t
q jaza: s iu re ff iu h o :to
© qaeöa: © s le ffiu © h o :to
© qaza: © s iu le ff iu © h o :to
© qada: © s iu ls fiu © hD:to
© qaeva: © s ire jji © h o :t iu
© qava: © s le ffu © h o u to
© qava: © s iu re fiu © h oa to
© qasa: © s iu re fi © h o :to
© gjaza: © s iu re ff i © h o :to
© qava: © s iu re ff i © h o u to
© qjaza: © s iu re ff iu © h o :to
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4 6 to la b r a l 4 7 p b d r l a 4 8 ITIE3
t o : r a b iu r a i p w r o : d o r ia m e a
© to :+ a b u r a i © p u r o : d u r ia © m e : r w
© t o : r o b u r a i © p iu r o : d o r ia © m e a
© t o : la b u r a i © p lo :d o r ia © m e:
© to : le b iu r a i © p iu r o : d o r i : a © m e :a
© t o : r u b r a i © p lo d o : r i :a © m ia : ru
© t o : r w b w r a i w © p w r o : d w r i a © m e :a
© t o : r o b w r a i © p w r o : d o r ia © m e a
© t o : r o b u j r a i © p w r o : d o r ia © m e a
© t o : r a b w r a i © p iu r o id o r ia © m e : r iu
© t o : r a b iu r a i © p w r o : d o r ia © m e:
G2 survey responses
01 w b f t 02 maedl 0 3 strAq
LUOfflUtO m a d o r w s w t o r a q q w
© w o / f u t o © m a e d o r w © s w t o r a q q w
© w o f w t o © m a d a r w © s w t o r a g q w
© w o / u t o © m a e d o lw © s w t o r a g g w
© w o f i u t o © m a d o r w © s w t o r a q q w
© w o f f w t o © m a e d o r w © s iu t o r a : q w
© w o f f w t w © m a d d o r w © s w t o r a g g w
© w o f f w t o © m a d o r w © s w t o r a q q w
© w a : J w t o © m a e d a rw © s w t w r a g w
© w o f w t o © m a d o r w © s w t o r a q w
© w o f w t o © m a d o r w © s w t o r a q o
0 4 f l3 :d 05 b ln t f t 0 6 mAnd^
4 > w ra :d o b in t f i to m ancfy
© f w r a : d o © b in t f i to © m ancfy
© f w r 3 : d o © b in t f i to © m ancty
© f w l3 : d o © b in t f i to © mAncty
© 4 > w ra :d o © b in t f id o © m a n d ^ w
© f w b : d o © b in t f i to © m a n d ^ w
© f w r 3 : d o © b in t f id o © m a n d ^ w
© f w r a : d o © b in t f i to © m ancfy
© 4 > w ra :d o © b in t f w d a © m ancty
© 4 > w ra :d o © b in t f i to © m ancty
© f w r a : d o © b in t f i to © m A n d ^w
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07 ma:ds 08 atrau tf 09 slua
ma:cfti a to ra iu tfi s iu riu a
© ma:cfy © eto ra iu tfi © s iu riu a
(2) ma:cfy © eto ra iu tfi © s iu riu a
ma:dsi © ato ra iu tfi © sliu:
© ma:cf$iu © e to ra iu tfiu © sariu :a
© m a:d$iu © eto ra riu :tfiu © s iu riu ia
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© g a z a : © s iu r e ff iu © h o :to
© g a z a : © s iu re ff i © h o u :to
© g a z a : © s iu r e ff iu © h o :to
© g ja z a : © s iu r e f f iu © b o  .to
© g a za : © s iu r e ff iu © h o :to
© q a z a : © s iu r e ff iu © h o iu to
46 ta la b ra l 47 p b d r la 48 m £9
to :ra b u jr a i p iu ro :d o r ia m e a
© to :ra b iu r a i © p iu ro :d o r ia © m e:
© to :re b iu r a i © p iu ro :d o r ia © m e a
© to :re b iu r a i © p iu ro :d o r ia © m e a
© to :re b u jr a i © p iu ro :d o r ia © m e a
© to :ra b iu r a i © p iu ro :d o r ia © m e a
© to :re b iu r a i © p iu ro :d o r ia © m e a
© to :ro b iu ra i © p iu ro :d r ia © m e:
© t o :a u b u jr a i © p iu ro :d o r ia © m e :r iu
© to : lo b iu r a i © p iu ro :d o r ia © m e a
© to :ro b iu ra i © p iu ro :d o r ia © m e:
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Appendix 6: Production Tallies
Within each box, "G l, G2 and G3' refer to subject Group 1, Group 2 and Group 3. Circled numbers (® , (2),..) refer to subjects 1, 2, and so on in each group. Uncircled numbers (01,02,..) refer to the wprd item tested.
1. Open Syllabication
(1) Responses for items corresponding to t/d insert targets ([o] insert)
01 © © (3) ® © © © © © ®> 02 © © © ® © © © © © ® 03 © © © ® © © © © © © 04 © © © ® © © © © © ©
G1 0 0 A
J
A
J
A
J
A
J
0 0 0 0 G1 A
J
0 A
E
0 0 - 0 0 O 0 G1 - - 0 0 - - 0 0 0 o G1 A
J
0 A
J
A
J
o A
J
0 _ 0 A
J
G2 0 0 0 0 0 A
J
0 o 0 0 G2 0 A
E
0 0 0 0 0 A
E
0 0 G2 O 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o G2 O 0 0 O 0 0 o 0 0 0
G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 A
J
0 0 0 G3 0 A
E
O 0 0 A
E
0 A
J
0 0 G3 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 O 0 0 0 0 0 A
J
0 o 0
Row 1: "0"=correct, " A ” =hyper-correction (J=J wrong winner, E=AE, ?=other), “ X"=incorrect, “ -“ =absent
(2) Responses for items corresponding to tf/d3 insert targets ([i] insert)
05 © © © © © © © © © © 06 © © © ® © © © © © © 07 © © © ® © © © © © © 08 © © © ® © © © © © ©
G1 O A o 0 A A 0 0 0 0 G1 O O 0 o 0 O 0 O O O G1 A O O O A O 0 O O O G1 O O A A A A o A 0 -
9 J J c i c c i i c c C c J C C C J c c c c c J J J J J
G2 O 0 0 0 0 O 0 A 0 0 G2 O o O O 0 0 O O o O G2 O 0 0 0 O O O O O O G2 O O 0 A A A o A 0 A
J C c c i i i c c c i c c c i c c c c c i J J J J J
G3 A o o 0 A O A O 0 A G3 0 0 O o O o O O O O G3 O O O 0 O O O O O O G3 A 0 0 O O O o O A O
J J J J i c i c i c i i c i c c c c c/i i i i c c J J
(3) Responses for all other items ([iu ] insert)
01 © © © ® © © © © © © 02 © © © ® © © © © © © 03 © © © ® © © © © © 04 © © © ® © © © © © (0)
G1 O O 0 0 - 0 o o 0 0 G1 0 0 o - 0 0 A
J
0 0 0 G1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 G1 0 0 0 0 0 “ o 0 o 0
G2 O O - A
?
0 0 0 0 0 0 G2 0 o - 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 G2 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 G2 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0
G3 A
J
0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0
2. Germinate Formation
13 © © © ® © © © © © © 14 © © © ® © © © © © 15 © © © ® © © © © © © 16 © © © ® © © © © © <0>
G1 - 0 - 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 G1 0 0 0 0 0 - - 0 - 0 G1 0 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 o o G1 0 0 - 0 0 0 - 0 o 0
G2 0 0 - 0 o 0 0 - 0 0 G2 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 - - G2 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - - G2 0 - - 0 o o o o 0 0
G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 - 0 0 o 0 0 - - 0 0 G3 0 0 0 0 o o 0 0 0 0 G3 0 0 0 o o 0 o 0 o 0
" 0 ' ’=correct, “ -"=absent
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04 ® © (3) ® © © © © © ® 08 ® © © ® © © © © ■©1 ® 24 ® © © ® © © © © © © 38 ® © © ® © © © © © ©
G1 A 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 o G1 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0 o 0 G1 O A A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G1 0 A 0 0 o 0 0 0 o 0
G2 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 G2 0 o 0 o 0 0 A 0
0
0 G2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G2 0 0 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0
G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o G3 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0 G3 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 A 0 o G3 o 0 0 0 o o 0 0 0 0
“0"’=correct, “A"=hypercorrection
3. Vowel Naturalisation
(1) Vowels corresponding to J/i/
12 ® © © ® © © © © © © 14 ® © © ® © © © © © © 18 ® © © ® © © © © © © 19 ® © © ® © © © © © ©
G1 0 A
E
0 A
E
o o 0 0 0 0 Gl 0 A
E
0 A
E
0 0 0 0 0 0 Gl O A
E
A
E
A
E
0 A
E
0 0 0 o Gl O A
E
A
E
A
E
o o A
E
0 0 Ü
=
G2 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 G2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G2 0 0 0 0 o O 0 0 0 o G2 O 0 0 O 0 o 0 X o 0
+
G3 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 0 G3 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 o 0 G3 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 o G3 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 o
■;|
Row 1: “Ov=correct phoneme/allophone naturalisation, “A"=correct phoneme/incorrect allophone naturalisation (E 
Row 2: “+”=incorrectly long, "=incorrectly short, “X"=incomplete/absent
(2) Vowels corresponding to J/e/
=AE, ?=other), “X"=incorrect, “-”=not present
|
10 ® © © © © © © © © 11 © © © ® © © © © © © 21 ® © © ® © © © © © © 44 ® © © ® © © © © © ©
Gl 0 A
E
A
E
A
E
0 A
E
0 0 0 0 Gl 0 A
E
0 A
E
X X A
E
0 0 X Gl 0 A
E
A
E
A
E
X o 0 0 0 o Gl 0 0 A
E
A
E
0 o 0 0 0 0
+ X
G2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G2 0 A
E
X 0 0 0 0 0 0 X G2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G2 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0
+
G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+
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(3) Central vowels
04 ® © (3) ® © © © © © 08 © © © ® © © © © © © 22 ® © © ® © © © © © 31 © © © @ © © © © © (HD
G1 X X X X X X X u X o C l X X X X X X 0 X X X G1 X X X 0 0 X 0 0 0 o G1 X X 0 0 X 0 X X 0 o
+ = =
G 2 (J X X u X X Ü u Ü Ü G2 X X 0 X X X X 0 X 0 G2 0 0 X 0 0 X 0 X 0 X G2 o o X 0 0 0 X 0 0 o
G3 X X Ü o X o X 0 0 X G3 X X 0 0 0 X X X X X G3 o 0 0 0 X 0 X 0 0 0 G3 o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0
(4) Vowels corresponding to J/a/
07 © © © ® © © © © © <SD 13 © © © ® © © © © © <0> 22 © © © ® © © © © © © 26 © © © @ © © © © © ©
G1 o (J Ü Ü A
E
Ü Ü 0 0 0 G1 A
E
A
E
A
E
0 0 A
E
A
E
0 0 0 G1 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G1 0 A
E
A
E
A
E
A
E
X X 0 A
E
0
=
G 2 o Ü Ü o Ü o 0 o A
E
A
E
G2 A
E
0 0 A
E
0 0 0 0 0 0 G 2 O 0 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0 G 2 0 0 0 O O 0 o 0 0 0
G3 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 0 A
E
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 0 0 0 o 0 A
E
0 0 0 0 G3 0 0 0 0 X 0 o o 0 0
=
(5) Vowels corresponding to J/u/
18 © © © © © © © © © 21 © © © ® © © © © © 34 © © © ® © © © © © © 35 © © J © ® © © © © © ©
G1 (J A
E
Ü Ü A
E
0 0 0 0 0 G1 A
E
A
E
A
E
A
E
A
E
A
E
0 0 0 0 G1 A
E
0 0 0 A
E
A
E
A
E
0 0 0 G1 A
E
o
0
A
E
A
E
A
E
0 0 0 0
=
=
G 2 U U (J (J Ü Ü 0 0 0 0 G 2 O 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 G2 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A
E
G 2 0 ° 0 A
E
0 0 o 0 0 0
G3 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0 G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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(6) Vowels corresponding to J/o/
01 ® © © © © © © © © © 14 © © © © © © © © I © 46 © © © ® © © © © © © 47 © © © © © © © © © ©
G1 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 G1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o G1 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o G1 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0
G2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 G2 O 0 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 o G2 0 o o o 0 0 0 0 o o G2 O 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 X 0
+
G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o G3 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 G3 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 o
(7) Rising diphthongs
11 © (D (3) ® © © © © © © 31 © © © © © © © © © © 45 © © © © © © © © © © 46 © © © ® © © © © © ©
G1 Oi Oi Oi o
c
Oi X Oi Oi 0 ? Oi G1 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G1 o 0 A
E
o A
J
X 0 0 A
E
0 G1 0 0 0 o 0 X 0 0 0 0
+ + +
G2 Oi Oi Oi Oi Oi Oi Oi Oi Oi Oi G2 o 0 0 0 o 0 0 X o o G2 0 0 0 A
E
0 0 0 0 0 0 G2 0 0 0 o 0 o o o 0 0
+ +
G3 Oi Oi 0
i/c
Oi 0
c
Oi Oi Oi Oi Oc G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 G3 0 o 0 0 0 A
E
0 0 0 A
J
G3 0 0 0 o 0 o o o 0 0
X X +
(8) Centering diphthongs
________ ____ ____ ________
09 © © © ® © © © © © © 38 © © © © © © © © © © 47 © © © ® © © © © © © 48 © © © ® © © © © © ©
G1 A
E
A
E
0 o 0 X 0 0 0 0 G1 X 0 X 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 G1 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o o G1 X o 0 X o 0 o X X
+ + + + X + X X + X + + X ! x
+ X + X X
G2 0 0 X o 0 o 0 0 0 o G2 0 0 X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 G2 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 G2 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 X X
X + + + X X X X X X X X
G3 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 X 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 G3 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 G3 X 0 0 0 0 o X X 0 X
+ + + X X X X X X
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4. Consonant Naturalisation
(1) Voiceless stops/affricates
14 ® © ( 3) ® © © © © © © 17 © © ® © © © © © © 18 ® © © ® © © © © © © 3 0 ® © © ® © © © © © ©
G1 0
c
O i O i 0
c
O i O i O i O i O i O c G 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G 1 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 G 1 0
....
o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
# ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! # ! •  ! •  ! •  ! # ! # ! •  ! •
!
•
!
• X •
!
X X •
!
•
!
•
1
• •
1
• •
!
X •
!
•
1
•
!
• •
G2 O i O
c
O i O i O i O c O i O i O i X G2 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 O O 0 G2 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 G2
0
0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0
•
j
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! • # ! # ! •  ! # ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •
!
•
!
X •
!
•
!
•
!
X X •
!
•
!
•
!
•
I
• X • X •
1
•
!
•
1
•
1
G3 O i 0
c
O i O i 0
c
O i O i O i O i O c G3 O O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O G3 O 0 0 o O o 0 0 0 0 G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
•
!
•
|
•
!
•
!
X •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! # ! # ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
|
•
J
•
I
•
I
•
|
•
!
•
|
•
J
•
!
•
!
• •
!
•
1
•
!
•
1
•
1
Row 1: “0"=correct phoneme/allophone naturalisation, "A  "=correct phoneme/incorrect allophone naturalisation (E=AE, ?=other), “X”=incorrect, "-”=not present
Row 2: “#"=syllabic structure maintained, “X”=syllabic structure broken, “!"=correct consonant + vowel + syllabic structure production achieved. 
(1) Voiced stops/affricates
20 ® © © © © © © © © © 21 ® © © ® © © © © © © 22 ® © © ® © © © © © © 31 ® © © ® © © © © © ©
G1 0 o 0 O 0 o 0 0 0 0 G1 Oc Oc Oc Oc Oc Oi Oi Oi Oc Oc G1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G1 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 o
•
j
•
!
•
!
•
J
•
I
# ! # ! # ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! X X
! ! ! ! j ! ! 1 ! 1 I
G2 o O 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 G2 Oc Oi Oc Oc Oc Oc Oc Oc Oc Oc G2 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G2 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! # ! •  ! •  ! •  ! # ! •  ! X X X •  ! •  ! •
!
•
!
• •
!
•
!
• •
!
• •
J
• •
!
•
!
• •
!
•
!
•
!
• •
!
•
!
•
!
G3 0 O 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 0
i/c
Oc Oc Oi Oc Oc Oc Oc Oc Oc G3 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0
•
|
•
!
•
!
•
1
•
!
•  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! X •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! # ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •
J
•
I
•
I
•
!
• •
\
• •
!
•
I
•
!
•
|
•
I
•
1
•
I
•
!
•
!
•
1
•
J
•
!
•
I
(3) Nasals
24 ® © © ® © © © © © © 25 ® © © ® © © © © © © 26 ® © © ® © © © © © © 27 © © © ® © © © © © @
G1 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G1 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 o G1 0 0 0 0 0 o o 0 0 0 G1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
# ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! X/
•  !
•  ! • ! •  ! X •  ! •  ! X •  ! •
!
X •
!
•
!
•
!
X X •
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
I
•
I
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
G2 0 0 0 o 0 O 0 0 0 0 G2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G2 0 O 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o
•
!
•
!
•
|
•
!
•
!
•  ! # ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! # ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! • 1 X •
t
X •
!
•
!
X X •
I
X •
!
•
!
•
!•
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
I
•
j
•
!
•
!
•
1
•
I
G3 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 O 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o
•
!
•
!
•
1
•
!
•
I
~ m T •  ! •  ! # ! # ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  < •  ! # ! •  ! •  ! •  ! X •
I
•
!
•
I
•
!
• X •
1
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
1
•
|
•
1
•
!
•
f
•
!
•
1
•
!
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(4) Voiceless fricatives
16 (D © © © © © © © © © 19 © © © ® © © © © © © 28 © © © ® © © © © © © 45 © © © ® © © © © © ©
Gl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Gl X/ X X Oc X X Oi Oc X X Gl A A A A A A 0 0 A 0 Gl 0 0 o 0 o o 0 0 0 o
Oi E E E E E E E
• •
!
•
1
•
1
•
!
• • • • •  ! •
j
• • •
!
• • •
!
•
!
• • •
!
•
!
•
!
•
|
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
f
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
j
G2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o 0 G2 X Oc X X Oc X X/ X X/ X G2 A A A 0 O A 0 A O A G2 0 0 O O 0 o 0 0 0 0
Oc Oc E E E E E E
•
!
•
!
• •
!
•
!
# ! # ! •  ! •  ! •  ! • •
!
• • •
!
• •
!
• •
!
• •
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
j
•
!
•
!
•
I
•
!
•
1
•
!
•
!
G3 0 O 0 0 O 0 O 0 O 0 G3 Oc X Oc Oc X Oc Oi Oc Oc X/ G3 A A A 0 0 0 A 0 0 0 G3 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Oc E E E E
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
• •  ! # ! •  ! •  ! •
!
• •
!
•
!
• •
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
J
•
J
•
!
(5) Voiced fricatives
15 0) © © ® © © © © © © 22 © © © ® © © © © © © 23 © © © ® © © © © © © 29 © © © ® © © © © © ©
Gl 0 O 0 O 0 0 0 0 O 0 Gl 0 0 O 0 0 O 0 O 0 O Gl X X X 0 X X O X O X Gl Oi Oi 0
1
Oi Oi Oi Oi Oc Oi Oi
! I I t ! ! I J ! ! t ! ! ! I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! J !
G2 0 0 0 o 0 0 O 0 O 0 G2 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G2 X X 0 0 X o 0 0 0 0 G2 O O 0 Oi Oi Oi Oi Oc Oi Oi
i/c c/i c
! ! 1 t | I I J j J J | j j
•
! ! ! ! ! | J | ! 1 ! | | ! J J !
G3 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 0 o 0 0 0 o o 0 0 0 G3 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 Oc 0 0 Oi Oi Oi Oi Oi Oc Oi
c/i i
! ! I t I j 1 1 1 J t I 1 J ! t ! 1 I J J 1 J J 1 ! I ! ! ! ! J | !
(6) Glides/Liquids
12 0) © © ® © © © © © © 32 © © © ® © © © © © © 33 © © © ® © © © © © © 34 © © ® © © © © © ©
Gl A A A A A A 0 0 A A Gl A A A 0 A A A 0 0 0 Gl A A A 0 A A A 0 A A Gl A A A 0 A A O 0 A A
E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E 7 E E E E E E E E E
•
!
•
!
•
|
•
j
•
J
•  ! # ! •  ! •  ! •  ! • • • • • • •  ! • • ' 9 ! •
!
•
|
•
J
•
!
•
J
•
!
X •
!
•
I
•
I
•
j
•
|
•
!
• •
J
•
|
•
|
•
j
•
!
•
!
G2 A 0 A A 0 A A A 0 A G2 A A A A A O 0 0 0 O G2 A 0 0 A 0 0 0 A 0 A G2 A A A A 0 0 0 A A A
E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E E
•
j
•
!
•
!
•
!
•
!
•  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! •  ! # ! • • • • •  ! • •  ! • •
!
•
1
•
!
•
|
•
|
X •
!
•
!
•
|
•
I
•
j
•
!
•
!
•
|
•
j
•
I
•
I
•
!
•
!
•
j
G3 0 O 0 0 0 0 A A A A G3 0 0 0 0 0 A 0 0 0 0 G3 0 o 0 0 0 0 X/ 0 A A G3 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 A A A
E E E E E A
J
E E E E J
! ! | ! ! I 1 ? 1 I I ! | 1 ! • 1 ! I ! I |
!
5. Syllabic Structure
(1) N > N structures
05 ® © (D 0 © © © © © © 06 © © © © © © © © © 26 © © © 0 © © © © © (Tfi) 27 © © © © © © © © © ©
G1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G1 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 o G1 0 0 0 X o 0 0 0 0 0 G1 0 0 0 0 o o 0 o 0 0
G2 Ü Ü Ü Ü o 0 0 0 0 0 G2 0 o o o o o 0 0 0 0 G2 0 0 o 0 X 0 0 0 0 o G2 O 0 o 0 o 0 0 o o 0
G3 o Ü o Ü o 0 o 0 o 0 G3 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 0 o o 0 0 0 0 o 0 o G3 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o 0
''0"=correct, absent
(2) V > V structures
08 © (D (3) 0 © © © © © © 25 © © © © © © © © © © 36 © © © © © © © © © © 37 © © © © © © © © © ©
G1 o Ü Ü Ü Ü 0 0 0 0 0 G1 o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 G1 o 0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 o G1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0
G2 Ü O Ü Ü 0 0 0 0 0 0 G2 0 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 0 G2 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 G2 0 0 0 0 o 0 o o 0 0
G3 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 o G3 o 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 o G3 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 0 0
(3) CV > CV structures
06 © (D (D © © © © © © © 24 © © © ® © © © © © © 29 © © © © © © © © © © 38 © © © © © © © © © ©
G1 0 0 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 G1 0 0 o 0 o o 0 0 0 o G1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G1 0 0 o o 0 0 o 0 0 0
G2 o Ü o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 G2 0 0 0 o 0 0 o o 0 0 G2 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o G2 0 0 0 0 o o 0 o o 0
G3 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 G3 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o G3 o 0 0 0 o 0 0 o o 0
(4) CjV > CjV structures
18 © (2) (D 0 © © © © © © 21 © © © 0 © © © © © © 26 © © © © © © © © © © 39 © © © © © © © © © ©
G1 0 0 0 X X 0 X X o 0 G1 0 0 X X 0 0 0 o 0 0 G1 0 X 0 0 o X X 0 0 o G1 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G2 o o 0 X 0 0 X X 0 0 G2 0 0 0 o o X X X 0 o G2 0 X 0 0 X X 0 X 0 0 G2 0 0 o o 0 0 0 o 0 0
G3 Ü 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G3 0 X 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 G3 o 0 0 0 o X 0 0 0 o G3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(5) CV > CjV structures
40 © © © © © © © © © 41 © © © © © © © © © 42 © © © © © © © © © ®> 43 © © © © © © © © ©
G1 X X X X X X X 0 X 0 G1 X X X X X X X 0 X X G1 X X X X X X X 0 X 0 G1 X X X X X X X 0 X 0
G2 X X o 0 X X X X X X G2 X X 0 0 X X X X X X G2 X X 0 0 X X X X X X G2 X X 0 0 X X X X X X
G3 X o X X X X X 0 X X G3 X 0 X X X X X o X X G3 X 0 X X X X X 0 X X G3 X 0 X X X X X 0 X X
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Chapter 5 
Conclusion
In this thesis, I have discussed issues related to Japanese language learning, focussing on 
the competency of naturalising loanwords into Japanese by Australian students. As noted 
in Chapter 1, the current study has attempted to address this issue in terms of staggered 
levels of Australian learners of Japanese, and by examining their competency with JLN 
(Japanese Loanword Naturalisation). Four levels of JLN were examined: (i) Open 
Syllabication, (ii) Germinate Formation, (iii) Vowel Naturalisation and (iv) Consonant 
Naturalisation. The important findings of the study can be summarized in terms of these 
four levels, as shown below.
Firstly, the study investigated the phonological forms of beginner, intermediate 
and advanced Australian speakers in terms of JLN Open Syllabication, and the 
differences between their production and that of native Japanese speakers. Given that 
Japanese (the target language) is an open-syllable language, and Australian English (the 
subject’s mother language) is closed-syllable, it was expected that learners would revert 
to closed-syllable structure in consonant cluster production. However, as discussed in 
2.4.1 and 4.1, this tendency was observed only in a small number of the responses from 
subjects (mostly in Gl, declining sharply in G2 and G3 production), with the larger 
number of subjects producing OS inserts in those places that native speakers use OS. In 
terms of actual production, Gl (lower level learners) appears to produce the lowest 
frequency of correct inserts, as well as possessing the greatest number of absence of 
inserts and hypercorrections (mostly u). At G2 and G3 level, most absence disappears, 
with high level correct production of u, o and / inserts in that order of correctness, with 
some hypercorrection (mostly u).
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Secondly, JLN Germinate Formation was examined in terms of differences 
between learner and native Japanese production. Since GF, like OS, is a process not found 
in AE, it thus must be learnt by subjects. A tendency for absence of GF was observed 
among cells G1 and 2 (lower and intermediate learners) subjects, with a higher level of 
correct production was observed among G3 (advanced learners). Flowever, a second 
examination of environments which native speakers would not use GF in indicates that 
learners hyper-correct with regard to GF, so it must be concluded that while GF 
competency rises quite high in proportion with learners’ overall Japanese competency, 
that some vagueness in regard to GF rules also exists.
Thirdly, in the study’s examination of the phonological forms of beginner, 
intermediate and advanced Australian speakers of Japanese, and their differences with 
native Japanese production in terms of JLN Vowel Naturalisation, all cell responses were 
of a native-like level in terms o f vowel quality of front and back monophthongs, and 
rising diphthongs. However, all groups had difficulties with central vowels and centering 
diphthongs -  two vowel groupings that can be classified as ‘unknown partners' (the less 
similar of converging phonemes in a language moving into one in the target language). A 
second vowel quality difficulty took place on an allophonic/phonetic level where, while 
the learner’s phoneme selection is correct, their allophonic production, while still being 
communicable, is not compatible with the allophones used by native speakers {'wrong 
winners'). Wrong winners were most prevalent in G1 production and diminished 
significantly in G2 and G3 production. Little difficulty in terms of vowel duration was 
observed in the current study’s duration results (4.3.2). Cells G l, G2 and G3 
demonstrated native-like production with all the monophthongs and rising diphthongs, 
although difficulty in producing centering diphthongs was observed in G l, and to a less 
extent in G2 and G3.
Fourthly, in terms of the phonological forms of beginner, intermediate and advanced 
Australian speakers of Japanese in JLN Consonant Naturalisation, and their differences 
from native Japanese production, as with the VN results above, all groups successfully 
produced most consonants to a high level in terms of consonant quality, but there are still 
several ‘unknown partners' that learners appear to find problematic (with Gl possessing 
the greatest number and G3 the lowest number of incorrect responses). In addition, on an 
allophonic/phonetic level, G l, G2 and G3 all recorded high levels of correct 
pronunciation, but clearly all had staggered degrees o f 'wrong winner' production. 
Finally, all groups demonstrated some difficulties in areas of transference of 
moraic/syllable structure from AE to JLN. All groups performed poorly in CV>Cj V items, 
G l, G2 and G3 showed native-like moraic structure production for CV, V and N items
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(although N is somewhat subject to OS hyper-correction), with G1 and G2 giving 
somewhat less correct CjV>CjV productions than G3.
To summarize, while an increase in JLN competency in line with general 
Japanese competency was observed in terms of OS, GF, VN and CV, a number of 
reoccurring areas were also observed. It is hoped that a clearer understanding of JLN may 
be gained via the model presented in the current work, as well as an insight into learner 
difficulties via the subject production commentary within this work. It is the author’s 
hope that this might provide a stimulus for encouraging the development of greater 
Japanese language communicative ability in fellow Australian learners.
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